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Finding Aid: Victor Hammer Collection 

Summary: The following is a finding aid to the contents of the Victor Hammer Papers, donated to the Library 
of Congress by Carolyn Reading Hammer. 

Dates: Material dates approx. 1920-1999 
Material donated 1999-2016 

Extents: This collection consists of 21 monographs, 50 file boxes, and 4 oversize file boxes. 

Names: Hammer, Victor Karl (1882-1967) 
Hammer, Carolyn Reading 

Subjects: Hammer, Victor, 1882-1967--Correspondence. 
Hammer, Victor, 1882-1967--Exhibitions. 
Private Presses—United States 

Scope & Contents: The gift consists of materials relating chiefly to the artistic career of Victor Karl Hammer 
(1882-1967) in Europe and the United States after his emigration from Austria in 1939. 

Abstract: This important gift to the Library of Congress of materials relating to the activities of Victor and 
Carolyn Hammer will preserve a core of fundamental publications, documents, and objects for the 
study of two important American book artists of the twentieth century. The items donated may be 
used for the study of the achievements of the two principals, for the study of the craft of printing, for 
illustrations for works on the graphic arts, for the exploration of ideas found in the correspondence, 
and for other purposes. The documents relating to the career of Victor Hammer as a painter are 
especially significant. For variety of interests, originality of concepts, breadth of important personal 
American and European contacts, and for intrinsic appeal, there can be few archives in the graphic 
arts field of equal interest. 

Access & Restrictions: Persons granted access to the Collection may obtain single-copy reproductions of the 
unpublished materials contained therein. During the lifetime of the Donor, electronic 
copies of the materials constituting the Collection may be made available only on the 
premises of the Library; all other use of such electronic copies shall be only with the 
prior written permission of the Donor. 

Method of Acquisition: Gift of Carolyn Reading Hammer 
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Contents List 
 
 
Part I: Correspondence 
Boxes #1-21 
Correspondence with more than 400 individuals 
 
 
Part II: Miscellaneous Notes & Files 
Boxes #22-34 

A. Anvil press materials 
B. Hammer documents 
C. Fritz Kredel material 

 
 
Part III: Mezzotints & Prints of Woodcuts and Metal Engravings 
Oversize Boxes #2 & 3 
Mezzotints (6 items); Prints of Woodcuts and Metal Engravings (23 items) 
 
 
Part IV: Metal Engravings, Woodcuts, Linecuts, and Initial Letters 
Oversize Box #4 
7 items 
 
 
Part V: Photographs (Boxes 35-41 and Oversize Boxes 1 & 3) 
Boxes #35-41 and Oversize Boxes #1 & 3 
Works of art by V. Hammer (888 pieces plus negatives) and Personal photographs (694 photographs, slides, 
and negatives) 
 
 
Part VI: Reviews, catalogues, and Bibliographical Data 
Boxes #42-44, 45-49 
 
 
Part VII: Publications  

A. Books from the Stamperia del Santuccio - 11 vols. 
B. The Wells College Press - 1 vol. 
C. The Anvil Press - 6 vols. 
D. The Hammer Press - 1 vol. 
E. The Dolmen Press - 1 vol. 
F. The Spiral Press (Joseph Blumenthal) - 1 vol. 
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Part I. Correspondence 
 
Correspondence files, containing papers concerning art and publishing activities (exhibitions, book 
manuscript acquisition, typographical and editorial topics, acquisition of printing supplies, marketing) as well 
as correspondence with collectors, scholars, curators, colleagues, friends, and literary, publishing, intellectual 
and cultural figures. Files contain letters, forms, photographs, cards, drafts of responses, proofs of 
publications, keepsakes, and other documents contributing to an understanding of the work of the Hammers. 
Correspondents include such well-known individuals as Bernard Berenson, Sir Kenneth Clark, Benedetto 
Croce, T. S. Eliot, Eric Gill, Aldous Huxley, Randall Jarrell, Theodor Mommsen, Lewis Mumford, Reinhold 
Niebuhr, Rainer Maria Rilke, Rudolf Serkin, Andres Segovia, Edmund Wilson, and many names prominent in 
the fields of scholarship, art, the graphic arts, and fine publishing. Each entry below corresponds to a box and 
folder containing related materials on over 400 individuals and topics as designated. 
 
 
BOX 1: 
 
Folder 1: Adler, Elmer (Pynson Printers, one of first presses in U.S. to use Victor Hammer’s uncial 

type; prominent bookman, donor of materials to Princeton, and Casa del Libro, Puerto Rico) 
11 pieces, 1942-1956; re VH employment, a press, Adler’s acquisition of Hammer books. 

Folder 2: Allen, Greer. (Former printer to the University of Chicago and subsequently to Yale 
University)- 4 items, 1964-1975; 2 letters re R. H. Middleton, 2 greetings. 

Folder 3:  Allen, Lewis. (San Francisco Bay area printer, and proprietor, with his wife Dorothy, of the 
Allen Press, which used iron hand presses for publishing; author of Printing With the Hand 
Press) -29 items to CRH and VH, 1953-1995; reminiscence of meeting VH and CRH; about 
Richard de Bas paper, mailing lists, topics for publishing; comments on each other’s books; 
copy of 26 pp. 1958 letter from CRH to Lewis Allen on justification for printing. 

Folder 4:  Altschul, Frank. (Proprietor of the Overbrook Press) 3 pieces, 1945; rejects VH’s bid to 
work at Overbrook; address, 40 Wall Street. 

Folder 5:  Alverthorpe Gallery (Collection of Lessing J. Rosenwald, president of Sears Roebuck, 
collector, and donor to the Library of Congress and National Gallery of Art) 16 pieces, 1967-
1978; Lessing J. Rosenwald condolences on death of VH; correspondence with Ruth Fine re 
lending to 1978 Grolier Club exhibition of fine printing; providing illustrations for use by 
Ulrich Middeldorf. 

Folder 6:  American Type Founders - 7 pieces, 1945-1953, sales literature, order for American Uncial, 
correspondence re Civilité type; CR1-I’s 1945 order for Goudy Old Style, spacing and ink for 
Bur Press. 

Folder 7:  American Uncial (the typeface designed by Victor Hammer which is most frequently used in 
contemporary typography) -21 pieces, 1946-1948, attempted sales of type, letters of 
admiration, order from Buenos Aires. 

Folder 8:  Amottols (unidentified) - 2 pieces, 1928; letter and sheet with verse. 
Folder 9:  Amsterdam Continental- 8 pieces, 1967-1968, re ordering American Uncial type for use by 

VH. 
Folders 10-12:  Anderson, John H. (The Pickering Press, Maple Shade, NJ) - 41 pieces of correspondence, 

1947-1987, including 35 letters from JA, 1 letter from VH (13 November 1947, Xerox), 4 
letters of CRH (carbon), 1 letter of Barnard Taylor of Press of Appletree Alley. 1947 
correspondence deals with JA’s orders and enthusiasm for uncial type, desire for its 
commercial production, visits; remaining letters deal with his printing of VH’s Manifesto at 
Pickering Press (1987), including obtaining a foreword from CRH and photographs for VH’s 
wooden hand press to be engraved by noted illustrator John De Pol. Included are carbon of 
CRH’s foreword for Manifesto, 12 color prints of VH’s wooden press, 2 prints of John De 
Pol’s woodcut of VH’s wooden press for Manifesto, 2 prospectuses for Manifesto, printed 
photo of VH (1948) at Pickering Press, 8x10 glossy photo showing Victor Hammer, John 
Anderson and others, ca. 1948, 1985 keepsake in Hammer Unziale for Craft Council of 
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Ireland; also JA’s Christmas cards 1986-1987, a prospectus for A Commonplace Book (1985), 
5 photos of printing equipment; JA’s booklet The Words of the Masters (1982), “Prayer” 
keepsake (1986).  

Folder 13:  Andrews, Nelson, Whitehead- 1 letter, 1958; George A. Nelson to VH, Dutch charcoal has 
been discontinued; orders, receipts.  

Folder 14:  D’Ancona, Flora Levi- 2 pieces, 1953-1959; letter and card to CRH, encourages her to visit 
Italy again, recalls trip to Orvieto.  

Folder 15:  Andrian, Leopold (unidentified) -26 letters in German  
 
  Anrep, Cecil (see Berenson file: Box2, Folder 10) 
 
Folder 16:  Antin, Charles (New York friend, 1950s, interested in typography) -9 pieces, 1964-1969; 

about keepsake for Alfred A. Knopf; proposes Typophile Chapbook about VH; several 
printing specimens.  

Folder 17:  Antoninus, Brother (William Everson, California fine printer) – 3 letters, 1951-1954; 
calligraphic; Inquires about securing 16 pt. uncial type; “I am an admirer of your types, your 
printing, and your influence in America.”  

Folder 18:  Anvil Press -3 letters, 1980 to 1993; letter from Nancy Bittner, student at R.I.T., sends copy 
of her research paper on VH and Fritz Kredel (states that Kredel was to be successor to 
Rudolf Koch; Kredel moves to U.S. in 1938 when declared unfit to work for Hitler); 
acknowledgment for a gift of books and prints; acknowledgment from Bodleian Library for 
gift of CRH’s The Tempest (1993).  

Folder 19:  Archer, H. Richard (librarian of the Chapin Library, Williams College, proprietor of the 
Hippogryph Press) - 7 letters, 7 Christmas cards, 1954-1970; sending Jessen type from Joe 
Graves (gift); about his talk on Joe Graves at Gallery 303 in New York; encourages CRH to 
visit in 1960.  

Folder 20:  Arion Press (see also Hoyem) -5 printed promotional specimens.  
Folder 21:  Arnold, Fritz (apprentice of Victor Hammer in Florence) - Xerox copy of a letter from VH to 

Arnold, London, 1933, on letterhead of the Austrian Legation; VH acknowledges proofs of 
his Stamperia del Santuccio Francis Bacon project.  

Folder 22:  Ascherl, Joseph P. (Doubleday publishing) -2 letters, 1959-1961, calligraphic; re: Broadside 
No. 1, Thomas Merton, The Solitary Life.  

Folder 23:  Ashantilly Press (private press of William G. Haynes, an artist, from Darien Georgia) -2 
letters, 1964-1959; Xerox of VH letter of 1964; Haynes requests permission to quote VH in 
forthcoming book on punchcutting.  

Folder 24: Atterbury, Rowley S. (British printer, Westerham Press) - 2 letters, 1953 and 1995; friend of 
Berthold Wolpe; printed catalogue for exhibition of Epstein at the Tate Gallery; thanks for the 
black ink; 2 printing specimens.  

Folder 25:  Auchincloss, Kenneth (editor for Time magazine, book collector) - 2 letters 1967; visits VH 
and CRH in Kentucky; asks for Four Dialogues and Twelve Apostles; thanks for books. 

Folder 26:  Austria - 3 issues of a flyer, Austrian information. 
Folder 27:  Austrian Embassy, London (possess V. Hammer’s portrait of Baron von Franckenstein, 

Austrian ambassador to London) - 6 letters; 1979; acknowledge receipt of VH’s portrait of 
Baron Georg Franckenstein; copy of a letter of transmittal, on behalf of Jakob Hammer.  

Folder 28:  Austrian Emigres Documentation - 1 letter, 1995; query from Peter Schwartz regarding 
inclusion of VH in forthcoming International Biographical Dictionary of Central European 
Emigres, 1933-1945.  

Folder 29:  Austrian Landesmuseum -2 letters, 1936; to VH regarding Otto Reicher, Rudolf and Paul 
Koch; photocopies of 4 letters of VH, 1954-1964 to Dr. Trenkler, Austrian National Library; 
1978 letter of Dr. Pomer, of Linz, stating to David Farrell that he has no information on VH.  

Folder 30:  Austrian Press and Information Service - 1 letter, Dr. Martin Eichtiner, to James D. 
Birchfield, acknowledging article on VH for Austrian information.  
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BOX 2: 
 
Folder 1: Baillou, Clemens de (“Baltic Baron,” cousin of Nicky Mariano, curator of Morris Museum, 

Augusta, Georgia) -34 letters and replies, 1960-1980, plus cassette and reel-to-reel tape; 
regarding the possibilities for exhibition at the Augusta (GA), Richmond County Museum.  

Folder 2: Basel Kunstmuseum - 1 letter, to VH in Kolbsheim, 8 September 1958, from Esther 
Preiswerk, Print Room, about contacting Don and Tudor Wilkinson at their hotel.  

Folder 3: Basilisk Press (English bookselling firm, specializing in marketing private press books) - 1 
letter, 1980, from Michael Taylor.  

Folder 4: Beauclair, Gotthard de - (student of Rudolf Koch; an editor for Insel Verlag; Fritz Kredel 
obtained for CRH a brass calendar designed by Koch through Beauclair) 4 letters, 1957-1963; 
plus printing specimens, exhibition announcements, prospectuses.  

Folder 5: Becher, Ulrich (novelist) 1 letter, 1962, with translation.  
Folder 6: Belanger, Terry (director of Rare Books School at Columbia, later University of Virginia) 2 

letters, 1982; invites CRH to the 10th anniversary of the Book Arts Press; copy of reply from 
CRH.  

Folder 7: Benesch, Dr. Otto (Director of the Albertina, Vienna) - 9 letters, 1 post card, 1935-1978; 
copies of replies from CRH.  

Folder 8: Bennett, Paul (type foundry executive; Mergenthaler Linotype) - 10 items, 1946-1965; 1946 
letter to VH regarding American Uncial, with suggestions on how to publicize the new 
typeface; copy of 1965 letter from Bennett to John Goetz proposing a trade edition of 
Chapters on Writing and Printing and photostat of reply of Goetz declining proposal.  

Folder 9: Benson, John Howard (New England stone cutter and author of books on calligraphy) 9 
letters, 1946-1953; printing specimen, invoice for hand-lettered slate.  

Folder 10: Berenson, Bernard (American art historian at Villa I Tatti, Florence, and his biographer, 
Nicky Mariano) and circle - 33 pieces, 1939-1979; includes letter from Berenson to CRH, 
1954; 21 items from Nicky Mariano to VH or CRH; 3 letters, 1968-1979, regarding access to 
VH letters; acknowledgment for Hammer prints; copy of letter from VH to BB regarding 
Piero della Francesca; funds owed to VH; Christmas cards. [VH did: 1 drawing of Mrs. 
Berenson, (1923)]  

Folder 11: Berger, Sidney (Curator of Special Collections, University of California, Riverside)- 3 letters, 
1994-1995; enjoyed meeting CRH in Lexington; has spoken to Harry Duncan; doing a book 
on Kim Merker; invites CRH to visit Riverside; typescript of “The Roycroft Experiment,” 30 
pp., and 1995 Christmas card.  

Folder 12: Bernstorff, Albrecht, Graf von (see Bethmann-Holweg file; friend & patron of V. Hammer, 
anti-Fascist) and sister. 9 letters, 1920-1965; member of staff of German Embassy; killed as 
member of German resistance; 2 letters from Karl Spitz, London, regarding $200 check from 
Count Albrecht Bernstorff. [VH did: 1 mezzotint and 2 oil portraits -1917 portrait of the 
dowager Countess von Bernstorff, and 1938 painting of Sister Anna (a nun) von Bernstorff]  

Folder 13: Bethmann-Hollweg, Renata von (formerly Frau Renata von Schubert) – 1 letter, 1978; letter 
from son Andreas von Schubert regarding VH portrait of his mother; copies of letters to 
Schubert from CRH. 

 
  Bieler Press (private press of Gerald Lange; see California: Box 3, Folder 13) 
 
Folder 14-15: Bier, Justus (native of Nuremberg, Head of Art Dept., University of Louisville, later director 

of North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh) -76 pieces, 1952-1997; writes VH about 
submitting a painting and a drawing for exhibition (27 February 1952); submits VH’s 
Hölderlin for review in Journal of Aesthetics and Criticism (11 February 1953); assists 
Hammer in seeking collectors, advises on grant possibilities; solicits VH to submit estimate 
for lettering a plaque, designing a bookplate (8 & 18 July 1952); acknowledges bibliography 
of VH, suggests sending a copy to Ulrich Middeldorf at University of Chicago (5 November 
1952); will review Pico della Mirandola, Oration on the Dignity of Man, for Louisville 
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Courier-Journal (27 October 1954); arranges for VH to receive an honorary doctorate from 
University of Louisville (1960); proposes major VH exhibition in Raleigh, NC (18 September 
1964); patron Edgar Kaufman will “collaborate in any way” (6 October l964) correspondence 
re preparations for exhibition, selection of works, soliciting essays for the exhibition 
catalogue, shipping, insurance; VH hospitalized; “Though the hopes I have expected to come 
true have turned sour during this period, , your offer for the exhibition now may still be 
turning to better account….” “Yet nothing more of my work, for it is simply not understood 
and at that time had even not the slightest investment value.” “…. to be acknowledged even in 
the last days of one’s life is no mean thing.” (8 March 1965); asks VH to design a plaque for 
NC Museum (18 January 1967); NC Museum is buying 3 drawings from Edgar Kaufmann 
(24 September 1965); thanks CRH for Rothenstein biography of VH (7 July 1978); program 
for Louisville exhibition honoring memory of Justus Bier (September-October 1990); Oscar 
Bryant, Louisville, thanks CRH for loan of Bier correspondence (17 July 1997).  

Folder 16: Bixler, Michael (type founder & printer in New York state) 10 letters 1967-1969, 1 letter 
from Stan Nelson, of Smithsonian re typefounding; copies of replies from CRH; printing 
specimens.  

Folder 17-18:  Blinn, Carol J. (proprietor of the Warwick Press in Easthampton, MA) - 3 letters, 1980-
1991; cards with notes; prospectuses; printing specimens.  

Folder 19-20: Blumenthal, Joseph (Austrian émigré, New York printer & typographer at the Spiral Press; 
designer of Emerson and Spiral type; author of Morgan Library’s Art of  the Printed Book; 
see file for Hammer Requiem) - 51 letters to VH and CRH, 1950-1989, prospectus for 
Blumenthal’s typeface, “Emerson”; typescript for VH, “The Paleographer, the Typographer, 
and his son,” with handwritten corrections, with proofsheets in American Uncial and 
handwritten corrections and changes; copy of letter from R. H. Middleton to Blumenthal re 
printing a memorial volume to VH (Requiem for Victor Hammer); proofs corrected by CRH 
for VH memorial publication; copy of 1967 letter from CRH re memorial volume.  

 
 
BOX 3: 
 
Folders 1-2: Blumenthal, Joseph (continued from Box 2, Folders 19-20) 
Folder 3: Bodoni, Museo (printing museum in Parma, Italy) -1 letter, 1982, thanking CRH for a copy 

of Victor Hammer: Artist and Printer; draft of letter from CRH to Museo Bodoni; pamphlet, 
“Bodoni Museum.”  

Folder 4: Bonhard (unidentified) -2 undated letters to VH.  
Folder 5: Bowra, Sir Maurice (English literary critic) - 1 letter from 1952; declines project to translate 

Catullus; draft of letter from VH, 1952; draft of letter from CRH, 1986; Latin typescript. 
Folder 6: Braig, Gustav - 1 letter, 1939; offer for advertising for a soap company.  
Folder 7: Braun, Felix (unidentified) - 1 letter, 1965.  
Folder 8: Broch, Herman (German/Austrian patriot, writer) - 2 letters, 1 postcard, 1946; book dust 

jacket, Der Tod des Vergil, lettered in VH’s uncial type and with VH illustration; 2 copies of 
prospectus.  

 
  Bruce, Edward (see Box 50, Folder 18) 
 
Folder 9: Bruckman, A. (wife of German Consul in Atlanta) - 1 letter, 1954.  
Folder 10: Burckhardt, Erwin - 4 letters, 1948-1949 re American Uncial type.  
Folder 11: Butler, Pierce - 1 letter, 1951, to CRH, re purchase of an altar book for the Church of the 

Good Shepherd, Lexington.  
Folder 12: Caflisch, Max (printer) - 1 letter, 1964, to VH, letterhead of Imperial House Motel, refers to 

books printed by VH; calligraphic, signs with Hammer’s motto, “AMDG.”  
Folder 13: California/University of Southern California, Fine Arts Press - 7 letters of Gerald Lange 

(Bieler Press) with 2 carbons and 1 manuscript draft of CRH, totaling 10 pieces: regarding 
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interest of Gerald Lange in recasting VH’s typefaces; this letter following his phone call 
about loan of Pindar punches, interest of Stan Nelson, Smithsonian, in striking matrices; his 
proposed caster, Norman Fritzberg, cast Samson previously, though failed to cast CRH’s 
gratis quantity; “We would, be greatly interested in acquiring the archival materials of both 
Victor and yourself, and in the punch cutting equipment that you have in your possession”; 
encloses article about himself and USC Fine Arts Press and flyer re revival of journal, 
Coranto (26 July 1988); CRH to GL (carbon): anticipates trip to Spain in September, can 
send materials before departure or after her return (15 August 1988); CRH to GL (carbon): “I 
will mail to you. . . all the punches etc. for Victor Hammer’s PINDAR type for matrices and 
eventual casting; I also send, as a gift to the USC Fine Arts Press the punches etc. for 
Hammer’s SAMSON type (cast by the Hansestadt Letter Foundry). All that I send is to be the 
property of the USC Fine Arts Press archives”; “In return, I do ask for some of the PINDAR 
cast (ca. 200 lbs.)” (29 August 1999); GL to CRH: has ordered Artist’s Testament; thanks for 
Pindar punches and matrices and Samson matrices; Stan Nelson excited about Pindar project 
(5 December 1988); GL to CRH: Stan Nelson and Paul Duensing are interested in giving 
leads on the project; Duensing says mats were made on a French machine; looking for 
technical help [marginal note of CRH refers to Theo Rehak]; wants Fine Arts Press to publish 
a book about production of Pindar, solicits an introduction from CRH (3 August 1990); GL to 
CRH: thanks for referral to Rehak; notes error of identifying matrices; the Pindar matrices are 
for American Uncial, but the punches are for Pindar, with no punctuation; neither Duensing 
nor Nelson interested in striking matrices; has she matrices for Pindar? (19 November 1990); 
CRH to GL (manuscript draft): “. . . please return everything that I sent to you long ago &, 
with the help of my nephew, G. Reading, we will start over again” (3 December 1990); GL to 
CRH: USC Fine Arts Press is closing 30 June 1993; offers to return Pindar punches, Samson 
and American Uncial matrices to CRH; or, offers to forward to Wells College (21 April 1993); 
GL to Robert Doherty, Wells, conveys materials to Wells College (13 May 1993). 

Folder 14: Camberwell Press (Eileen Hogan, artist and director of Camberwell School of Arts & Crafts) 
- 2pieces; card and 1978 letter to CRH and nephew W. Gay Reading; encourages them to visit 
the Press and Berthold Wolpe; suggests a book on CRH and the Anvil Press.  

Folder 15-16: Carey, Graham (calligrapher, publisher of Liturgical Arts, co-author & friend of 
John Howard Benson) 54 pieces, 1944-1978; 1946 letter refers to VH being ill, and possible 
return to Vienna; about visiting Italy; hoped a friend would buy VH’s portrait of Thomas 
Merton; associated with journal, Catholic Art Quarterly (became Good Work); invites VH to 
send sample printing for an exhibit; 5 drafts of letters in hand of VH: “the bygone year [1965] 
was not good for me” and had five operations, but sold a painting for $10,000; 
correspondence with David Farrell re return of some letters of VH and CRH. 

Folder 17: Carnegie Foundation -4 pieces, 1949-1951; VH receives $750 grant to print Dialogue on 
Architecture; letter from Raymond McLain, pres. of Transylvania University.  

Folder 18: Carter, Harry (see Sebastian and Will Carter) (English bibliographical scholar) -4 pieces, 
1947-1983; draft of VH letter to Carter; 2 calligraphic letters of Carter about punch-cutting, 
Carter’s son Matthew; John Love to CRH seeking information on Harry Carter for a 
biography.  

Folder 19: Carter, John (English bibliographical scholar, Sotheby’s official) - 2 pieces, 1963-1971; 
acknowledges an original copy of an Anvil Press book to review for Times Literary 
Supplement; 1971 Xerox, from Sotheby’s to CRH, advising against disposing of VH’s works 
at auction.  

Folder 20-21: Carter, Sebastian & Will (see Harry Carter, cousin) (proprietors of the Rampant Lion Press, 
Cambridge, England; Will Carter also a wood engraver) – 30 pieces, 1985-1995; letters about 
visits in U.S. and Britain; about Sebastian Carter’s essay on VH for Matrix and for Twentieth 
Century Type Designers; Will Carter’s commission to incise slate tablet for CRH.  

 
Catnip Press (see Summers, Nicholas: Box 20, Folder 4) 
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Folder 22: Cave, Roderick (English bibliographer, author of The Private Press and Rare Book 
Librarianship) - 2 pieces, 1983; acknowledges CRH’s hospitality in Lexington; seeks 
assistance in revising The Private Press; acknowledges gift of a book. One piece soliciting 
data for Private Press Books bibliography.  

Folder 23: Chambers, David (proprietor of the Cuckoo Hill Press, ed. of The Private Library, Lloyd’s 
of London insurance executive) -4 pieces, 2 specimens; about visits, printing projects. 

Folder 24: Champion Paper Company - 11 pieces, 1964-1965, relating to R. H. Middleton’s article in 
issue 14 of The Printing Paper Salesman ‘s Herald; proof sheets for photos of type; use of 
photographs by Van Deren Coke; brochure promoting Skyland paper.  

Folder 25-26: Chappell, Warren (illustrator, student of Rudolf Koch, designer of Lydian typeface, artist-
in-residence at University of Virginia) - 22 pieces, 1932-1991; copy of a letter from VH to 
Chappell, 12 March 1932, inviting WC to work with him if he returns to Europe; sends to 
CRH a letter from Karl Hermann of Klingspor type foundry, 9 July 1953, describing a visit 
from Victor Hammer and Fritz Kredel, refers to cutting a type proposed by Chappell, 
references to Prof. Herbert Post, the type designer, installing the Klingspor Museum; copy of 
a letter of CRH to WC, wishing to discuss where to place VH items; acknowledges receiving 
several books from CRH; recalls details of careers of VH, Paul Koch, Hermann Zapf; some 
items show original illustrations, obituary of WC.  

 
 
BOX 4: 
 
Folder 1-2: Chiswick Book Shop (proprietor Herman Cohen, specialist in private press publications) - 61 

pieces, 1966-1971; involves marketing of Hammer publications; Cohen wishes to handle 
entire edition, not split with other dealers; questions concerning damaged shipments; invites 
CRH to a 1970 lecture and to dine in New York; invites CRH and W. G. Reading to opening 
of 1991 Officina Bodoni exhibition at the Grolier Club; visits CRH in Lexington in 1969; 
mentions 1976 Fritz Kredel show at Yale; recovering from 1977 heart attack.  

Folder 3-5: Christmas Cards of Interest, 1987- 24 pieces; Dwight Agner, Robert Doherty, John 
Schappler, Lili and Eric Wronker, Carol Blinn, University of San Francisco, and others.  

Folder 6: Cinelli (Florentine family; Delfino Cinelli poet, patron of Victor Hammer; wife subject of 
VH portrait) – 7 letters, 1924-1968, 1 publication; 2 letters in Italian from Delfino Cinelli, 
concerning psychological theory (“I will explain to you my mental process…“); “I have 
written a long novel. . . I would like to return to poetry”; sends check for 3,000 lire; expenses 
are great for restoration of Santa Croce [location of their town house in Florence] and 
Spannochia, “I wanted to do too much”; 4 letters from Ferdinand (“Nando’) Cinelli (Pres. of 
the Etruscan Foundation, Ferndale, Michigan): writes of his visit to Lexington; will call on 
CRH on his next trip; “I am so fortunate to have several works by Victor Hammer. I enjoy 
them continually and I think so often of his smiling face and kind, warm personality.” To VH: 
“the 2 portraits you made of my mother are still in the family…we all think of you very 
often”; “the piano lessons with Mrs. [Rosl] Hammer, and Jacopo and Veronica”; “My father 
[Delfino] died in 1942, terribly young — he was waiting so anxiously for the war to be over 
and Italy to be free”; “Federica has married Bandino Piccolomini and lives in Florence”; 
cannot go to NC Museum, but please send program; 18 February 1968 acknowledges receipt 
of Requiem for Victor Hammer: ‘our wonderful old friend”; “You may want to know that an 
excellent portrait of my Grandfather by Victor hangs in the hall of our company — a portrait 
of my Mother by Victor is at our home at Spannochia — and finally a sketch of me at 16 is in 
our room here: so I think of Victor very often, with affection and gratitude”; Francesca Cinelli, 
living in Detroit, sorry to learn of VH in hospital, asks (5 April 1965) for catalog of his 
exhibition, but cannot come south to view exhibition; Ferdinand Cinelli and Kyle Phillips Jr., 
Sixth Archeological Campaign of the Etruscan Foundation (Grosse Pointe Farms: Etruscan 
Foundation, 1964). [VH did: 1 portrait of Delfino Cinelli; 2 portraits of Signora Delfino 
Cinelli; 1 drawing of Ferdinand (Nando) Cinelli] 
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Folder 7: Clark, Colette (daughter of Sir Kenneth) - 1 piece, 1986; cannot identify or locate a painting 
described by Maurice Bowra. 

Folder 8: Clark, Sir Kenneth, later Lord Clark of Saltwood (art historian, patron, dir. of the British 
National Gallery, host of PBS’s “Civilization,” subject of a VH portrait drawing) -27 pieces, 
1928-1978; his book on the Gothic Revival to appear in the summer (of 1928); he approves of 
Hammer’s choice of Samson Agonistes for a book and offers to find a suitable text, signs as 
“Kenneth”; “There is plenty of room for you to stay with us when you are in England”; 21 
July 1931, on his appointment to the gallery at Oxford - “as BB [Bernard Berenson] says, a 
wonderful toy shop for me to play in; assists with English in Milton prospectus, will try to get 
someone to do an article; refers to VH’s drawing of his wife; 16 July 1933, asks VH to draw 
his portrait; proposes possibility of printing a selection of Yeats; makes cash gifts to assist 
VH; 17 February 1964: “I shall always remember you telling me that I was wasting my time 
with Mr. Berenson concerning myself with ridiculous questions of authenticity. I saw 
immediately that you were right and gradually withdrew from this form of self-indulgence”; 
will give CRH any pieces of VH correspondence, if they should find any that survived a fire 
in his library. [VH did: 1 drawing of Lord Clark (Kenneth); 1 drawing of Lady Clark (Jane)]  

Folder 9: Cleverdon, Douglas (English bookseller and publisher, Clover Hill Editions) – 1 letter, 4 
December 1987, from Alice Brocklehurst on loss of Cleverdon, his “gothic” funeral, with 
burial in Highgate Cemetery by Vicar of St. John’s Wood during a storm; she went to school 
with Cleverdon, now studying art and British books with wood engravings.  

 
  Cohen, Herman and Aviv (see Chiswick Bookshop: Box 4, Folders 1-2) 
 
Folder 10-11: Colish, Abraham (represented by Jerry Kelly) -2 letters, 1989; a collector of Hammer 

printing, asks to acquire further examples, sends samples of his work as a publications 
designer.  

Folder 12: Columbia University Library (Lohf, Kenneth A.) - 19 pieces, 1981-1990; re possible 
placement of VH papers at Columbia University, sending material on Merton to Columbia’s 
Merton Center; CRH promises to send VH’s drawing for a cross at Gethsemani. 

Folder 13: Coomaraswamy, Ananda - 1 piece, 1946; Boston Museum of Fine Arts acknowledges 
specimens of VH printing; “I find uncial - such as yours - very attractive for monumental 
texts”; Print Dept. wishes to acquire several specimens.  

Folder 14: Cooper, John Sherman [Xerox] (U.S. Senator from Kentucky) -4 pieces, 1969- 
1970; congratulations on receipt of NEH grant to print Hall’s Samson with Kredel woodcuts.  

Folder 15: Coranto (journal, edited by Wallace Nethery, University of Southern California; see 
Flewelling in V. Hammer’s correspondence) - 3 letters, 1967-1969; re printing a letter of VH 
regarding The Person, by Ralph Flewelling.  

Folder 16: Coster, Vincenza Byba (see also Berenson) - 5 pieces, 1939-1942; war has begun, she has 
just returned from Europe; spent 2 weeks with Berenson and Nicky Mariano in Switzerland; 
“You have been very wise and lucky to get out in time”; she is working for Anti-Fascist 
Society in New York; her husband is in Egypt; invites VH to visit her at 137 E. 66th Street in 
New York; offers to buy her VH portrait drawing belonging to Frau Mautner for $50, will 
lend for shows.  

Folder 17: Coudenhove, Count - typed draft of a letter of VH to Count Coudenhove-Kalergi Richard 
Nikolaus (1894-1972) founder of the Paneuropa-Union, 1930s; mentions author Max Mell 
and one of VH’s portrait subjects, Landeshauptmann Dr. Karl Maria Stepan.  

Folder 18: Crampton, W. D. - 2 letters, 1935-1937; from 82 avenue de Champs Elysee, Paris; 
acknowledges receipt of two portraits; declines to purchase 2 drawings of his children at $50 
each.  

Folder 19: Croce, Benedetto (Italian art critic, philosopher, & historian) - 1 letter, Naples, 1952; 
engraved card, with note of thanks.  

Folder 20: Cuala Press (Irish private press operated by sisters of poet W. B. Yeats, later revived) - 1 
piece, 1969 prospectus.  
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Folder 21: Curtius, E. R. (German historian) - 3 letters, 1954-1955, and replies; VH seeks permission to 
quote a passage from Curtius’s book to use in Mnemosyne and her Nine Daughters, the 
Muses.  

Folder 22: Dale Guild Type Foundry (of Theo Rehak, in NJ, author of Practical Typecasting) encloses 
font of his first run of 14 point American Uncial; to speak to Typophiles on 21 September, 
will talk of VH (7 September 1994).  

Folder 23: Davenport, Guy (Rhodes Scholar, writer, McArthur Award-winner) - 1 letter 2 February 
1994; responds to CRH’s letter about Thomas Merton’s poem “The Secret,” which she is 
printing: “It sounds like Jules Supervielle imitating court poetry of the 18th century.” Speaks 
of his literary projects. Draft of CRH to GD, she recalls that he phoned her with news of death 
of Merton, asks him about “The Secret.”  

Folder 24: Davies, Robertson [Xerox] - 2 pieces, CRH to RD, 11 April 1986, RD to CRH, 22 April 
1986. CRH writes concerning RD’s novel What’s Bred in the Bone and its extraordinary 
parallel to the experiences of Victor Hammer. RD assures her that the work is fiction.  

Folder 25: Delitz, Leo (longtime friend and fellow-artist of VH; wife, Fritzi) - 29 pieces, plus envelope 
of 13 drawings and proofs of wood engravings, 1923-1967; writes on advice of Dr. Benesch, 
who was interned with him, hoping VH will find him a job in the U.S.; he was a Professor at 
the Vienna Academy of Art (19 September 1940); VH to LD: “The arts as we have known 
them are definitely dead.” On the WPA: “I think in those years more paint was smeared on 
canvas than during the whole Renaissance period.” “Conditions here are very alarming, not 
the slightest feeling of the moral implication of quality in work. Only so much quality as 
needed for expediency and the demands of the market.” (15 February 1945); LD 
acknowledges visit in London of VH and CRH (13 December 1957); LD’s wife Fritzi dies 
after a short illness (1 June 1959); LD: “England has much fine weather and sunshine, which 
has not occurred since the Battle of Hastings.” (18 August 1959); Pepi Delitz to VH: “Lieber 
Onkle Viktor,” Leo Delitz died 23 February 1965 (27 February 1965); Joseph Delitz writes to 
CRH regretting death of “Uncle Victor,” as he was known to family. “I know that Victor was 
my father’s greatest friend since their student days in Munich at the beginning of this century.” 
Joseph studied with VH in Grundlsee in 1935-1936 and the Vienna Academy. (12 November 
1967).  

Folder 26: Detterer, Ernst (teacher of graphic design, Art Institute of Chicago and Custodian, Dept. of 
Printing, Newberry Library) – 1 letter and corrected proof of The Paleographer and the 
Typographer.  

Folder 27: Dillersberger, Joseph (mentions von Trapp family) – 3 letters, 1936-1937.  
Folder 28: Doherty, Robert (Photographer, printer, of George Eastman House; see also Wells College 

Press) - 8 letters, 1962-1994; Christmas cards; 1 letter from Nocholas Summers to CRH, with 
CRH note referring to Doherty.  

 
 
BOX 5: 
 
Folder 1: Doller, Anton (unidentified) -  letters, 1921.  
Folder 2:  Dreyfus, John (prominent English printing scholar and historian, Cambridge Univ. Press) - 

23 pieces, 1958-1993; receives Hammers at Cambridge; visits Lexington for programs at 
University of Kentucky; writes essay on Hammer for Kentucky Review; postcards. 

Folder 3: Driver, Clive (curator of the Rosenbach Museum, Philadelphia) – manuscript copy of New 
York Times article, “Museum Says Ex-Chief Sold Off 30 rare Letters,” 22 April 1987; with 
note from CRH, “I knew Clive Driver in the 1960s.”  

Folder 4: Dubskyta (unidentified) – 4 letters.  
Folder 5: Duensing, Paul (type founder, printer) - 1 letter, 1995, with thanks for copy of An 

Introduction to Victor and Carolyn Hammer, publication for 1995 Grolier Club exhibition of 
the Hammers; see also Nussbaumer.  
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Folder 6-9: Duncan, Harry (American fine printer at the Cummington Press in STA, professor of 
graphic design) - 115 letters from Duncan and colleague Wrightman (Paul) Williams to VH 
and CRH, 1946-1988; detailed correspondence with VH about printing, uncial type, proposed 
printing project at Wells College; typescript review of American Uncial by Duncan; printing 
specimens; 1988 correspondence of Duncan with CRH re his friend Joyce Glenn in FCI in 
Lexington; letters from Joyce Glenn and mother.  

Folder 10: Dunlap, Joseph R. (librarian) - 1 letter, 1964, re possible visit to Lexington.  
Folder 11: Dupre, Huntley (University of Kentucky historian, author of Bur Press volume, Rafinesque 

in Lexington; see The Bur Press) - 8 letters to CRH, 1951-1964.  
 

Eide, Elling: see Box 23, Folders 2-5. 
 

Folder 12: Eliade, Mircea (scholar of comparative religion) - 1 letter, 1955.  
Folder 13: Eliot, T. S. (Anglo-American poet, playwright, and literary critic) - 1 letter, 1964; thanks VH 

for copies of Concern for the Art of Civilized Man and Four Dialogues; draft of letter from 
VH to Eliot.  

Folder 14: Elliot, Harrison (papermaker and paper dealer) - 5 letters to VH, 1941-1943; photocopy of 
letter from VH to Elliot from R.I.T. collections.  

Folder 15: Ellison, Alberta T. - 1 letter, 1930, with a “To Whom It May Concern” letter certifying that 
VH taught at Cas’ Alta 1929-1930 and 1930-1931, a school in Florence for American girls.  

Folder 16: England, Patricia (Mrs. Jonathon; noted Washington, DC collector of modern fine printing) 
- 4 letters to CRH, 1981-1987, with copy of 1 letter to her from CRH.  

Folder 17: Evans, Bertram - 3 letters, 1935; seeking article by VH concerning his Hammer uncial types 
in new magazine, Industrial Arts; prospectus for Industrial Arts.  

 
Evans, Margaret (see Frank Altschul: Box 1, Folder 4) 
 

Folder 18: Fabbri, Egisto (art patron, friend of Berenson) - 1 letter, 1932; invitation to VH to visit.  
Folder 19: Faber Du Faur, Curt von (musicologist; Florentine acquaintance of V. Hammer, associated 

with Germanic programs at Harvard and Yale) - 18 letters, 1940-1952; Hammer printed his 
Die Uffizien in Florence, 1933.  

Folder 20: Federal Works Agency (Edward Bruce) - 9 letters, 1939-1941, encourages VH to accept 
position at Wells College in U.S.; copy of speech by Edward Bruce printed in Congressional 
Record, 1934, on the Public Works of Art Project.  

Folder 21: Fehl, Philipp - (Viennese Artist, Prof. of Art History at University of Illinois and University 
of North Carolina) - exhibition announcement and exhibition catalog, World War I 
Propaganda Posters, with essay by Fehl; letter, 1965, to VH, with draft of VH reply; 1 letter 
to Hunter Middleton re VH memorial volume; 2 letters to CRH.  

Folder 22: Feibleman, James K. (poet) - 28 letters, 1946-1953; re printing commissions at Hammer 
Press in Aurora, New York, for poetry by Feibleman, including The Dark Bifocals, Trembling 
Prairie, and Journey to the Coastal Marsh.  

Folder 23: Feigl Gallery (hosted early U.S. exhibition of V.H.) - 2 letters, 1945.  
Folder 24: Feldegg, Ferdinand von (Bauindustrie-Zeitung) - 1 letter, 1924.  
Folder 25: Fine Print (Sandra Kirschenbaum) - 11 letters, 1981-1989, concerning reviews of Anvil 

Press books, advertising, and a visit to Lexington to visit CRH.  
Folder 26: Fitts, Dudley – 1 letter, 1943, regarding use of red ink in the Charles Peguy Jeanne D’Arc 

printed by VH at Wells College.  
Folder 27: Flewelling, Ralph Tyler (see also Coranto) -6 letters, 1953, with draft replies; re philosophy, 

Hitler, review in The Personalist (ed. by Flewelling) of Hammer’s A Theory of Architecture, 
printed in Aurora, New York, at Hammer Press for George Wittenborn.  

Folder 28: Flower, Dr. Desmond (English literary scholar; writes preliminary essay for Anvil Press ed. 
of Racine’s Andromache) - 12 letters, 1986-1995; consisting of exchange with CRH 
concerning introductory essay for Andromache.  
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Folder 29: Francis, Sir Frank (Director of the British Museum) - 2 letters, 1964-1967; to VH, to CRH. 
Met Hammers as speaker at University of Kentucky program.  

Folder 30: Frank, Otto (bookbinder for Lessing Rosenwald, Alverthorpe Gallery) - I letter, 
1928.  

Folder 31:  Frank, Peter (commercial book binder in Sherman, CT) -4 letters, 1964-1966. 
Folder 32: Franckenstein, Baron Georg (Austrian Ambassador to London, subject of VH portrait) – 2 

letters, 1940-1950; draft of a letter by VH, 1947; photograph of a bust and medal; 2 letters, 
1953, from shipping company re transport of “Portrait of Sir George Franckenstein” [VH did: 
1 portrait]  

 
 
BOX 6: 
 
Folder 1: Frutiger, Adrian (French typographer, designer of the Univers typeface) – 20 letters, 1963-

1971; printing specimens; article, “A propos de recherches recentes d’Adrian Frutiger,” 
Revue suisse de l’imprimerie, no. 8/9, 1963.  

Folder 2: Gallerie St. Etienne (see Kallir) -1 letter, 1994, 8 announcements; declines exhibition 
proposed in 1994.  

Folder 3: Gallery 303 (NY lecture series of Dr. Robert Leslie) - 21 letters, 3 brochures, 5 publicity 
items, 22-page typescript of lecture, 1966-1972. Exchanges concerning appearance of CRH as 
lecturer on VH in New York; printing of a keepsake; potential printing of Requiem for Victor 
Hammer in Typophile Chapbook series; publication of her lecture in R. R. Bowker’s Heritage 
of the Graphic Arts (1972).  

Folder 4: Garnett, Anthony (bookseller), 2 letters, 1959-1960, inquires about the availability of 
Hammer art to advise a potential buyer in Canada. Will forward NC exhibition catalogue.  

Folder 5: Gaskell, Philip (English printing historian and bibliographer, King’s College, Cambridge) - 5 
letters, 1954-1958; Hermann Zapf has referred Gaskell to VH concerning a census of wooden 
presses; acknowledges photos of presses; arranges to meet in England.  

Folder 6: Gehlen, Prof. Dr. Arnold (Institut fur Soziologie, Aachen) - 7 pieces, 1965, exchanges with 
VH on issues in art and modern art; 10 sketches on one sheet by VH, comparing Leonardo’s 
Mona Lisa to a painting by Ferdinand Georg Waldmüller: “Hold the picture of Waldmüller 
against the Mona Lisa. You will realize how much more solid…Waldmüller is, and the smile 
of Mona Lisa becomes more and more idiotic”; sends two books to Gehlen,  “…only my work 
as an artist counts, not what I have to say as nobody listens to that    anyhow…” 

Folder 7: Geiger, Benno (unidentified) -1 piece, 1960s; photo-postcard on the 80th birthday of Geiger.  
Folder 8: Geramb, Prof. Viktor von (folklorist, of Graz, Austria) - 7 pieces to and from, 1935-1946; 

subject of a portrait mezzotint by VH [drawing and print owned by Alverthorpe Gallery of 
Lessing Rosenwald]; refers to Otto Reicher, published by VH, and to Landeshauptmann Dr. 
Karl Maria Stepan, subject of VH mezzotint. [VH did: 1 mezzotint & 1 drawing (1920)]  

Folder 9: Gesellschaft für vervielfaltigende Kunst, Vienna -1 piece, 1935; from the Liquidation 
Committee.  

Folder 10: Getty Center for the History of Art -10 pieces, 1989-1990; re reprint of CRH’s edition of 
Konrad Fiedler, On the Nature and History of Architecture, permissions and honorarium.  

Folder 11: Gill, Eric (English artist, type designer, and printer) -2 pieces, 1933, 17 April 1933, “Thank 
you for sending me your address. I will come to see you as soon as I can & I hope you will 
come here again soon. Eric Gill”; packet from Eric Gill with brochures on The European 
Mediterranean Academy.  

Folder 12-13: Godine, David R. (Boston publisher) -57 pieces, 1977-1981, 1989-1990; correspondence with 
Godine concerning publication of Victor Hammer: Artist and Craftsman; matters concerning 
payment and accounting, review copies, marketing, and possibility of a succeeding project; 
cordial notes from Godine and complimentary copies of publications.  

Folder 14: Gombrich, E. H. (& Michael Podro; art historian & student) - 10 pieces, 1959-1968 (3 of 
Gombrich, 4 of student Michael Podro, 2 drafts of VH re Podro’s research, 1 letter of Holroyd 
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Reece re Podro’s research); Podro writing thesis on Konrad Fiedler, seeks copies of VH’s 
work on Fiedler; VH sends On Classic Art to Podro who gives to Gombrich; acknowledges 
receipt of Requiem for Victor Hammer.  

Folder 15: Goudy, Frederic W. (celebrated American type designer, Village Press) - 4 pieces, 1939 1943; 
responds to request for source of steel to cut punches; invites VH to visit; refers to fire in 
January; “I beg to assure you anything I can do to help in your own matter will be most freely 
and gladly done”; asks for a proof of American Uncial type for his collection; has an account 
of VH’s work in Philobiblon, but he cannot read German; is recovering from two operations.  

Folder 16: Gralla, Howard (graphic artist) - 1 item, 7 February 1983, thanks for a book and speaks of 
Harvey Simmonds, former librarian of the Grolier Club, and his trip to Puerto Rico.  

Folder 17: Grannis, Chandler (of Publishers’ Weekly; printing historian) - 4 pieces, 1971-1972; 
regarding publication of CRH’s “Victor Hammer” in Heritage of the Graphic Arts (1972); 2 
letters of CG, 2 copies of CRH. See also Gallery 303.  

Folder 18: Graves, Robert (English novelist) - 20 pieces [Xeroxed], address of Graves in hand of VH; 
remainder is Xerox copies of letters to and from Graves; newspaper features about Graves; 
obituary of Laura Riding; solicits Graves to translate a passage of Hesiod as motto for 
Mnemosyne and her Nine Daughters, the Muses. Copy of check stub for $75.00 payment to 
Graves.  

Folder 19: Griffin, John Howard (author of Black Like Me, photographer) - 19 pieces, 1969-1972; re 
photographing pianist Rudolf Serkin’s VH drawing of Thomas Merton; acknowledges copies 
of Merton’s Early Poems and of Merton/Pasternak letters; CRH sends sheets of Merton’s 
Hagia Sophia; JHG has photographed VH’s Kolbsheim Chapel.  

Folder 20: Grolier Club - 5 pieces, 1964-1995, schedule for 1964 Gala Book Week, 2 letters from 
Grolier Club Librarian Robert Nikirk; Gazette of the Grolier Club, No.39, 1987; note from 
Nancy Houghton returning items from 1995 exhibition.  

Folder 21: Grosz, George (German artist & cartoonist; subject of a major NY exhibition in 1998) – 1 
piece, 1947  

Folder 22: Grunelius, Antoinette (correspondence with the family, 1927-1998) [Xerox) – 27 pieces, and 
18 photos, about visiting the Grunelius chateau at Kolbsheim, where VH designed the chapel 
for Count Grunelius. [VH did: 1 portrait (1930)]  

 
 
BOX 7: 
 
Folder 1: Gurian, Waldemar - 2 undated letters; editor of The Review of Politics, Notre Dame, Indiana.  
Folder 2: Gurlitt (Galerie Gurlitt, Vienna) -1 piece, 23 July 1939  
Folder 3: Guillen, Jorge (unidentified) - 2 pieces, 1946-1947; offers two corrections, acknowledges 

receipt of San Juan de la Cruz.  
Folder 4: Gutekunst, 0. C. H. - 2 pieces, 1933; includes a letter from a representative of the English art 

dealer, Colnaghi, to the Austrian Ambassador in London, Baron Franckenstein, discouraging 
any show of VT-I’s work at Colnaghi’s: “we must push and support English artists above all 
others”; letter to VH returning a photograph.  

Folder 5: Haas, Robert (Austrian émigré, printer at Ram Press, teacher at Cooper Union) – 9 letters, 
1940-1995; Christmas cards; 1995 photograph; draft replies from CRH; states 1995 that he 
took photographs of VH cutting punches a Wells College, also that he has a collection of VH 
prints and letters; knew VH in Austria.  

Folder 6: Hahnloser, Hans R. -3 letters, 2 postcards, 1938-1964; drafts of two replies by VH.  
Folder 7: Hamady, Walter (Perishable Press, prof. of art, University of Wisconsin) – 1 letter, 1969; 

introduces self, asks permission to visit; 3 printing specimens.  
Folder 8: Hamill, Alfred (Chicago collector, Centaurs Press) -7 letters, 1946-1948; 1 letter from Suzette 

Hamill, of Pocahontas Press, 1947, asking about American Uncial for machine composition.  
Folder 9-18: Hammer, Victor (family correspondence) - 2 letters from Brauswetter (Rosl Hammer’s 

brother-in-law) to VH, 1936-1939, 28 pieces, 1940-1941 re Jacob Hammer’s immigration 
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from Germany to America, 18 pieces 1947-1948 relating to Rosl’s application to visit Vienna 
1947 for humane reasons (after operation for cancer of the throat) and VH’s interest in 
returning to Vienna, 80 pieces, 1950-1997, relating to VH’s children Veronica (“Moni”) von 
Oppenheimer, Jacob, and Mom’s children, Barbara Chabrowe and Elizabeth Polk, obituary of 
Barbara Chabrowe from Washington Post of 13 August 1997, 2 documents about VH’s sister 
Marie and brother Otto, 10 letters of VH to CRH (1951-1953), 1 letter of Elizabeth von 
Oppenheimer I ‘ Polk to CR1-I, 1988, for total of 142 pieces.  

Folder 19: Hammerstein, Hans von - 11 letters, 1935-1936, 1 booklet, Erlebnis und Personlikeit, 
inscribed to VH, 1932.  

Folder 20: Hardwick, Elizabeth [Xerox] - photocopy of article, “Going Home in America: Lexington, 
Kentucky,” Harper’s Magazine, July, 1969.  

Folder 21-22: Harrach, Hans Albrecht, Count (patron of VH, Munich & Florence) -39 pieces, 1914 to 
1978, includes 11 letters of VH with letter of transmittal from Harrach’s daughter (Mechtilde, 
or “Cucca”) in 1978; VH would be glad to do portraits, will find old frame, will paint in 
Florence (2 January 1914); VH sends watercolor of a cat to Cucca (ca. 1914); VH an ensign at 
Military Field Post #57, paints, reads, studies (4 January 1915); VH to Countess Harrach, 
calligraphic letter with illuminated initial on fine paper, Jakob likes book she sent; is working 
on portrait of Madame Paravicini which he will take to Switzerland in January; exhibited in 
Kunsthaus in Zurich (2 December 1919); VH sends best wishes for marriage of daughter; 
discusses invention relating to typewriters and linotype; sends proof of uncial letters (3 
January 1922); VH is painting portrait of Harrach’s sister, but not satisfied with it; hopes for 
financial success of his invention (23 March 1922); HH must auction his effects in Florence; 
cannot find VH’s typewriter project; will send wife’s picture from Florence to change color of 
her clothes (21 May 1922); HH sorry to hear of VH’s slow progress in London; he must 
succeed with “important, influential people” and others will follow; suggests Berenson could 
help by letting him do a portrait; makes a list of influential people; identifies one who “holds 
unquestionably all world records of society and cultural snobism”; Prince Friedrich Leopold 
“showed in the past a pathological obsession with the creases in his pants and tried to resolve 
the inhibitions of his character with alcohol”; has become 50, needs a retirement home; HH 
has obtained a position in a lumber firm; seeks VH’s assistance in recovering his property in 
Florence; should have an inventory prepared; should not mention Harrach’s name (2 June 
1924); HH wishes to acquire drawing of his wife, as he probably will not be able to repurchase 
her portrait (25 July 1924) VH to Countess Harrach, asks her assistance in bringing Friedrich 
“Fritz” Kredel to Florence to be his apprentice; “Not so long ago Berenson has sung a praise-
song of you, imagine, he with his wicked tongue!” “A short time back I was with Leo Stein. 
Do you know him? He is the one who discovered Matisse and Picasso.” (22 December 1924); 
VH from London, is doing portrait of Franckenstein; his “Adulteress” is in Venice; has rented 
House of Boccaccio with help of Berenson (13 October 1924); VH to Harrach, speaks of their 
friend, “the lovely Elizabeth Meuron’; “This was a time when things were expected of 
me…which spurred me on to create the best of which I was capable.” (6 August 1954); HH to 
VH, does portraits in marble and bronze; “You know that, being virtually penniless, I cannot 
permit myself the luxury of working in an area in which money investment is a prerequisite.” 
(16 August1959); HH to VH forwards information about difficulty of securing Fiedler journals 
which were given to Hildebrand and are now in Hildebrand estate; asks for photos of VH’s 
triptych of Hagia Sophia (18 May 1960); HH to VH, “Your painting of my wife hangs on the 
wall opposite to me — and I hope that it will not abandon me until I die (I am now 87).” (2 
October 1960); death notice of Countess Harrach, died 22 December 1961; HR to VH, cannot 
write, has had a stroke, dictates to sister, admires VH’s portrait of his wife (2 January 1962); 
death announcement of Count Harrach, 25 October 27 1963, age 91; VH to Cucca: “After a 
long life we expect death and welcome him. In a few days I will be 81.” “The past, which is a 
burden to the European artist, particularly for the Italians, is for me here a boon, being my 
daily bread.” (5 December 1963); Cucca, Countess Harrach to David Farrell, lists Hammer 
items, including his silverpoint portrait of her, books, photos, drawings (5 April 1978); Xerox 
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of VH’s portrait of Count Harrach in uniform. [VH did: 1 portrait of Count von Harrach; 1 
portrait of Countess Helene von Harrach]  

Folder 23: Harris, John - 7 pieces (5 are Xeroxed), 1977-1981, correspondence re Boris Pasternak; JH, 
writing from France, wishes to obtain a copy of Pasternak/Merton: Six Letters (King Library 
Press) and sends copies of his letters from Pasternak (25 January 1977); JH also corresponded 
with Thomas Merton, sent copies of his Merton letters to Bellarmine College (26 February 
1977); possibility of printing his Pasternak letters at King Library Press.  

Folder 24: Hartmann, Georg (unidentified) – 1 letter, 1947.  
Folder 25: Harvard, Stephen (book designer for Stinehour Press, stonecutter of note) – 5 letters, 1978-

1979; with copies of replies by CRH. Concerning projected essay on VH and inscriptions; 
ultimately does not write the article owing to time pressures and other commitments. Copy of 
letter from Ulrich Middeldorf, 1979, re details about forthcoming book on VH; a reply from 
Middeldorf.  

Folder 26: Hawkes, Jacquetta (Mrs. J. B. Prestly) - 2 letters, 1952; grants permission to VH to quote 
from her book, A Land, in his book on architecture; acknowledges receipt of A Theory of 
Architecture.  

 
 
BOX 8: 
 
Folder 1: Heckscher, August (the Press at High Loft, NYC official, friend of J. F. Kennedy, and 

helped start NEA) - 13 letters and replies, 1966-1985; printing specimens from the Uphill 
Press and Press at High Loft.  

Folder 2: Hellman, George (NY art agent for Loeb) -5 letters, 1953, 4 to CRH and 1 to Joe Graves; 
copy of article, “Graphic Arts Center Planned [at Columbia University],” includes illustration 
of 1932 Limited Editions Club Beowulf set in Hammer’s Uncial. 

Folder 3: Hellmold, H. (see also Edward Bruce; New York attorney, assisted Jakob Hammer with 
passport) - 23 letters, 1940-1941; re extension of Jakob Hammer’s passport and re VH lecture 
at Perkiomen School.  

Folder 4: Hepp, Dr. Noemi (professor, University of Strasbourg) - 6 letters, 1971-1981; CRH replies, 
re Racine’s Andromaque; typescript of essay by Hepp.  

Folder 5: Herter, D. (unidentified) -3 letters, 1939.  
Folder 6: Herve-Gruyer, Gilbert (diplomat and cousin to owner of Firme Didot) - 2 letters, Paris, 

1965-1967; re VH exhibition.  
Folder 7: Heusden, Gerard Th. van - 1 letter, Bussum Holland, 1963; requests list of books by 

Stamperia del Santuccio and information on uncial type; draft reply by VH.  
Folder 8: Hidy, Lance (American graphic designer) -1 letter, 1972; with draft reply by CRH; requests 

information on books about VH.  
Folder 9: Highet, Gilbert (see also Bowra) (Scottish-born classical & literary scholar, Columbia 

University) – 1 letter, 1953; declines proposal to translate Hesiod for an interlinear text; draft 
reply.  

Folder 10: Hodges, Nora Warndörfer (translator; see Schenker correspondence) - knew VH in Vienna 
and Florence; VH painted a portrait of her stepmother; 1 letter from Felix Salzer to VH, 
November 1941, with translation by NH, re immigration of musicologist Heinrich Schenker 
to Cuba; typescript of 1925 letter to VH from Schenker with musical notations; 15 letters, 
1982-1986, re difficulty of translating Schenker letters to VH; photocopy of her obituary, 
1988.  

Folder 11: Hofer, Philip (eminent book collector, major donor to Harvard’s Houghton Library) -9 letters 
to VH and CRH, 1942-1973; VH draft reply 1942 re punch cutting and possibility of job 
teaching painting at Smith College; copy of PH’s letter to Joe Graves re Fiedler essay.  

Folder 12: Hofmannsthal, Hugo von (Austrian writer; subject of bronze bust by V. Hammer) – 14 
pieces, 1934-1950; relate chiefly to the project for a monument to von Hofmannsthal at 
Festpielhaus, Salzburg; Baron Georg Franckenstein, 7 January 1950, asks VH to replicate his 
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bust of H. von H. to be gilded and placed in the monument, to replace the monument that was 
destroyed; Karl Holey writes re St. Steven’s Square, engaging a stonecutter, plaster and lead 
casts, console to support bust; pencil sketches for monument; perspective drawing showing 
tablet. (Note: VH’s example of the bust is at the University of Kentucky Art Museum.) [VH 
did: Several images of Hugo von Hofmannsthal in the Trachtenkatalog; 1 bust (destroyed by 
Hitler) and 2 heads (1 in Salzburg and 1 in the UK Art Museum, Lexington)]  

Folder 13: Hoffman, R. (unidentified) -2 letters, 1935.  
Folder 14: Holzmeister, Clemens (architect, Vienna) – 3 letters, 1936.  
Folder 15: Hornby, C. H. St. John (Ashendene Press, connoisseur, English publishing executive) -5 

letters, 1931; to Lady Heath, 20 July 1931, marking suggestions on the draft prospectus for 
Hammer’s Samson, stating, “I shall look forward to seeing a copy of the book when it is 
ready, and will then write to Mr. Hammer and give him my opinion of it”; 28 July 1931: “I 
should like my copy of the book sent to me with the sheets loose, and I will have it bound 
here. I look forward to paying you a visit one day in Florence”; 6 August 1931: “I have 
received ‘Samson Agonistes’ safely. This is a very nice book and though I am not certain that 
I like the type -- as type -- from a calligraphic point of view I think that it is admirable, strong 
and bold. The general arrangement of the book pleases me very much and the press-work is 
excellent. Altogether I congratulate you heartily on your first production and hope that it will 
be the fore-runner of many more fine books”; 29 November 1932: “I was sorry to miss seeing 
you when we were in Florence last week. It was very unlucky that I should have been there 
just at the moment when you were away. I wanted very much to see you and your Press”; 26 
June 1936: “I have received the little book [not identified] safely. The presswork is 
immaculate, and you should take high rank amongst hand-press printers. I have never seen 
anything better done.”  

Folder 16: Horowitz, Armin (childhood friend of V. Hammer in Vienna, with Leo Delitz; portrait 
painter) - 78 letters, 1949-1965 and packet of 10 family letters; visits Lexington in 1955; 
paints in Mexico and Canada; asks to borrow a book about Stradivarius violins, is to paint the 
daughter of a friend with 2 Stradivarius cellos; speaks of book by Faber Birrer: “I am 
definitely against the bringing of science into art”; sends edited letters of Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal; “your outstanding work, the bust of Hugo von Hofmannsthal, appears to be 
lost for the world” (6 August 1956); pen sketch of Norwich Cathedral; CRH asks him for VH 
letters to place with others; acknowledges sketches of VH’s Resurrection; vs. abstract art: “25 
years you lived and worked in a cave, unimpressed, neither by Picasso, nor by Pollock…” (16 
June 1964); refers to VH’s cataract operation; refers to a proposed VH exhibition, offers to 
lend 2 works, if needed; some copies of VH correspondence to AH.  

Folder 17: Hoyem Andrew (Arion Press of San Francisco, also poet) - 5 letters, 1972-1985, Christmas 
cards; re Rudolf Koch seminar at University of Kentucky; wishes to buy Rudolf Koch 
material, and copy of reply from CRH.  

Folder 18: Hugo, Harold (interested in typography) - 1 note, 1981.  
Folder 19: Hunter, Dard, Jr. (curator, son of noted paper maker and paper scholar) - 8 letters, 1955-

1987, and replies; photocopy of letter from VH to DH, Jr., 1956; printing specimens.  
Folder 20: Hurm, Otto (unidentified) - 1 letter, 1954.  
Folder 21: Huxley, Aldous (British writer & thinker) - 1 letter, 1947; re his book Perennial Philosophy; 

drafts of letters from VH to AH.  
Folder 22: Huyghe, René - (Academie Francaise, author of Ideas and Images) -4 letters, 1964-1966; 

drafts from VH to RH; re theory of art, role of artist.  
Folder 23: Jacobs, Erica - 1 letter, Heidelberg, 1947, re Hölderlin.  
Folder 24: Jaffe (famous Austrian color-printer) - 2 letters, Vienna, 1935, re facsimile reproductions of 

color printing.  
Folder 25: Jarrell, Randall (American poet) - 2 letters, 1957; thanks VH for photograph of bust of 

Hugo von Hofmannsthal.  
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Folder 26: Jaspert, W. Pincus (Encyclopedia of Type Faces) - 4 letters, London, 1968-1969; re 
specimen settings of VH’s Andromaque type for Encyclopedia of Type Faces; draft reply 
from CRH. 

Folder 27: Jolas, Marie (Mrs. Eugene) (resident of Paris, co-founder of Transition; from Louisville, KY) 
- 2 letters, with replies by CRH; copy of her letter to George McWhorter of Louisville; G. 
McWhorter’s letter to CRH; 2 cards; Marie Jolas’s translation of A Few Poems by Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal, using VH’s bust of HvH for the frontispiece.  

Folder 28: Jugend (unidentified) - business letter, Munich, 1929.  
Folder 29: Jung, Theodor (essayist & author of books on social concerns, anti-Nazi) – 2 letters, 1947-

1949; interested in working with VH, should he get a job with a university press.  
Folder 30: Junger, Friedrich Georg (social historian & essayist) - 19 letters, 1950-1967; drafts from 

VH in reply; 3 letters from hansPeter des Londres, Bibliothek des max-Planck-Instituts, 
Hamburg, 1960, re Junger; 1 letter from Vittorio Klostermann of Frankfurt, re Junger. 

Folder 31: Kahler, Erich von (unidentified; Princeton) - 1 letter to VH, 1946.  
Folder 32: Kallir, Otto, Fannie, Jane (see also Galerie St. Etienne) - various gallery announcements, 57 

letters, re marketing of VH artwork, price information, possibility of an exhibition in New 
York or Vienna, with drafts and replies, catalogue of Richard Gerstl (1883-1908), Beitrage 
zur Dokumentation seins Lebens und Werkes (1974) 

 
 
BOX 9: 
 
Folder 1: Kallir, Otto, Fannie, Jane (continued from Box 8, Folder 32) 
Folder 2: Kantarovicz, Ernst (Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton) -1 letter, 1955.  
Folder 3: Kassner, Rudolf (unidentified) - 1 letter, 1953, and letter from Marguerite Caetani, 

concerning address of Kassner in Switzerland.  
Folder 4-8: Kaufmann, Edgar, Jr. (prominent Hammer patron, studied with VH in Florence and 

afterwards with Frank Lloyd Wright; wealthy merchant family built Wright’s “Fallingwater” 
near Pittsburgh; VH paints portrait of Edgar Kaufmann, Sr.; in London does drawing of Mrs. 
Lilian Kaufmann) – 218 pieces, 1926-1993; Lilian S. Kaufmann (mother of EK, Jr.) advises 
VH to meet Homer St. Gaudens, head of Carnegie Art Institute in Pittsburgh, when he visits 
Europe (5 May 1926); EK proposes to study under VH in Florence; “I would very much like 
to own one your mezzotints which created such favorable criticism at Florence, I would also 
like to have one of your books which you have printed and bound at your own press, if both 
or either of these are within my somewhat limited means.” Has seen VH’s portrait of Baron 
Franckenstein in London. (26 July 1927); Lilian K. to VH, about son, age 17, interested in the 
study of art (n. d.); draft of EK’s essay on VH’s edition of Samson Agonistes, printed at 
Stamperia del Santuccio in Florence, 1930-1931; EK in 1939 offers to secure information on 
the Hammer children; offers to assist in obtaining household wares, architectural supply 
sources; suggests NY art supply house; tries to find oriental cups without handles; will 
attempt to bring Jacob to U.S.; “Of course, I don’t share your admiration of [George Caleb] 
Bingham all the way.... Moreover, his type of color and composition was pretty much the 
commercial cliché of the period.” (24 October 1949); assists in bringing in VH’s friend, Dr. 
Rosanes; copy of EK’s paper, “What is Design,” and VH’s critique; “I hope that you can re-
establish the press since I’m sure this is more important to you than teaching and since it 
would be nice for you to remain in a community which you know.” (29 October 1947, written 
on letterhead of the Museum of Modern Art); “I hope that you will let me have the other 
products of the Press, even if my comprehension is rather limited. (1 February 1952); VH to 
EK: “The town itself [Lexington] is not of great consequence, but the countryside is often 
lovely.” (Draft to EK, ca. 1960); VH to EK: “[Rudolf] Serkin has invited us to his place in 
Vermont when Casals is supposed to be there too.” (1960); CRH to Justus Bier: “At long last 
Edgar’s father’s estate has been settled and Edgar now owns Victor’s drawings, mezzotints 
and paintings, which were his father’s.” EK wishes to give them to a Museum; “Edgar gave 
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money to the University Library here so that it might purchase an entire set of the Stamperia 
del Santuccio imprints.” (2 July 1961); EK: “My personal aim is to oblige Victor, when all is 
said and done.” (21 July 1961); VH to EK: “My work needs intimate, small surroundings and 
-- an almost Utopian condition -- has to be lived with.” (ca. 1961); EK asks VH “to make two 
smallish inscribed stones” for the graves of his parents. (8 September 1963); VH refuses to 
accept payment for work on the stones (1964); VH to EK: asks to photograph his work 
belonging to EK; VH and CRH contemplate a book illustrating VH’s work; “We are not 
unaware that the proper placing of your pictures may have a great deal to do with my future 
recognition.” (27 March 1964); CRH to EK re difficulty of securing a NY exhibition (6 
October 1964); EK: “Adams [director of the Morgan Library] was very negative when I took 
him to lunch at the Century.” (8 October 1964); EK writing a history of design since the 
Industrial Revolution (12 May 1967); CRH to EK, re choice of site for placement of VH’s 
papers (28 January 1968); EK sends to CRH the painting, VH’s self-portrait, “a gift from me 
to you.” (12 February 1968); EK acknowledges news that John Rothenstein will do an essay 
on VH (21 January 1974); VH’s portrait of Thomas Merton burned on 5 January 1975, while 
EK was returning from Europe. (31 March 1975); University of San Francisco acknowledges 
EK’s gift of a self-portrait of VH (24 May 1974); EK gives VH’s semi-nude panel (“Vanitas”) 
to University of Kentucky Art Museum (6 May 1978); EK writes, “My recollection of the 
Greek typeface is vague, but I believe it to be pure Victor” (not Paul Koch) (19 May 1980); 
CRH asks EK to write passage for Victor Hammer: An Artist’s Testament (8 September 1984); 
CRH to EK: “I knew Victor of course when he was as old as I am now. You knew him at a 
time when, it seems to me, he still had expectations. I can’t think of a better word, but you 
will know what I am trying to say. And, for him then, Florence had mystique, not unusual of 
course for so many. As Victor once said, we Austrians looked upon Italy and Greece as a 
place for metamorphosis once into the sunshine over the Alps.” (25 September 1984); NY 
Times obituary of Edgar Kaufmann, “architectural historian, curator and philanthropist.” 
Materials re Kaufmann estate: Paul Mayen has found VH drawings, will send to CRH or a 
designated institution; CRH: “I try to gather together all Hammer ‘archives’ including letters.” 
Asks after the painting of The Booksellers. (26 September 1989); Paul Mayen finds 
Booksellers; note by CRH requesting it for University of Kentucky Art Museum (April 1991); 
CRH receives a box of books from the Kaufmann estate (March 1993); two items re 
controversy over Brendan Gill’s attack on Edgar Kaufmann in Architectural Digest (May 
1970). [VH did: 1 portrait of Edgar Kaufmann, Sr. (1930) and 1 drawing of Lilian Kaufmann 
(ca. 1930)]   

Folder 9: Kayser, Hans - 1 letter, 1959, copy of his Lehrbuch der Harmonik (1952) and prospectus for 
same.  

Folder 10: Kennedy, Clarence and Ruth (art historians, Art Dept., Smith College) – 11 letters, 1942-
1944; re type design; interested in commissioning a type from VH, an exhibition.  

Folder 11: Kent, Norman (ed., American Artist) - 13 letters, 1944-1965, with replies; draft of 
introduction for an exhibition catalogue; answers technical questions about restoration of 
silverpoints, cleaning panels; reviews of books.  

Folder 12: Khuner, Emanuel (Hammer friend & patron) - 4 letters, 1928; re exhibiting portraits in 
America.  

Folder 13: Kiel, Hannah (one of B. Berenson’s translators at Villa I Tatti) - 1 letter, 1959  
Folder 14: Kirkpatrick, Ralph (musicologist, harpsichordist, distinguished performing and recording 

artist; blind) - 1 letter, 1960; copy of letter from VH to RK, 1960.  
Folder 15: Klingspor Museum (at Offenbach-am-Main) -2 letters, 1940-1995; also copy of VH letter to 

Klingspor, 1960; copy of their letter to VH, 1965; Klingspor brochure; 1995 acknowledgment 
to CRH for book.  

Folder 16: Kner, Elizabeth (Chicago book binder) - 6 letters, 1953-1967; with replies; re binding job 
for Pico della Mirandola; copy of letter to E. Kner from R. H. Middleton re binding the VH 
memorial volume  
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BOX 10: 
 
Folder 1: Knopf, Alfred A. (publisher & Hammer patron) - 22 letters, 1950-1967, orders for books, 

thanks for visits in Lexington; photocopies of letters, invoices; drafts from VH. 
Folder 2: Koch, Rudolf (German arts & crafts figure, preeminent lettering artist of early 20th century, 

teacher, author of Who is Victor Hammer?) - 23 letters and cards from RK to VH, 1 letter 
from Fritz Kredel to VH, 1921-1934, Paul Koch’s keepsake tribute, April 1934, printed in 
Jessenschrift; “You give me the courage to be him that I must be. Yes, and now I still more 
feel the need to show you what I am doing. First: the tapestry soon will be completed and 
ever is becoming more fabulous. The improvisation, of which you spoke, cannot be applied to 
this process because while the work is progressing there is no overview.... And now, my dear 
friend, I cannot take unless you, in turn take something from me. After all, I am earning 
respectable money and you have had expenses enough. Out with it then, what shall I send you? 
Certainly the joy I cannot repay you.” (9 January 1922)  

Folder 3: Kolb, C. M. (unidentified) - 1 letter, Strasbourg, 1936.  
Folder 4: Kommerele, Max (unidentified) -2 letters, Frankfurt, 1933.  
Folder 5: Krauland (unidentified-possibly Peter Krauland [1903-1985]) -3 letters, Berlin and Vienna, 

1940-46; draft replies from VH. 
Folder 6: Kraus, Gretel (artist in NY; knew the Hammers in Vienna; CRH met in Vienna in 1951)- 1 

letter, Toronto.  
Folder 7-9: Kredel, Fritz (artist, illustrator, student of Rudolf Koch in Offenbach, apprentice of Victor 

Hammer in Florence, postwar career in U.S.; archives at Yale University) 184 pieces, 1942-
1976, including 162 letters to VH, 5 to CRH, with other pieces, including copies of 3 VH 
letters to Fritz Kredel from Yale Archives, business documents, proofs of woodcut 
illustrations; 3 Christmas greetings with Kredel woodcuts and VH’s uncial type; exhibition 
catalogue, 1976 death notice of Anne (Mrs. Fritz) Kredel; communications regarding personal 
and professional activities, particularly publishing projects with VH, including Blutiger 
Kehraus, 1918, The Three-Cornered Hat, Doctor Faustus, his map of Michelstadt, visits to 
Lexington as artist-in-residence at Transylvania University. Sends one of Rudolf Koch’s 
Blumenbuchs to CRH, 24 August 1949; to CRH: “I am still dreaming of the wonderful days 
down in Kentucky. I really think this was my happiest time in the U.S.A. so far” (2 
September 1949); to CRH, acknowledges Requiem for Victor Hammer: “I will always feel 
indebted to Victor, my teacher and friend” (26 February 1968). An additional folder with 
Xeroxes of 20 further letters, 1924-1939, with translations of VH to FK, photograph of VH’s 
finished pencil portrait of FK; letters from Vienna, Florence, London, Paris, St. Martin, 
exchanges regarding travels, favors, advice, FK’s apprenticeship with VH, plans for U.S., 
financial straits, role of artist, difficulties of the artist’s life. [VH did: 1 drawing of Fritz 
Kredel and 1 drawing of Anne Kredel]  

Folder 10: Kristeller, Paul Oskar (prof. at Columbia; wrote introduction for Anvil Press Pico della 
Mirandola) - 2 letters, 1953; re Pico della Mirandola.  

Folder 11: Kulke, E. (unidentified) -3 letters, 1942.  
Folder 12: Lanckoronski, Anton (unidentified) -2 pieces, 1922 and 1958.  
Folder 13: Lane, John A. -2 pieces 1983; about VH letters at St. Bride Library, and in possession of 

James Mosley.  
Folder 14: Lang, Robert P. (musicologist, scholar of Hammer portrait subject Heinrich Schenker) - 2 

pieces, 1981-1994; re possible locations of VH correspondence.  
Folder 15: Lange, Thomas (son of VH acquaintance Victor Lange) - 1 piece, 1993; VH did a drawing of 

his mother; had proof sheets of VH’s work; Thomas Lange a printer, used VH’s uncial type.  
Folder 16: Lange, Victor (prof. of German, Princeton; author of “Herbert Steiner and Victor Hammer,” 

Zeit der Moderne [1984]) - 12 pieces, 1954-1993; close friend of VH while at Wells College; 
VH did pencil portrait of wife in 1954 as wedding gift; VH also printed a bookplate for him.  

Folder 17: Langer, Suzanne K. (philosopher) - 1 piece, 1944  
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Folder 18-24: Laughlin, James (prominent NY literary publisher, New Directions) - 240 pieces, 1942 1995; 
major correspondence with important NY publisher extending for over 50 years, VH 
‘Through Mizener our common friend I was brought into your orbit” (28 March 1942), JL 
promises to send VH a manuscript (30 March 1942), VH will stand by his figure of $200 to 
print Rochester’s A Satire Against Mankind (10 April 1942); VH: “...the total lack of 
advertising on my part does not help me to be recognized.... It was a delight for me to work 
for you and I hope we will embark on some nice work together again “(28 December 1942), 
JL to VH “I would not waste your time with anything ephemeral” (24 April 1944), JL asks 
VH name of typeface used to print Rochester’s Satire for New Directions in 1942 (2 
December 1955), VH thanks JL for two books, including an Ezra Pound title printed by G. 
Mardersteig: “Mardersteig’s book is superb in its classical restraint. This, of course, appeals 
very much to me for it is in no way ‘showy.” (14 July 1959); VH describes chapel at 
Gethsemani: “This chapel is the epitome of ugliness and tastelessness —just horrid....All the 
devils (or were it perhaps the angels, for I cannot ascribe to the devils such an amount of bad 
taste), must have drawn together and embodied everything ugly and revolting in that 
tabernacle.” (18 December 1959); JL: “...we were all deeply moved by the beautiful portrait 
of Tom. Victor certainly has caught the spiritual quality of the man.” (25 May 1962); VH 
writes about Merton’s frictions with Abbott at Gethsemani; “A monastery cannot be seen as a 
business, even if it is a successful one, as the Abbott of Gethsemani seems to believe. Success 
will defeat it at the end”; VH suggests that instead of making cheese, Merton should make 
handmade paper for the Vatican (31 December 1959); JL thanks VH for printing bookplate 
for his old teacher (6 August 1962); forwards a letter from Mardersteig to VH (28 November 
1962); VH to meet JL at Abbey of Gethsemani (home to Thomas Merton); “…be sure to let 
me know if there are any books on our current list that you would enjoy seeing.” (6 February 
1964); JL acknowledges visit to Hammers in Lexington and catalogue of North Carolina 
exhibition (19 May 1965); CRH declines JL’s offer of Eric Gill’s biography: “Gill’s 
autobiography meant a great deal to my ‘attitudes’ when I read it many years ago. But now I 
distrust cults of any kind when indulged in by grown-ups.” “V. visited Gill at Piggotts and 
Gill visited V. but from what I can gather, neither one moved the other.” (7 July 1966); JL 
offers a poem by Ezra Pound, “Redondillas,” for Hammers to print; not acceptable to VH (22 
March 1967); JL relates that Grabhorn-Hoyem will print the Pound poem. “But I do hope that 
you will keep in mind that someday I do want very much to print something with you, when 
the circumstances are right and some text comes along about which you are very enthusiastic.” 
(5 July 1967); JL’s condolences on death of VH: “It is hard to think that I won’t be seeing 
that wonderful man again. But that sort of person stays on with me, indelible. One of the three 
of four really superb ones I have been privileged to encounter.” (11 July 1967); JL: “I gather 
that Tom [Merton] has now departed on his trip [to Bangkok]. He wrote me a very funny 
account of how Father Abbott said, ‘I trust you,’ but with a despairing look on his face.” (23 
September 1968); JL to CRH: “I’m so glad you are somewhat interested in the Denise 
Levertov poem [Cold Spring] idea.” (10 October 1967); JL: “And I’m so pleased that you are 
going to keep the press going. I think you have the right plan for it— do things on your own 
that are particularly meaningful for you, in the way Victor would have done them, and then 
do other things for others on a more commercial basis.” (19 October 1967); JL: “Mardersteig 
was in town last week and it was very memorable, both his fine lecture at the Morgan Library, 
and a marvelous lunch given for him at the Century, when he spoke most delightfully…” (9 
December 1968); JL to CRH: “I will say nothing about poor Tom [Merton]. I am just too 
shattered by it all. I didn’t feel up to coming to the funeral.” (20 December 1968); JL 
proposed that CRH print Thomas Merton’s Early Poems, as Merton evidently wished her to 
do so (29 January 1969); JL explores possibility of printing a limited edition of Hammer-
Merton correspondence (17 February 1969); JL: “What a wonderful visit! You arranged it all 
so beautifully, and I don’t know any house in the world which has the kind of rare, beautiful 
spirit which you and Victor have created there. I felt Victor very close to us all the time, yet, 
and that was the special magic of it, not in a sad way. I miss him, of course, and often think of 
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him.” (31 May 1973); JL compliments CRH on Merton/Pasternak book. (3 September 1974); 
CRH to JL: “I have many plans for the fall and winter — the most important is to continue on 
my work on the book about Victor’s work, and a small volume of his writings to go with it.” 
(1 September 1975); Anne H. McCormick of New Directions: “The day after your visit here I 
told Alfred [A. Knopf] that you had been in. He expressed delighted surprise that you had 
been in New York and also regret that he had missed you.” (5 May 1977); “Your Li Po is 
beautiful...I think that my talk on Victor and Mardersteig at Book Club of California in San 
Francisco went pretty well.” (24 December 1984); CRH on Michael Mott’s biography of 
Thomas Merton “I don’t think he quite ‘caught’ Tom, but then he never knew him.” (7 March 
1987).  

 
 
BOX 11: 
 
Folder 1: Lax, Robert (poet; friend of Thomas Merton) -2 letters, 1972-1985; acknowledges receipt of 

volume of Merton poems.  
Folder 2: Lerner, Abe (American book designer and collector; see also Typophiles) – 14 letters, book 

orders, acknowledgments for books.  
Folder 3: Leslie, Dr. Robert (see also Composing Room, Gallery 303; New York physician, typophile, 

organizer of lectures) - 1 letter, 1967; re death of VH; copy of CRH letter to RL, 1972, re 
volume, Heritage of the Graphic Arts, containing CRH lecture on VH.  

Folder 4: Levertov-Goodman, Denise (poet & friend of James Laughlin) -2 letters, 1967-1968, re 
CRH’s publication of her work, The Cold Spring, corrected proofs for The Cold Spring.  

Folder 5: Levin, Harry (Harvard poet, writer; friend of James Laughlin) - photocopy of introduction to 
essay “On the Earl of Rochester” in Grounds for Comparison; in 1943 VH printed his edition 
of Rochester’s Satire Against Mankind and Other Poems at Wells College Press.  

Folder 6: Lewis, Janet (Mrs. Ivor Winters, writer, author for Wells College Press) – 35 pieces, 1945-
1995 [all photocopies], consisting of 17 VH letters, 1945-1948 with typed transcriptions of 11 
letters, copies of 4 letters of Arthur Mizener to Janet Lewis, 1 letter of Bruce Bennett (Wells 
College faculty) to Margaret Furbush, and 2 letters of transmittal, 1994-1995, between Wells 
College and Stanford, correspondence stemming from Wells College Press publication of 
Janet Lewis’s The Earth-Bound (1946); “You have 40 pages for your poems, the first one on 
a left-hand page, because I abhor the use of beginning with a right-hand page.... The type we 
use has no italics. I hate italics and the disorganizing of its sloping.” (29 September 1945); 
“What about the copyright?...It always pollutes the back of the title page.” (28 December 
1945); “I was a very successful portrait painter, had plenty of work, very good prices, was 
invited to show at the Carnegie, etc., etc. As things were at the turn of the century —I am 
Viennese — patronage was an established institution and a painter of my abilities was sure to 
have a good clientele— as long as the social and political setup lasted, that is to say as long as 
patrons had means.” (4 May 1947); “My type is not ‘designed,’ it is ‘made.’” “The worth of 
my work is its spirituality. This of course does not mean its ‘ideas,’ it means the human 
element which pervades all handiwork.” 180 copies of her book have sold, mostly to dealers. 
(5 November 1947); “I had an exhibition in Chicago’s Renaissance Society in the University 
of Chicago. It was a good success and I got 3 offers for jobs. The best was that from 
Transylvania College.”  

Folder 7: Library of Congress (re copyrights) - copyright forms for Stamperia del Santuccio and Anvil 
Press.  

Folder 8: Lichtenberg, H. (unidentified) -1 letter, Paris, 1939.  
Folder 9: Lippman, Walter (celebrity political analyst and commentator) -5 letters, 1939-1956; re: 

release of VH’s nephews through efforts of the French Embassy; drafts from VH to WL.  
Folder 10: List, Rudolf (unidentified) -1 postcard, 1947.  
Folder 11: Liturgical Arts Society - 6 letters, 1947-1968; re VH printing “A Blessing of a Home” and 

other printing projects; photograph of VH for issue of Liturgical Arts; corrected proof. 
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Folder 12: Low, Joseph (Eden Hill Press) -printing specimens, Aesop, “A Flower and a Magpie.”  
Folder 13: Lowe, E. A. (paleographer, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, VH originals given to 

Library of Congress, 1992) - file is all photocopies: 35 letters and cards, 1941-1969; re 
Dialogues, uncial letter forms, lecture topics for visit to Lexington; 32 letters from VH, CRH 
to Lowe, 1943-1969.  

Folder 14: Lowe-Porter, Helen Tracy (From 1924-1951 she translated the works of Thomas Mann 
from German into English) -1 letter, 1941, re Die Ursrunge der Kunstlerischen Tatigkeit.  

Folder 15: Lowry, Glenn -1 letter, 1948; re VH’s painting, “Aesopus and Rhodopis” in Carnegie 
Institute (Pittsburgh) exhibition.  

Folder 16: Luhrs, Henry -3 letters, 1958; re order for Of Scribes and other titles of Stamperia del 
Santuccio.  

Folder 17: Lynd, Robert S. (Columbia University) -3 letters, 1942-1943; re role of artist, materialism; 
re Lynd’s book, Knowledge for What?; 3 drafts from VH, 1943.  

Folder 18: McGregor, Robert (ed. of Theatre Magazine; New Directions; friend of James Laughlin) -4 
letters, 1960-1969; re photographs of Thomas Merton at picnic with the Hammers; copy of 
ARC Directions with article, ‘The Christ Shown in Literature,” identifying Buddhist “warrior” 
sculpture.  

Folder 19-20: McLain, Raymond (Pres., Transylvania University; Pres. American University, Cairo; Vice 
Pres., University of Alabama; engaged VH as Artist-in-Residence at Transylvania University) 
-31 letters to CRH, 1967-1978; re his relationship with Victor Hammer; 1976 program he 
organized at University of Alabama devoted to Hammer and his circle; interest in funding for 
King Library Press founded by Carolyn Hammer at University of Kentucky and his founding 
of similar Gorgas Oak Press at University of Alabama; typescript of paper by CRH, “Man 
With a Book in his Hand,” for 1976 Alabama program; printing specimens from McLain’s 
Hobbyhorse Press; typescript for McLain’s Requiem for Victor Hammer; transcription of 
McLain’s Honors Day address at the Alabama Graduate School of Library Service, 9 April 
1981 -- he dies 2 May 1981; obituary and funeral program, 1981. [VH did: 1 portrait of 
Raymond McLain (1950)]  

Folder 21: McWilliams, David Jackson (librarian, La Casa del Libro of Elmer Adler, in Puerto Rico) -5 
letters, 1966-1968; re book orders, death of Dard Hunter.  

Folder 22: Magnani (Italian hand papermakers, Pescia, Tuscany) -38 pieces, correspondence 1947-1951; 
letter from Agostino Magnani, 1948, re article by Paul McPharlin in Publishers Weekly and 
memories of visit to Casa del Boccaccio (where VH once lived and had studio); letter from 
Enrico Magnani, 1951, re order and forthcoming visit from CRH (then Carolyn Reading); re 
orders, shipments and shipping difficulties, customs payment. Note: Magnani made paper for 
VH with a special watermark.  

Folder 23: Magoun, Francis P., Jr. (Harvard University) -9 letters, 1945; correspondence re application 
to Rockefeller Foundation for support to cut punches for a gothic typeface; to work with VH; 
copy of application; Foundation does not fund.  

Folder 24: Manias, Luigi - 1 letter, Ales Or, Italy, 1989; requests information on publications of the 
Anvil Press and its printing equipment.  

Folder 25: Manley, Otto (art collector, V Hammer painted portrait of his wife) - I letter, Scarsdale, NY, 
1963.  

Folder 26-27: Mardersteig, Giovanni & son, Martino (foremost among Italian fine printers, Officina 
Bodoni & Stamperia Valdonega, Verona, Italy) - 1957-1995; Christmas cards, 1961-1995; 
wedding announcement for Martino, 1969; pamphlet, “Officina Bodoni”; photocopy of article, 
John Ryder, “Scholar-Printer-Publisher at Verona,” Scholarly Publishing, October 1971; 5 
letters, 1976-1988, from Martino, with price quotations for printing books on Victor Hammer; 
copy of letter, 1976, CR1-I to Sir John Rothenstein, re revised draft of his VH text; proofs of 
publications, packing lists, invoice; 1966 thank-you letter from Martino; 2 thank-you letters 
from Martino, 1993, for issue of Kentucky Review devoted to printing and for Stamperia del 
Santuccio edition of The Tempest, announcement for Felice Feliciano Prize, 1996.  
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BOX 12: 
 
Folder 1: Mardersteig, Giovanni & son, Martino (continued from Box 11, Folders 26-27) 
Folder 2: Maritain, Jacques (French intellectual) - 1-page handwritten description of VHs chapel at 

Kolbsheim; typed transcription, typed translation. 
Folder 3-4: Mautner, Konrad (subject of a 1914 portrait by VH, wife Anna subject of a 1917 portrait; 

lived in Vienna, enthusiasts for Styrian folk costume; CRH’s note re VH’s regard for Mautner: 
“the man I loved most as a friend”) – 13 letters and cards 1919-1924, 4 additional pieces, 
including passages of poetry, Mautner’s bookplate, showing woodcut figures in Styrian dress; 
2 additional letters present in Xerox only (10 September 1918 and 19 May 1919); included 
are a total of 16 Xeroxes of items, those of Mautner’s letters greatly enlarged, as his script is 
small in the extreme; “Geramb (Viktor von Geramb, Professor or Folklore, University of 
Graz) knows so many things and little places. . . which might have been of interest to you. We 
ourselves went from Graz to Koelflach and from here we took a coach to Salla, a remote little 
village, which has a lovely church. Dr. Kloepfer…invited us to luncheon. Entrée were 20 
trouts which were caught the same morning by the parish priest.” “At any rate, before you 
settle down at Obernberg for good, you should exchange letters with him — Dr. Viktor von 
Geramb, Graz. He can give you good advice.” On same sheet is letter from Anna Mautner to 
Rosl Hammer and VH: “I hope that you are not going to ‘anchor’ yourselves for good in 
Obernberg among its not so nice inhabitants. Geramb will certainly find something in Styria 
so that we will not be far from each other (10-11 September 1918); letter containing three 
tinted drawings of a boy in a red coat (11 October 1919); Konrad Mautner to Martha Tauss 
(subject of a VH mezzotint), quotes from a poem, with gratitude of childhood days”; KM to 
VH: acknowledges VH’s letter from Switzerland; “Why should I think it is nonsense what 
you say about your art?” “…the understanding of the much desired concept of color which 
has really surrounded you all the time as a miracle that comes naturally.” “…you who do not 
need any words of solace — you who are so strong and looking happily forward to the future; 
speaks of his great affection for Martha Tauss; “Hiasl was right — when he was asked about 
my profession, he always answered, ‘he is a fool about dresses.” “Do you have a photo of 
your self-portrait? You know, the one drawn with the silver crayon [silver point] which hangs 
in the Albertina? For such a picture I would be very grateful, and even more so if, 
accompanied by a few words, you could send it to Martha Tauss, Graz V, Fellingergasse 6. 
She would like to know how you look.” Anna has visited Budapest; KM offers to go to a 
peasant play with VH (29 April 1921); letter addressed to VH at Villa Cipriani, Florence (20 
October 1923); telegram, 29 January 1941, to Hammers in Aurora, NY, about need for 
intervention; Matthias “Hiasl” Mautner, of Barrington, R.I., writes to VH of death of his 
mother, Anna Mautner, on 3 January 1961, funeral to be in Grundlsee on Saturday (letter 
dated 5 January 1961). [VH did: 1 portrait Konrad Mautner (1914) and 1 portrait Anna 
Mautner (1917)]  

Folder 5: Mayr von Melnhof, Franz, Freiherr (Baron) (subject of a VH portrait and a portrait 
mezzotint) - letter and note, 1993; Countess Goess Saurau, query re portrait of Franz Mayr 
von Melnhof painted by VH in 1922. [VH did: 1 portrait (1922) and 1 mezzotint (1935) of 
Baron Mayr von Melnhof]  

Folder 6: Mayor, Hyatt (Metropolitan Museum, print dept.) - 1 letter, 1970; thank-you for gift of book 
of Victor Hammer drawings.  

Folder 7: Mell, Max (Austrian poet, author of Paradeisspiel, printed by VH in 1936) – 11 letters and 
cards, 1924-1936, from Max Mell to Anna Mautner, widow of Konrad Mautner; newspaper 
article by Max Mell, “Mort zum Gedachtnis Peter Roseggers,” 1933.  

Folder 8: Menck, Dr. Clara -7 letters, 1946-1948; her newspaper article, “Revolution der Kunst — 
aufgewarmt.”  

Folder 9: Menihan, John E. - 7 letters, reply, 1942, re a print [Christ and the Money Changers] by VH 
for The Print Club, Rochester, New York, and talk by VH to the print club. 
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Folder 10: Merker, Kim (well-known handpress printer, student of Harry Duncan; head of Windhover 
Press, Center for the Book, Univ. of Iowa) - prospectus, 4 letters, 1986-1991; re binding 
repair for CRH, and re the Iowa Center for the Book.  

 
 Merton, Thomas (see Box 12a) 
 
Folder 11: Metraux, Guy and Ruth -9 letters and cards, Paris and Switzerland, 1964-1982 re social 

notes, acknowledgments for books, 1972 re evening visiting w/ Hammers and Lexington 
folksinger and composer John Jacob Niles, typescripts of poems; memorials to their son Marc.  

Folder 12: de Meuron-Tscharner, Elizabeth (subject of Victor Hammer mezzotint)- 2 letters 1954-
1963; photograph of Ihren P. Korb in envelope postmarked 1965.  

Folder 13: Michael, John & Jean (Acorn Press, Washington, DC area, organizers of VH centennial 
exhibition) -2 letters, 2 cards, 1982-1992; acknowledge gift of a mezzotint; copy of a letter to 
them from CRH, 1982.  

Folder 14-16: Middeldorf, Ulrich (prominent art historian, Univ. of Chicago & dir. of German Institute, 
Florence) and Gloria - approximately 194 pieces, 1941-1989, including 32 letters of VH and 
CRH to Ulrich Middeldorf, as well as letters from the Middeldorfs to VH and CRH; VH asks 
UM for advice on possible sale of 13 finished paintings, possibility of a dealer in Europe, 
plans for a VH exhibition in Chicago (n. d.); UM proposes VH design a medal for the 
University of Chicago (15 May 1941), UM to translate an article by VH into English (23 
February 1949); UM acknowledges receipt of University of Kentucky’s bibliography of 
Victor Hammer, proposes additions (17 November 1952); “1 have just accepted a two-year 
appointment as the Director of the German Institute in Florence” (14 M. 1953); concerning 
authentication of VH’s bust of Grand Duke Cosimo I [in] Tuscany by Tacca (6 June 1956); 
VH sends photo of his triptych of the Muses (spring 1962); UM hopes VH’s eye operation is 
successful (6 July 1964); CRH asks UM to contribute essay to North Carolina Museum of Art 
exhibition catalogue, “the catalogue will be a sort of Festschrift” (20 February 1965); UM 
sends copy of his essay for NC: “. . . the beautiful  mezzotints, unique in an age and of the 
rarest quality, whose richness and subtleness of tones melting into each other constitute the 
utmost refinement possible in the graphic arts” (5 March 1965) UM to CRH: “Your wire has 
deeply grieved us.... I need not tell you how much I [shall?] miss Victor”; his VH things 
untouched by Florence flood; “Gloria telephoned with Nicky Mariano and sent a message to 
Cesare Olschki” July 1967); UM suggests to CRH placement of VH’s papers at the Klingspor 
Museum or Bodoni Museum at Parma (11 August 1967); CRH to UM, concerning exhibition 
and sale of VH works at Transylvania University; thanks UM for introduction to catalogue 
(26 January 1971) UM thanks CRH for gift of 7 mezzotints, has appointment as director of 
new research institute for history of art (24 March 1971); “…the portrait of Thomas Merton 
has been totally destroyed in a fire — nothing nothing left of other things or the house. Edgar 
[Kaufmann] was in Europe when this happened.” (5 April 1975); CRH proposes that UM 
write on VH’s mezzotints for a book of essays, Victor Hammer: Artist and Printer (29 
January 1978); “I hope to have the piece written when you come here in September/October.” 
(18 May 1978); CRH to UM: over 300 attended VH opening at Headley-Whitney Museum 
last Sunday (25 August 1978); CRH relates to UM how VH made transfers from drawing to 
plate using glassine and red chalk (7 October 1979); CRH states that R. H. Middleton’s copy 
of the mezzotint of Rosl has this note: “First mezzotint made by Victor Hammer” (16 
February 1980); UM receives his four copies of Victor Hammer: Artist and Printer (28 
October 1981); death notice of Ulrich Middeldorf, died 19 February 1983, age 81; Glorida 
Middeldorf thanks CRH for condolences, NYT obituary (9 April 1983); GM to CRH: “the 
main bulk of the Art Library is now at the Getty Center for the History of Art and the 
Humanities”; asks advice on where to place UM’s papers (21 September 1984); CRH 
recommends seven sites for UM papers, including Indiana University (6 December 1984); 
GM will send papers to Indiana (2 September 1988); “Besides all the books we have of 
Victor’s, there is a large box full of letters exchanged with Victor for 40 years and every scrap 
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that Victor ever sent him,” “I had Mr. Cagle, the director of the Lilly Library in Indiana, here 
at New Year’s.... He was also overjoyed to see that I had still Ulrich’s whole correspondence. 
He thought it had gone to the Getty Library.” (20 February 1989); GM to CRH: made deed of 
gift of materials to Indiana University, “received with wild enthusiasm”; sent 1500 textiles, 
several hundred medals, and many prints and drawings. (28 August 1989).  

 
 
BOX 12a: 
 
Folders 1-6: Merton, Thomas (author) [Xerox], 1995-1996; letter, Thomas Merton [Center] Foundation, 

re: establishment of the Foundation; copy of letter, Kelly, Abbott of Abbey of Gethsemani, to 
Don Nugent, Prof. of [History] University of Kentucky, re idea of establishing a Merton 
College Bardstown, copy of a letter from Archbishop Kelly re Merton College idea; Merton 
College proposal transcript. [VH did: 1 finished drawing and 1 portrait (1961)]  

 
 
BOX 13: 
 
Folder 1-18: Middleton, Robert Hunter (leading Midwestern graphic arts figure; Cherryburn Press; 

Bewick scholar; Chicago executive for Ludlow Typograph Co., moving presence in Society 
of Typographic Arts and Caxton Club) -523 pieces, 1941-1998, including letters to VH and 
CRH, carbons from CRH to RHM, occasional other letters from Middleton circle in Chicago 
involved in projects with VH or CRH, privately printed greetings, proofs, prints of wood 
engravings, brochures, notices Middleton acknowledges “a very delightful conversation 
together with Ernst Detterer” in Chicago, “In talking with a number of people connected with 
the activities of the Society of Typographic Arts I find all of them very enthusiastic about the 
project of your meeting and exhibition in March. The subject you propose will be very 
interesting to many of our members and the evidence of your devotion to this study in the 
form of beautifully printed books will be an exhibition which they will not readily forget.” (5 
February 1941); VH cannot come in March (14 March 1941); “The Directors of our Society 
will meet very soon and on that occasion I shall proceed with a plan for a Victor Hammer 
fund for the purpose of assisting you in the bringing forth the Hammer Uncial type once again” 
(3 January 1944); “A committee was appointed to act for the Society with myself as chairman. 
I shall proceed at once.” “I’m sure that my latest and most earnest ambition is to find a way to 
study punch cutting with you. Would you consider such an annoyance, should I find a way to 
visit Aurora?” (8 January 1944); committee met 4 February 1944, will recommend to STA to 
complete matrices and cast 250 lbs. of type; recommends that VH do 250 copies of a 
keepsake, “something of your own writing,” “very choice in design,” “include a woodcut or 
metal engraving” (9 February 1944); VH: “I willingly accept this offer” (12 February 1944); 
“While the directors did not commit themselves on a stated amount of money to be raised, it 
is my committee’s intention to attempt to meet your full needs” (26 February 1944); RHM’s 
letter of solicitation to STA, proposes total of $600 to cast 300 lbs. type, proposes keepsake 
(17 March 1944); RHM’s queries re files, handles, lenses (4 May 1944); will meet VH in 
Auburn by bus from Syracuse (29 May 1944); “To all of you, Mrs. Hammer, Jacob and 
Victor — artists, craftsmen, protectors of culture and people of God, I offer my affection” (13 
June 1944); looking for a power press for Jacob (30 June 1944); working with Ernst Detterer 
to find handmade paper for keepsake (21 July 1944); acknowledges catalogue of VH’s 
current exhibit at Feigl Gallery in NYC; Paul Standard in Chicago at Albert Kner’s to 
inaugurate Cherryburn Press; RHM printed Standard’s poem with Bewick engraving (13 
October 1944); obtains copper for VH (16 December 1944); Jacob obtains Colt’s Armory 
press (8 January 1945); “By this time you will, no doubt, have received the remaining copper 
blanks for your Greek type” (6 February 1945); “Needless to say, we are all very thrilled with 
the first two pages of the STA keepsake printed in the Hammer Uncial. The completion of 
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this item will undoubtedly be one of the high spots in the Society’s existence” (28 May 1945); 
“I marvel and wonder at your ability to labor on and on, but I also know that the fruits of your 
labor are delicious” (1 August 1945); notes article on VH in recent issue of American Printer 
(26 September 1945); Paul Standard plans VH article for Inland Printer (10 October 1945); 
“One hundred copies of the Keepsake have arrived in splendid condition and the whole result 
is breathtaking in fineness of taste and perfection of craftsmanship” (4 January 1946); plans to 
visit; ‘The main event of the visit being a commission to you for a small portrait of my wife, 
Katharine” (16 April 146); “We are not showing the portrait generally until it is framed but 
the few who have seen it are delighted as we are ourselves”; seeking job for Jacob (16 July 
1946); sends Waterman pen ground to VH’s preferred width (25 July 1946); RHM sends two 
pieces of gold leaf (7 August 1946); sends Bewick wood engraving to Dr. Greene, president 
of Wells College (26 August 1946); VH will receive resolution of thanks from STA for 
contributions to American type design, with honorary membership (9 September 1946); 
Nussbaumer, Chicago founder, will cast VH’s type fonted for book use, in 25 or 50 lb. 
weights (7 November 1946); “Jacob is struggling along with his new life here. We see him 
three to four times each week, when he visits us for dinner to talk over whatever problems he 
may have” (6 January 1947); RHM visits William Edwin Rudge, publisher of Print, intends 
to start Print Collector’s Quarterly; RHM showed Rudge VH’s sequence of proofs (Christ 
and the Money Changers) for the Rochester Print Society, WER extremely interested (4 
February 1947); RHM writes to Giovanni Mardersteig of VH’s forthcoming European visit 
(13 February 1947); sends register pins to VH, will inquire of friend in Arizona about VH’s 
going there for better climate (14 April 1947); crisis at Nussbaumer’s foundry, has to relocate; 
VH’s interest in New Mexico climate (1 May 1947); Rudge writes about possibility of article 
on VH in Print; RHM suggests special issue, VH to write, another sign (7 May 1947); RHM 
notes that Philip Hofer (collector, Harvard donor) and August Heckscher (NYC official, 
private press printer) visited VH (3 June 1947); RHM suggests Harry Duncan to write about 
VH, VH suggests Ulrich Middeldorf; RHM contacts Middeldorf, who agrees; RHM notes 
plans for New Colophon to debut in January 1948 (12 June 1947); thanks VH for Hölderlin 
Gedichte proofs, will seek subscribers; VH’s possible collaboration with Fritz Kredel and 
“the Cummington boys” (Harry Duncan and Wightman Williams) “would have a very 
desirable influence on American graphic arts of the future” (20 June 1947); re paper for 
Hölderlin, “the machine made paper would not justify the labor”; the Newberry Library will 
buy copy (8 July 1947); Middeldorf’s text is handwritten, “murder” to read, RHM will send a 
stenographer to take dictation (29 July 1949); “Although a little esoteric in spots, this 
manuscript is infinitely better adapted for readers of Print”; Middeldorf subscribes to 
Hölderlin, proposes VH bibliography for Print (5 August 1947); speaks of Mr. George A. 
Poole, Jr., “owner of a large and enterprising printing establishment in Chicago. Mr. Poole 
has a cultured background and recently became seriously interested in collecting rare books. 
He has spent some $75,000 already in the venture”; Detterer is his adviser; Poole wants 10 
Hölderlins (17 October 1947); eager to hear of Rosl’s trip to Vienna; thinks Carnegie not a 
good idea, his friend left there to return to Syracuse (28 October 1947); proposes VH become 
associated with the Newberry Library; “...the librarian, Stanley Pargellis, has been very 
anxious for the Newberry to establish a workshop in which various techniques related to the 
graphic arts could find new expression”; Detterer in poor, possibly terminal, condition (4 
November 1947); Mr. Poole has bought Samson, RHM thinks Newberry will buy; will try to 
interest Mr. Poole in a VH commission (16 January 1948); Mr. Poole interested in possibility 
of an engraved portrait, perhaps portraits of each family member, totaling five (20 January 
1948); re VH’s Ratdolt capitals; Newberry has volume showing Ratdolt caps in gold, will 
receive Detterer’s copy with caps in black; Newberry should be interested in assisting VH 
with project (18 February 1948); Rudge in difficulty, may discontinue Print (25 February 
1948); re RH49M’s letter to Joseph Graves about VH; Dr. McLain is president of 
Transylvania; RHM knows both; Mr. Graves will be in Chicago in June and will visit VH’s 
exhibition; VH could meet him at opening (20 April 1948); “This week two young ladies 
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from Lexington, who operate a small press and are close to the college, visited us in our home. 
They were both enthusiastic about the possibilities of your being connected with Transylvania 
College” (6 May 1948); refers to letter from Joe Graves, “re-affirming his hope that you will 
be able to come to Lexington (8 June 1948); “I am thrilled with my possession of the material 
in connection with the development of the Holderlin portrait” (16 June1948); glad VH is 
making quick trip to Austria (23 July 1948); glad VH arrived in Lexington (23 September 
1948); STA does not claim rights to Dialogue keepsake (2 November 1948); sends steel for 
VH to use in cutting punches, with detailed directions for tempering and drawing the steel (19 
November 1948); various exchanges about buying small weights, Spanish accents for Uncial, 
a proofing press, a slug cutter, preparing electrotypes for a broadside commission; RHM to 
CRH: re her selection of Eric Gill prints to reserve from exhibition (14 February 1949); RHM 
to VH: would love to see things sent to VH from Europe, especially Rudolf Koch essay; is to 
speak to the John Bradford Society in Lexington (16 February 1949); RHM to CRH: “Every 
time I look at the keepsake commemorating the dinner party arranged for us a week ago I am 
convinced that no one has such choice friends as the Middletons” (19 April 1949); CRH to 
RHM: the gift of a book (Maps of Connecticut) was received with ceremony by the Bur Press; 
“it was also decided to part with Goudy type, to take up Garamond or Caslon. . . there were 
definitely Chicago influences” (28 April 1949); RHM has received letter offering honorary 
doctorate from Transylvania (30 April 1949); RHM to VH: “Everyone is enthusiastic about 
the teaching of Fritz Kredel. I am looking forward to seeing him in Lexington or Chicago” (8 
July 1949); glad VH well, established in new house (the Hunt-Morgan House) (8 September 
1949); CRH to RHM: Lady Rothenstein is sending work of Reynolds Stone for exhibit in 
Lexington, is Chicago interested in sharing? “Everyone is back from his or her vacation, and 
eager to begin work with Victor. We all feel very beholden to you for him.” (19 September 
1949); RHM to CRH: “Considering the extent to which Victor has developed the technique of 
the hand press I would say that you have a glorious opportunity to learn more about this 
technique than is known in any other place, or probably was ever known in any period in the 
history of printing on the hand press.” (27 September 1949); to VH: good to hear the 
Hölderlin is completed; “the important things in life are never profitable or even self-
sustaining” (18 October 1949); RHM has shown a copy of Hölderlin to Sir Francis Meynell 
(Nonesuch Press); “Meynell was overcome by the perfection you had attained; the engraving 
of the portrait of Hölderlin and the printing of the book” (28 October 1948); CRH to RHM: 
returns Mexican Bouquet, example for Bur Press tinting woodcuts of wildflowers; Reynolds 
Stone exhibit will fill 8 cabinets; she is seeking a small hand press (7 November 1949); CRH 
to RHM: Joe Graves has let her have his hand press today; needs tympan, frisket (13 January 
1950); RHM to VH: acknowledges photographs by Joseph Graves; “The study of your seated 
self is delightful. We all feel that this represents the exact setting, costume and attitude which 
you have been working toward these many years” [see photograph in Box 39, Folder 2] (2 
February 1950); suggests sending prospectuses to J. K. and Eli Lilly; “They are quite wealthy 
men and, as I understand it, have fairly good taste. Dr. McLain knows them” (16 February 
1950); RHM to CRH: has received her first printing on the new handpress, “It is exciting to 
know that Victor has a new convert and a real helper in the art of printing on the hand press” 
(5 May 1950); to VH: is delighted that P. K. Thomajan is writing on VH for American Printer; 
he is also writing on RHM! (18 October 1950); various exchanges on brass plates for 
engraving, steel plate for press, photographing gold ground paintings, troubles of typefounder 
Charles Nussbaumer; RHM will write to Dr. Lester supporting Carnegie grant; “I understand 
that Rosl is off to Europe with Carolyn Reading and others” (19 June 1951); sends Bewick 
portfolio for University of Kentucky Library (23 November 1951); RHM learns that Joe 
Graves and CRH are planning book on VH’s drawings, typography, and RHM will be glad to 
help in any way (10 December 1951); to VH: “Next week I am going to write to you 
regarding a commission which the Caxton Club hopes you will be able to accept,” printing of 
Harry J. Owens’s translation of puppet play, Doctor Faustus (5 January 1952); has read Joe 
Graves’s paper on VH to be read for Bibliographical Society of the University of Virginia (1 
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May 1952); to CRH, University of Chicago gives permission for Anvil Press to print 
translation of Pico’s Oration on the Dignity of Man (10 September 1952); to CRH: “Victor 
will no doubt receive a commission from the Caxton Club for the Faustus play” (10 
September 1952); has shown Harry J. Owens the proposed type and paper (22 September 
1952); compliments CRH’s ‘On the Morning of Christ’s Nativity” (30 December 1952); for 
story of RHM’s work on Garamond types, see Paul Beaujon, The Fleuron, No. 5 (28 May 
1953); CRH to RHM: Pico’s Oration wins Southern Books Competition (25 November 1953); 
RHM to CRH, sees Pico is in American Institute of Graphic Arts 50 Books of the Year (26 
April 1954); to CRH: “Certainly I am interested in the book you mentioned about the hand 
press; in fact, I have made many notes on the subject and will be glad to collaborate with you 
at any time on such a subject’ (15 October 1954); to VH: glad Book of the Duchesse was 
winner of Southern Books Competition (22 December 1954); to VH: on completion of 
Faustus, “When do we start getting ourselves involved again? It would not seem natural if we 
were not involved in some kind of pleasant difficulty.” (18 January 1954); to VH: Faust 
chosen for AIGA 50 Books of the Year (10 February 1955); to VH, re VH’s engagement to 
CRH: “Katharine and I are overwhelmed and delighted. What else can I say except to repeat 
these sentiments to Carolyn, which we are doing now.” (6 June 1955); “looking forward to 
seeing the new working quarters you have built at the back of your home” (4 August 1955); 
comments on VH’s essay on the Roman alphabet: “...the machine is here to stay, and it has 
great advantages as well as disadvantages, and it is up to us to learn to live with it. The 
typemold and the hand press are, after all, machines, also. The important thing is to learn to 
make god things with machines rather than attempt to abolish the machines. I believe that 
even William Morris admitted that to himself before his death.” (12 March 1956); comments 
on VH’s Four Dialogues: “It is breathtakingly beautiful.... I am sure that nowhere today or in 
the past has a book been printed more beautifully by a hand press — or any other press for 
that matter.” (19 December 1956); comments on his essay on printing the Bewick blocks for 
inclusion in Chapters on Writing and Printing (20 February 1959); “Some time I would like 
to do a paste paper for an Anvil Press book,” proposes for Ravens Creek (15 June 1959); re 
death of Joe Graves, had a chance to talk with Amelia at the airport; hope that VH’s honorary 
degree program in Louisville went well (7 June 1960); glad Greer Allen visited Lexington 
from University of Chicago Press (26 May 1961); CRH to RHM: visiting Pittsburgh where 
VH will give first lecture for new Pittsburgh Bibliophiles; issue of disposition of Joe Graves’s 
library, Gravesend Press (18 March 1962); CRH: “Just waiting for my day of retirement from 
the library [fourteen years away] so that I can retire into this work full time” (15 December 
1962); RHM notes review of their Chapters on Writing and Printing in London Times 
Literary Supplement (4 March 1964); RHM working with Champion Paper Co. on special 
issue of Herald devoted to VH (30 October 1964); CRH to RHM: asks to write passage on 
VH as type-cutter for NC exhibition catalogue (23 February 1965); RHM received King 
Library bibliography of VH, would also like a bibliography of the Anvil Press (24 March 
1965); RHM has received CRH’s keepsake for Gallery 303 talk (Notes on the Two-Color 
Initials of Victor Hammer) (11 February 1966); CRH re visit of Lucy and Joe Graves, Jr., to 
see installation of Gravesend Press, gift of 700 books to University of Kentucky Library (they 
will keep Kredel for now); “To do these things has been a sad experience. The life of it is 
gone.... One must almost weep to remember those happy days.” “I am very disappointed at 
the turn, in general, which things here take at the library. To immaturity, change is progress” 
(9 November 1966); RHM finishing the last Gravesend imprint, Old Episcopal Burying 
Ground (2 December 1966); RHM approves of printing Raymond McLain’s funeral sermon, 
Requiem for Victor Hammer; can have VH’s monument cut in Chicago, John Schappler will 
cut (21 July 1967); CRH has spent day with Thomas Merton considering features of the 
Requiem; needs to organize a NYC exhibition of VH for estate (12 August 1967); Dr. Leslie 
interested in using Requiem text in Typophile Chapbook series, will bear expense of 
reprinting (18 January 1968); Newberry Library will be publisher for his Bewick portfolio; “It 
looks as though 220 Market is going to be the showplace of the street before long” (15 
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August 1968); holiday card announcing RHM’s retirement (1969/1970); CRH sends 
specimen of VH’s Andromaque type and points out examples in print (17 March 1970); CRH 
thanks RHM for Samson type, for use in Joseph Hall’s Samson (19 February 1972); CRH to 
RHM re Samson proofs: “I find it quite impressive — there is certainly the archaic look as 
Victor often referred to its appearance; on the other hand, its strength is rather tremendous” 
(21 February 1972); CRH forwards first draft of John Rothenstein’s essay for comments; 
going to Dublin with Gay Reading and Harriett Holiday; note on sale of VH’s triptych, Muses, 
to Norman Strouse (20 April 1974); RHM about collegiate presses at Kentucky and Alabama, 
sends money for Kentucky and plans visits to Lexington and Tuscaloosa (17 July 1975); CRH 
to RHM: “Among a very old group of letters I found a great number from Rudolf Koch. 
Many to Rosl. I remember Rosl telling me that he had quite a ‘crush’ on her.” (21 July 1975); 
RHM to Pres. Otis Singletary of University of Kentucky: “I am pleased to say that, probably, 
nowhere in this country is the art of printing being practiced with fewer compromises and 
more distinction than here at the University of Kentucky” (12 August 1975); CRH to RHM: 
“Next Wednesday will be my last day at the Library (where I finish up a thirty-seven year 
period)” (6 August 1976); CRH to RHM: she has the final text of Rothenstein, all illustrations 
to be color, David Godine will distribute; she is going to Scotland (17 February l977); CRH 
to RHM: “The first of August, I finally close the Hammer Estate records and though many 
things I must regret that I could not do for Victor’s works, at least I know that I have tried 
through the years” (13 July 1982); Xerox typescript of CRH’s “Robert Middleton and his 
Friends in Lexington,” for Caxton Club’s Robert Hunter Middleton: The Man and his Letters 
(1984); 2 prospectuses for the book; specimen sheet of types for the Cherryburn Press; proofs 
of Hammer types on tissue; numerous RHM holiday greetings; tissue impression of a Bewick 
bird, “T. B. Sculpt 1753-1828 RHM imp. 1970”; 1973 color print, “Decoy No. 3,” copy 14/20, 
RHM 1973; print of Mayan sculpture, RHM 1977; press release for founding of R. H. 
Middleton Collection, University of Illinois, Chicago (1986); 2 copies of William 
Hesterberg’s keepsake for 1993 VH conference at Wells College, with photo of RHM cutting 
a punch; Bruce Beck of Chicago, letter to CRH (8 October 1998) and forwards issue of 
Caxtonian, Vol. 6, No. 10, October 1998, with tributes to RHM by Beck and Paul F. Gehl of 
Newberry Library. [VH did: 1 portrait of Mrs. R.H. Middleton (1946)] 

 
 
BOX 14: 
 
Folders 1-10: Middleton, Robert Hunter (continued from Box 13, Folders 1-18) 
Folders 11-12: Miller, Liam (Irish publisher, Dolmen Press & close friend of Yeats family) - 

correspondence 1960-1987, 121 letters, including 71 LM to CRH, 40 CRH to LM and various 
others in family and business, LM re a need for a type to convey the Irish character, “None of 
the types cut from 1571 to date is a satisfactory solution of the problem. Your uncial alone 
echoes the true form”; “your offer to cut an Irish type excites me and I would jump at the 
opportunity; “I cannot express in words my thanks for your offer to cut an Irish type for us” 
(7 August 1960); CRH to Liam Miller re terms of agreement for VH to cut the punches: to be 
based on Book of Kells, cut either 14 or 16 point, would like to have some type, to receive a 
royalty if the type sold, the work to be gratis (11 June 1961); LM: “The official attitude in 
Ireland today is for the abolition of our native letter-forms in favour of Roman. I feel that our 
native forms should be preserved.” (15 June 1961); LM thanks Hammers for their hospitality 
in Lexington; “I have been reading and re-reading the Four Dialogues and find my whole 
approach to life and work has been changed by my meeting with Victor.” (24 October 1963); 
acknowledges a visit to Lexington; VH “has been and is the great inspiration to me.” (6 
October 1964); LM: “I have been asked to speak to the Double Crown Club in London next 
month and will speak on two hand printers — Victor and Elizabeth Yeats.” (22 September 
1967); “This month I met René Hague and his wife who have settled in Ireland. He met 
Victor in England years ago and we held a fine discussion. He was Eric Gill’s printing partner 
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and is married to Gill’s daughter.” LM will visit Lexington 18 October, and can speak (30 
July 1968); LM will speak on “The Abby Theatre Today” on 20 October in Lexington (24 
September 1968); “since the death of Mrs. Yeats, Michael Years and I have been working to 
re-establish the Cuala Press.” (22 December 1969); CRH to LM: “The press is idle for I am 
spending all of my time on ordering Victor’s drawings (some 500 probably) for inventory and 
storing in some accessible way. Keeping them at home, of course. An exhibition is planned 
for the fall. I must be away in France these months because I had promised to help arrange the 
Jacques Maritain library which is at Kolbsheim.” (March 1970); LM will speak in Lexington 
on 27 March on the Cuala Press (14 March 1972); LM discusses possibility of issuing 
Rothenstein book (30 October 1974); CRH proposes series on VH: 1) as artist; 2) as 
craftsman; 3) as writer; 4) bibliography; 5) selection from his letters (24 October 1974); LM 
is interested in editing and publishing a book on VH (30 January 1975); CRH responds to 
estimates: “I simply cannot afford the Dolmen Press.” (19 February 1976); LM acknowledges 
gift of Victor Hammer: Artist and Craftsman (28 August 1978); CRH suggests possible 
apprentices for revived Cuala Press (16 January 1979); LM gives up his printing shop because 
of the postal service (24 May 1980); LM undergoes abdominal surgery; urges publication of 
VH’s writings and will be glad to assist (11 February 1984); LM was ill for a long time in 
1983, but thinking of setting up a hand press (6 February 1984); CRH inquires if LM is still 
interested in co-publishing the VH papers? “Should you no longer want to join me, I must 
turn again to Mardersteig, but truthfully I need help. Time and energy are rather short with 
me.” (18 March 1986); LM is now arthritic; “I will be delighted to help with the edition of 
Victor’s writings and see the book through the press for you.” Is working on an illustrated 
edition of Joyce’s Dubliners. (2 April 1986); CRH welcomes interest and suggests printing by 
either Mardersteig or Will Carter (11 April 1986); LM proposes using Eric’s Gill’s nephew, 
Christopher Skelton (21 April 1986); CRH has had no bid from Skelton’s works, withdraws 
the book; orders a copy of the Dolmen Press Dubliners (30 December 1986); Christopher 
Skelton was undecided on a commitment because of the size of the project (9 January 1987); 
LM has had a massive tumor removed from his right lung; proposes Stinehour as publisher, 
George Braziller as publisher; plans to update Dolmen bibliography, write a memoir (23 
February 1987); Christopher Skelton writes: “Liam went back into hospital some time ago 
and is very ill, probably terminally so. The Lodge is up for sale and the Dolmen Press is in 
some difficulties.” (2 March 1987); obituary of Liam Miller, who died in Dublin, 17 May 
1987, age 63: studied architecture, began printing on a handpress, was active in theatre, 
considered an authority on W. B. Yeats; Jonathan Greene (18 December 1991) forwards to 
CRH the catalogue entry for sale of 3 items of correspondence of Yeats scholar Kathleen 
Raine, one with the comment: “I think Liam Miller of Dolmen Press was the publisher I 
valued most, and he died owing half a million! But he left his mark on Irish book production. 
He should have lived in Yeats’s day. He came too late and was the last who had the great 
standards.” A separate folder contains Dolmen Press “Ephemera and Articles”: Xerox of 
article by Robin Skelton, “Twentieth-Century Irish Literature and the Private Press Tradition” 
from Irish Renaissance; undated Xerox of David Norris, “Liam Miller and Joyce’s 
‘Dubliners,’” in Ireland; article by Bernard Share, “Twenty-Five Years of Dolmen,” Ireland, 
vol. 26, no. 2, March-April 1977, pp. 36-37; print of a “No” drama mask, signed by Liam 
Miller; The Private Library, vol. 3, no. 2, April 1960, containing Michael J. Freyer, “The 
Dolmen Press,” pp. 10-14; sample opening from a liturgical service, “Eucharistic Prayer I”; 
folder promoting Dolmen Editions 1969; folder promoting Dolmen Editions 1975; 
announcement for Dennis Johnston, The Brazen Horn; “Specimen Pages, Writings of Victor 
Hammer, Set in 14 Point Pilgrim type at the Dolmen Press, Dublin, May 1975,” with penciled 
markings about the margin dimensions; four Crayola drawings by Jane Miller, daughter of 
Liam Miller; Xerox of notice, “The Dolmen Press Limited (In Voluntary Liquidation).”  

Folder 13: Mises, Richard von -2 letters 1944, Harvard University, and copy of a brief reply by VH.  
Folder 14: Mitchell, P. M. (Prof. of German, Cornell and Harvard) 9 letters, 1946, re VH’s Holderlin 

publication project.  
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Folder 15: Mizener, Arthur (professor at Cornell; subject of Hammer portrait) - 17 letters, 1946-1948, 
re printing, projects, family life; 7 photocopies of letters from VH to Mizener, 1946-1947, re 
printing projects, fellowship proposals; 1 letter Rosemary Mizener to CRH, 1970, re possible 
acquisition of 2 works by VH. [VH did: 1 drawing of Arthur Mizener (1942) and 1portrait of 
Rosemary Mizener (1942)]  

Folder 16: Mommsen, Theodor (German historian) -7 letters, 1943-1956; correction of proofs; 
typescript with handwritten translation, “Mantua me genuit… (Virgil), later printed by CRH at 
the Press of Carolyn Reading.  

Folder 17: Moran, James (English printing historian) - 6 letters, London, 1962-1968, re Moran’s 
publication of periodical, Black Art, forthcoming works on printing, presses; acknowledgment 
of books from VH; copies of replies to Moran.  

Folder 18: Morgan, Bayard Quincy (former head of German Dept., Stanford University) – 14 letters, 
1956-1959; re detailed corrections related to VH’s Konrad Fiedler translations; 1 draft from 
VH to Morgan.  

Folder 19: Morgan Library - dinner invitation for opening of “Art of the Printed Book” exhibition (with 
catalogue by Hammer friend Joseph Blumenthal); 1 letter to David Farrell concerning copies 
of E. A. Low-VH correspondence.  

Folder 20: Morris, Henry (authority on papermaking, Bird & Bull Press) - 2 letters; 1964-1968; to VH, 
1964; asking for critique of Five on Paper: “I would consider it a privilege if you would let 
me have your opinions and criticism regarding the book. I am very new at this work — I have 
never really had a chance to be trained in it, but have stumbled along the best I could by 
myself.” To CRH, concerning the possibility of a lecture in Lexington by European 
papermaker Henk Voorn in 1969.  

Folder 21: Mosley, James (St. Bride Printing Library, London; ed., Journal of the Printing Historical 
Society) - 2 letters, 1960-1968; 1960 letter gives details of wooden press in the Laurentian 
Library in Florence; 1978 letter to David Farrell re Hammer correspondence.  

Folder 22: Mott, Michael (biographer of Thomas Merton) - 9 letters, 1980-1984; re the Hammer-Merton 
friendship for his biographical research; undated clipping from Louisville Courier-Journal, 
syndicated review of his poetry, Counting the Grasses.  

Folder 23: Muller, Hofmann W. (professor in Vienna, friend of Hugo von Hofmannsthal) - 2 letters, 
1945-1946.  

Folder 24: Muller, Otto, Verlag (unidentified) - 2 letters, 1940, Salzburg, one to VH, one to Jakob 
Hammer.  

Folder 25: Mumford, Lewis (writer, architectural critic) & Sophie - 3 letters, 1977-1980; 1977 letter 
from Lewis Mumford to David Farrell, will leave VH correspondence with his papers, which 
will go to Van Pelt Library, University of PA; 1978 letter to David Farrell re VH’s letters to 
Mumford are to be photocopied and returned, 1988 Sophia Mumford acknowledges receipt of 
Victor Hammer: An Artist’s Testament.  

 
 
BOX 15: 
 
Folder 1: Nabokov, Nicolas (composer for ballet & opera) -4 items, 1939-1978; writes Lexi Grunelius 

at Kolbsheim re confusion in Hammer’s appointment because of garbled cable; possible 
higher salary, moving assistance, extra time and opportunities for additional earnings as an 
artist and printer (9 June 1939); undated notes of Count Grunelius re cables to Edward Bruce 
in U.S. Treasury Dept. and president of Wells College — can VH live on this amount in 
Aurora? Nabokov writes VH giving advice on move, lodgings, what to bring, qualities of 
American students (28 June 1939); Nabokov to David Farrell: “I don’t have any letters to or 
from Mr. Hammer.... I am indeed sorry because I loved good old Victor.” (14 February 1978).  

Folder 2: Nabokov, Vladimir (writer) - 1 letter, 1941: “Dear Mr. Hammer, I was sorry to have missed 
you. First, I was busy with lectures, then, my boy was ill. You had already left Boston when I 
visited your splendid exhibition. I particularly admired the lady in black and the folds in her 
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sleeves [Mme. Auriel (Paula) Richter]. You know how I appreciate your rare talent, and the 
only complaint I have to make regarding your pictures is that there were so few of them. Yes, 
it was a great pleasure to study your marvelous art. Yours truly, V. Nabokov.” 

Folder 3: Nachod, Hans (German acquaintance) -3 letters, 1947-1956, 1956 item is on H. P. Kraus 
(rare book dealer) letterhead.  

Folder 4: National Portrait Gallery - 19 pieces, March-May 1989, including handwritten draft of 
CRH’s offer to Dr. Alan Fern, Director, of three self-portraits of VH: 1) “Man in Black Robe” 
2) silverpoint drawing 3) mezzotint; papers regarding shipment, insurance, consideration by 
commissioners, acceptance, legal documents for gift, licensing, and copyright.  

Folder 5: Nebehay, Christian (proprietor of art gallery in Vienna) - 5 letters, 3 cards 1969-1978; did a 
VH exhibition in 1938; query re possible consignment to gallery; has no VH letters.  

Folder 6: Nef, John U. (social-political scientist, Univ. of Chicago) - 41 letters, 1943-1981, re art, 
Jacques Maritain, Marc Chagall, Konrad Fiedler; photocopies of 48 letters from VH to John 
Nef, and JN to VH, from University of Chicago Library, 1943-1959, re sociology, role of 
artist in society.  

Folder 7: Neumeyer, Alfred (Mills College) - 1947-1949; 20 letters, 1 card, calendar of exhibitions, 
Mills College, 1947-1948, includes “Drawings, Prints and Printed Pages by Victor Hammer”; 
re damage to a loan item; congratulations on appointment to Transylvania University; 10 of 
the letters are from Eva Marie Neumeyer, regarding a translation of Novalis (see Novalis 
below).  

 
New Directions (see James Laughlin: Box 10, Folders 18-24) 
 

Folder 8: New York Public Library - 13 letters, 1953-1980, re deposit of VH materials at NYPL; 
invitation to CRH to speak; their request for information concerning twelve disciples in ivory 
by Goldschmidt.  

Folder 9: Newberry Library -3 letters, 1963-1985, acknowledging gift in honor of R. H. Middleton; 
request from CRH for anniversary keepsakes.  

Folder 10: Niebuhr, Reinhold (theologian) - 1 letter, 1952, with copy of letter from VH to RN, with 
typescript of essay by VH on “Christ and the Adulteress,” the subject of several paintings by 
VH; RN: “I think you ought to publish the paper.”  

Folder 11: Niemeyer, Carl (Prof of English, Union College) -4 letters, 1947, re translations of Konrad 
Fiedler.  

Folder 12: Noeggerath, Felix (art critic) - 14 letters and cards, Munich, 1953-1955, with offprint of his 
article, “Uber das unzeitge masse der abstrakten kunst” (1951).  

Folder 13: Notley, Norman - 1 letter, New York, 1964, acquaintance from London, VH gave him lute 
lessons.  

Folder14: Novalis [pen-name of Friederich von Hardenberg] -24 pp. typescript of translation by Eva 
Maria Neumeyer of Novalis’s “Christianity or Europe.”  

Folder 15: Nussbaumer (Dearborn Foundry, Chicago) -58 pieces, 1945-1994, plus 24 Dearborn 
invoices, 1946-1951. Concerns the casting of VH’s American Uncial type by Charles 
Nussbaumer in Chicago and Hammer’s resale of the type to Harry Duncan (Cummington 
Press), John Anderson (Pickering Press), Robert Haas (Ram Press), R. H. Middleton 
(Cherryburn Press), Arthur Rushmore (Golden Hind Press), Joseph Blumenthal (Spiral Press), 
and Carroll Coleman (Prairie Press). Regards sale of Nussbaumer’s building for a highway 
right-of-way; sale of his firm to Acme Type; illness of his wife; threatened litigation over 
shipment of unsatisfactory type; 1994 letter from Paul Hayden Duensing seeking information 
about the history of the Nussbaumer firm. Further information on the extended problems and 
aspects of Nussbaumer’s American castings of the Hammer types is in the R. H. Middleton 
file.)  

Folder 16: Ojetti, Ugo (editor of Corriere della Sera, Milan, one of the major Italian dailies) – 4 letters, 
2 cards, 1924-1927; re portrait of Ugo Ojetti by VH.  
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Folder 17: Olschki, Cesare (of Florentine rare book firm, Leo S. Olschki) - 51 letters, 1949-1978; on 
receipt of presentation copy of Memory and her Nine Daughters, 22 November 1957: It is 
with real pleasure that I recall the hours we spent together. I always think that your fine 
bibliophile publications deserve to be better known in Italy.”  

Folder 18: Oppenheimer family of Vienna. Felise Oppenheimer (Verein der Museumsfreunde in 
Wien) - 2 letters, 1927-1933: one concerning friends of the museum; one re a teaching 
position for VH despite prohibition on the refilling of teaching positions left open by 
professors reaching the age limit.  

 
Overbrook Press (see Altschul, Frank: Box 1, Folder 4) 
 

Folder 19: Pankow, David (Curator of Printing, R.I.T, ed. Printing History) - letter, 1993, written on 
Christmas card printed in American Uncial, re meeting CRH at Wells College Hammer 
conference.  

Folder 20: Panofsky, Erwin (leading art historian) - 18 letters, 1946-1955; and drafts for letters of VH 
to Panofsky; re translations of various texts, including Fiedler and Hölderlin, suggestions for 
titles to print at Anvil Press.  

Folder 21: Pantheon Books -85 letters, 1943-1944; from Kurt Wolff and others, re VH’s commissions 
to print Jeanne d’Arc and Peguy; 4 letters from Jacques Schriffrin of Schriffrin & Co. re 
printing Hamlet.  

Folder 22: Paravicini, C. R. (Swiss ambassador to Court of St. James) -28 letters, 1924-1937, 
concerning portraits of Paravicini and his wife painted by VH; additional correspondence of 
later generation re the Hammer portraits: Livia Godley (daughter of Paravicini) to VH; 
Jacqueline Schuethess (daughter of Paravicini) to VH in 1963; J. C. R. Paravicini, 1978, to 
CRH re proposed visit to Lexington; Nicholas Paravicini, 1981, re portraits of his 
grandparents by VH; from Vincent Paravicini, 1982, re portraits of his parents by VH; copies 
of letters by CRH. [VH did: 1 portrait of Mme. Paravicini (1919) and of C.R. Paravicini 
(1925) with Leda on the verso] 

Folder 23: Pasternak-Slater, Lydia (sister of Boris Pasternak) -2 cards, 1973-1981. [She gave 
permission for printing of Boris Pasternak - Thomas Merton correspondence by CRH’s King 
Library Press.]  

Folder 24: Pavese, Cesare - 14 pieces, 1964, correspondence re permission to print passage from 
Pavese’s introduction to Dialoghi con Leuco as section of a keepsake for Alfred A. Knopf’s 
50th anniversary in publishing; typescript of translation from Italian; drafts of two letters of 
inquiry by VH; letter of 26 January to CRH from Tom Nuzum critiquing the translation from 
Italian; various experimental versions of translation.  

Folder 25: Peignot, Charles (Deberny et Peignot Fonderies, French type founders, Paris) -43 pieces, 
1950-1980, including 7 letters from Peignot, 1 original and one carbon from VH, 23 bills, 9 
Peignot specimens, and 1 fonting sheet, and Christmas greeting from CRH; correspondence re 
casting of VH’s type, American Uncial and Samson, with invoices and specimen sheets. 

Folder 26: Placci, Carlo (friend and patron of V. Hammer in Florence; author of article, “Il Pittore 
Victor Hammer,” Dedalo, vol. 5, no. 1, 1924) - 3 pieces, 1923-1941; card from Venice (4 
July 1923) CP has returned to Siena, has proposed showing VH’s “Adulteress” in a Venetian 
exhibition; on letterhead from Rome, he has was stationed “down south” in Naples; has seen 
Moni, VH’s daughter, and she is not well (25 August 1941); has returned home, conditions 
are unfavorable, hopes VH can carry on his work (15 September 1941). [VH did: 1 drawing 
(1923) and a later one (1932)]  

Folder 27: Plunger, Clara and August - 17 letters, 1946-1981, Obern, Switzerland; of August, “Victor 
was really his best and eldest friend.” [1 portrait of Clara Plunger (1926) and drawings of 
August Plunger (1925) and Peter Plunger (1992?)]  
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BOX 16: 
 
Folder 1: Podde, Rafael (Pardes-Rimonim Press) - 2 letters, 1985, broadside printed in Hebrew, 

brochure of his titles in print.  
Folder 2: Pope-Hennessey, John W. (British art scholar and museum administrator, Victoria & Albert 

Museum) -4 items, 1955-1958; letter from Pope Hennessey to Nicky Mariano, giving opinion 
of terra cotta bust of Cosimo II; 2 letters to VH, 1956, 1958, re possible acquisition of the 
bust from VH for the Victoria and Albert Museum; draft to Pope-Hennessey in VH’s hand.  

Folder 3: Rae, Thomas (Black Pennell Press, Greenock, Scotland) - 2 letters, 1986; printed The Death 
of Mary Queen of Scots in American Uncial, which rapidly went out of print; acknowledges 
gift of book with VH’s wood engravings from the Four Gospels.  

Folder 4: Rannells, Edward W. (chairman of art dept., University of Kentucky) -4 letters, 1964-1967; 
acknowledges gift of book from VH with warm gratitude; forwards check to CRH toward 
publication of Requiem for Victor Hammer; acknowledges a book, sends a talk on Rembrandt.  

Folder 5: Ransom, Will (typographer, bibliographer, historian of the private press) – 7 letters, 1946; 
solicits information on the work of Victor and Jakob Hammer for inclusion in his checklist of 
private presses; commiserates with VH on current neglect of fine art and fine printing.  

Folder 6: Rasteiger - copy, VH speaks of his school in Grundlsee, of his friend Frau Anna Mautner 
(n.d.).  

Folder 7: Read, Herbert (English art historian & theorist) - 33 pieces, plus several articles, 1933-1961; 
21 August 1967 to CRH on death of VH: “he always remained in my mind as an image of the 
ideal artist from some remote and purer age”; “we were united in our regard for the writings 
of Fiedler”; VH acknowledges Icon and Idea, with HR’s comments on Fiedler —“Twenty 
years or so ago when I spoke to you about Fiedler in my Studio in Pembroke Road I wouldn’t 
have thought this possible”; draft of letter offering to print some of Read’s poems; HR 
acknowledges On Classic Art, discusses relationship of the artist to his times and the city”; 
VH refers to his “Trytychon,” or triptych, Memory and her Nine Daughters”; “Thank you for 
sending me a copy of your imaginary conversation — ‘Memory and her Nine Daughters.’ I 
have been reading it with the greatest pleasure & admiration. One has to go back to Eric Gill, 
if not to William Morris, for a presentation of the truth about art & craftsmanship expressed 
in a form which is itself a work of art”; HR writes from house of Hildebrand in Florence, 
where Konrad Fiedler once lived.  

Folder 8: Regnery, Henry (Chicago publisher, purchased a clavichord from VH) – 14 letters, 1947-
1969; asks to buy copies of the books VH printed in Florence; is a friend of R. H. Middleton, 
Chicago typographer; will order 4 copies of VH’s Holderlin; has a book printed at Officina 
Bodoni, Verona; 11 August 1948, purchases a clavichord from VH; considers asking VH to 
oversee publication of his books printed by Chicago printer Philip Reed, proposed by R. H. 
Middleton.  

Folder 9: Rehak, Theo (type founder, see Dale Guild; president of Typocrafters; recasts types of V. 
Hammer) 1 letter 1995; sends 2 fonts he has cast of the Samson Uncial; has seen the 1995 
Grolier Club exhibition of VH and CRH.  

Folder 10-14: Reicher, Dr. Otto E. H. (German author; V. Hammer prints his work) – 207 letters, 1924-
1958, plus offprints of two articles by Reicher; includes original returned copies of VH’s 
letters to OR, also several letters by wife Rosl Hammer and daughter Moni. Concerning 
locating a painting by Ferdinand Georg Waldmüller belonging to Baroness Sessler; OR 
suggests to VH printing the Song of Songs on his handpress, OR assists in trying to sell work 
by VH: Baron Saur will decide in April if he can purchase VH’s “Magdalen” for 4,000 
schillings; OR sells a VH mezzotint in Graz; OR glad to hear that books will be printed on 
handpress with VH’s typeface (24 September 1924) and continues that he has merged his coal 
business and purchased a publishing house; Rosl Hammer thanks OR for a manuscript (10 
September 1925); OR asks for more VH mezzotints, will show to Dr. Kieblinger (8 October 
1925); VH to OR, only 8 of 30 prints available, and VH is charging 6 guineas for them in 
England; Rosl to OR, VH has surprised her with his self-portrait drawing for a mezzotint, 
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measuring 8 x 10 cm (17 November 1925); Dr. Studer will take a print, Anna Mautner tells of 
VH’s extraordinary Leda on back of his Paravicini portrait (16 January 1926); Saar would 
like a portrait in addition to the drawing; would time payment be all right? (15 February 
1926); VH in London, returning to Florence on 20th; his father will deliver 2 prints (8 March 
1926); various communications re sale of prints and possible portrait commissions; visits 
Musée Plantin in Antwerp with Paul Koch; learns how simply all good work is made; still 
cannot manage without financial help; earns so little by painting that nothing is left for the 
first two years; VH has all the needed tools and will try without going into debt (26 April 
1926); considers printing Rubaiyat of Omar Kayyam in English (21 August 1926); OR writes 
Anna Mautner that he has delayed in order to finish Tauernreise and show it to Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal (22 October 1926); February 1927 topic of VH not receiving appointment at 
academy; VH needs money, for Americans are not paying and Baron Saar is doing 
installments (20 February 1927); VH asks OR to inquire about possibility of a teaching 
position (3 January 1927); VH’s picture of “Magdalen” is published in an Italian journal; has 
finished his self-portrait; working on type; would like to do drawings for Saar (14 February 
1927); OR asks if VH is still interested in Tauernreise? Is going through difficult times (9 
August 1931); VH going to America, Fritz Arnold (who is to print the Tauernreise) will stay 
in touch with OR (27 October 1931); VH to OR, has “decided to leave Italy and live either 
here (in London) or Germany” (19 October 1932); Baron Franckenstein will assist VH in 
appointment at academy (6 May 1933); VH should contribute to exhibition in Bavarian 
National Museum (18 June 1933); undated sheet with outline about VH’s Grundlsee school; 
Count Grunelius has a new piece of land with a quarry; VH sees a chapel to be built; Count 
Grunelius suggests that VH’s school should be at Kolbsheim; since his return from America, 
VH is firm in belief against machines (undated, before mid-1933); VH will go to Kolbsheim 
to build a chapel (23 November 1933); “I’ve finished with England” (18 July 1933); OR to 
VH, speaks of Rudolf Koch’s funeral in Frankfurt (13 April 1934); VH claims no rights in 
OR’s Tauernreise (6 August 1934); VH “working hard on the chapel, which will be dedicated 
July 1. Right now am engaged in the facade decoration” (19 December 1934); VH speaks of 
Fritz Kredel coming to work with him, will work on woodcut for reprinting of Tauernreise 
(19 October 1936); VH tells OR that his academic appointment is still in the hands of the 
finance ministers (29 January 1937); OR is invited to the “Great German Art Exhibition” of 
the Nazis (31 January 1937); VH fighting for his exhibition, working on the Hofmannsthal 
bust (3 March 1937); VH to receive a professorship on 1 January 1938 (17 June 1937); VH 
writes that next Sunday is the unveiling of the Hofmannsthal bust in Salzburg (24 July 1937); 
VH had to laugh about OR’s comment about not understanding the Hitler speech (18 August 
1937); VH would like to lend OR “one of my 3 clavichords— it’s an exact copy of my old 
one, but it’s too high, so you have to tune it quite often” (5 September 1937); “I’m 
temporarily suspended from teaching — perhaps permanently? All others who don’t 
sympathize with Nazis also. I refrain from any comment — remain the same I always was” 
(16 March 1938); VH in Berlin, “I don’t want to repeat things I hear. Isn’t it lucky to be 
unknown in times like this?” (25 May 1938); VH sends 6 copies of Tauernreise; “I am 
dissatisfied with the book, but the few who will buy it won’t notice it” (7 October 1938); OR 
to VH, expresses sympathy for operation, best to wife and Jacob (27 July 1952); OR thanks 
VH for visit (22 February 1954).  

Folder 15: Reichner, Herbert (Viennese rare book expert; later in U.S.) - 5 letters, 1967-1983; requests 
CRH’s Booke of the Duchesse; regrets news of VH’s illness; wife Edith to David Farrell 10 
June 1978, she first knew VH in 1930 while she was a houseguest in Fiesole (probably at 
Berenson’s I Tatti), has no VH letters.  

Folder 16: Renaissance Society of Chicago (sponsors 1948 exhibition of Victor Hammer) -9 letters and 
lists of works, 1948; communications with Frances Strain Biesel, University of Chicago; R. H. 
Middleton interested in possibility of a catalogue; will also include books by VH; 21 June 
1948: ‘The exhibition went very well. I only wish we could have succeeded in selling directly 
from it, but at least, it was wonderfully well attended and it drew a large public.”  
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Folder 17: Rice, Talbot (art historian) - 6 letters, 1954, excavating in Turkey, re possibility of a lecture 
at Transylvania University, Lexington, proposes to speak on Byzantine art; projected visit 
does not materialize.  

Folder 18: Richter, Gisela - 1 letter, 3 September 1952, from Lugano Switzerland, on letterhead from 
1170 Fifth Avenue, replies to query on the use of “Kosmos” in ancient Greek to suggest both 
order and ornament.  

Folder 19: Ridler, Vivian (Printer to the University, Oxford University Press) - 2 letters, 1966-1969; 
orders books from Stamperia del Santuccio, asks about first appearance of VH uncial types; 
thanks CRH for a copy of Dialogue.  

Folder 20: Rilke, Rainer Maria (celebrated German poet) -1 letter, 2 April 1921, 2 1/2 pp., VH in 
Zurich.  

Folder 21: Rittell, V. Burkhard (unidentified) - 1 letter, 8 July 1956; to VH in German; Heilenkreuz is 
about 25 km. from Vienna.  

Folder 22: Roemer, Georg (architect in Munich) -2 pieces; to VH 18 May 1919; his death notice, 25 
January 1922, with black border  

 
 
BOX 17: 
 
Folder 1: Roessler, Arthur (art historian) - 1 letter to VH, no date  
Folder 2: Rollins, Carl Purington (began the Bibliographic Press at Yale Univ. Library) – 3 pieces, 

1942-1947; 25 April 1942, copy of VH letter, refers to meeting at Smith, with questions about 
the future of roman type; “You seem to know exactly what a ‘roman’ must look like in order 
to print well on a smooth paper which kisses away the ink from the type. I, on the other hand, 
am able to cut the punches for each size, from 8- to 10-pt. upwards, of any kind of roman, 
italic, or Greek letter. In addition to this I know how to form a letter in cutting it in steel 
without any elaborate design beforehand. Furthermore, I am ready to start this work without 
charging a cent to anybody, except that the punches are and will remain my property, unless 
somebody wants to acquire them.”  

Folder 3: Rolph, Wyman -6 letters, 1969-1972; acknowledges book from CRH, Kentucky Wildflowers; 
is researching Chauncy Hawley Griffith, and seeks assistance from Griffith papers at the 
University of Kentucky; has acquired a small Columbian printing press; arrangements to meet 
in New York; plans for visit to Lexington, to print and bind.  

Folder 4: Rota, Bertram (English dealer in modern fine printing) -41 pieces, 1984-1988; 
correspondence with a London book dealer who specializes in marketing private press 
publications.  

Folder 5: Roth, Hermann (unidentified) - 3 pieces, 1926-1927; 2 letters, 1 card, Stuttgart, to VH in 
Florence.  

Folder 6: Rothenstein, Sir John (art historian; biographer of Victor Hammer; dir. of the Tate Gallery, 
London) -24 items, 1951-1986; “I look forward to hearing more about the various projects for 
a book dealing with your work. Evidence of the inspiring influence your presence in Kentucky 
is exercising reaches us often”; CRH to JR, 9 August 1953, proposes acquisition of VH’s 
portrait of Baron Georg Franckenstein by the Tate Gallery; solicits John Rothenstein to do a 
preliminary essay for a book about VH’s drawings, JR to select the drawings to be reproduced; 
17 June 1973, CRH to JR: “I am writing now to ask if, on a commission basis, you would 
write on the work of Victor Hammer as artist (only incidentally as typographer)”; 2 July 1973, 
JR to CRH: “I should be honored to do what you suggest.. . .“; 2 February 1974, JR: “Did 
Victor ever by any chance mention my being brought to his studio by Berenson from I Tatti in 
the ‘twenties? If I need anything more I will let you know at once, but for the moment I have a 
splendid superfluity & am deeply absorbed by the work — my admiration for Victor, always 
high, grows daily”; 12 April 1974, CRH: “It was your father [Sir William] who was most kind 
to him and tried to get commissions for him and helped to arrange an exhibition — it is for 
this reason that I would like for you to mention your father; Kenneth Clark and his wife were 
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most kind too to Victor and Rosl at this time (they met in Florence through the Berensons)”; 
12 February 1974, CRH: “Wherever he lived and painted, V needed an ambiance of quietness, 
order, decent architectural features — a sense of proportioned enclosure within and without.... 
Victor was never hurried, and for years I never knew him to tire from work. He was always in 
his studio at work by eight (but only after a leisurely breakfast at a perfectly set breakfast table 
in our bedroom with tea from his lovely tea service that he had bought in England and a 
special bread he ordered from Chicago and dark rich marmalades sent by friends from 
England.... In looking about our room now, which is almost as Victor left it — the large chest, 
the bed that he made to fit the room’s proportions, the chair, the low desk from Florence…”; 
12 April 1978, JR to CRH: “The book [John Rothenstein, Victor Hammer: Artist and 
Craftsman] has arrived: we are both delighted with the result of your long & dedicated labour: 
our very warmest congratulations and thanks.”  

Folder 7: Rothenstein, Sir William (father of Sir John; English painter and memoirist, author of 2-vol. 
Men and Memories; patron of V. Hammer in London in 1920s) -2 letters to VH and Rosl 
Hammer, 4 May 1934; 7 letters in Xerox from Houghton Library, Harvard, VH to WR. VH to 
WH, 1 May 1934, going to Kolbsheim to work on chapel: “I must say that the artists in 
England have always been friendly to me.... I won’t say that I deserve success on account of 
my own merits, but I am so thankful that it seems to be true, that I was right in sticking to my 
line and never fall away from it in spite of all the painting theories and philosophies of the last 
30 years which were thrown on the public by certain painters. But I do not complain. I was 
well sheltered that time and could grow inwardly without being disturbed by public success.”  

Folder 8: Rothschild, Alix de – 6 pieces, 1944-1964; from 1215 Fifth Avenue to VH, discusses various 
art galleries, including Knoedler, Carstairs, Wildenstein; correspondence about a sculpture; “I 
was so glad to get news from you & to see that you are still busy with your wonderful art.”  

Folder 9: Rothschild, Davidson R. (London book dealer) -8 July 1953, to CRH; he enjoyed his visit to 
her charming house, view of bibliography and proof sheets, congratulates her on her Chaucer 
volume.  

Folder 10: Rück, Ulrich - 6 letters, 1947-1956; from a Nurnberg dealer in historical musical instruments; 
references to clavichord constructed by VH, VH publications by Hölderlin and Otto Reicher; 
one of Rück’s letterheads printed in Hammer’s uncial type.  

Folder 11: Rudge, William Edwin (fine printer and publisher of graphic arts journals) -3 letters, 1948- 
1949, concerning the possibility of an article by VH for Rudge’s journal, Print: a Quarterly 
Journal of the Graphic Arts; VH writes, 8 Feb 1948: “A few days ago I have received part of 
my belongings which were still in Austria. All the books and everything concerned with the 
Press, the Stamperia del Santuccio, is preserved, and I have it here now. Nearly all the mats of 
the Samson type and the punches for it are here. But what may interest you most - if you still 
think in terms of an article on my work - I found a manuscript by Rudolf Koch, 7 pages 
written longhand, which he wrote in 1930. The title is ‘Wer ist Viktor Hammer?’ Who is 
Victor Hammer? If that would suit you it could be published for the first time in your 
magazine, of course in translation.”  

Folder 12: Rummonds, Richard-Gabriel (noted hand press printer, Plain Wrapper Press, Verona, Italy; 
later in California & Washington state) - 11 letters, 1980-1995, 2 brochures, keepsake; letters 
about his autobiography and his manual for handpress printing, published as Printing on the 
Iron Handpress (New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll & British Library, 1998); closing of his press in 
Verona, move to Seattle, forthcoming exhibition of his work at New York Public Library.  

Folder 13: Rushmore, Mrs. & Mrs. Arthur (AR of Harper & Bros. and proprietor of Golden Hind Press; 
used American Uncial type) - 20 items, including 11 letters, 1947-1969; acquires American 
Uncial for his Golden Hind Press, “It will be a pleasure to add some of your type to my 
collection and I shall use it with all the intelligence I have (not very much, I fear)”; will miss 
seeing VH in NYC; VH’s interest in Aldous Huxley will be referred to Cass Canfield at 
Harper’s; he shows VH’s Psalms at Harper’s -- “as something to look at, it was very beautiful 
-- but that to be read, they believe it difficult to the average American reader’s eye.” Edna 
Rushmore to CRH: “You will be interested to know that a friend of Elaine came over from 
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Silver Burdette to set a greeting card for the President, and from all our types she chose our 
Hammer American Uncial” (18 January 1969)  

Folder 14: Ryder, John (The Bodley Head, publishers; popularizing British book arts figure; author of 
Printing for Pleasure) - 68 letters and 3 pamphlets, 1951-1995; ref. to Will Carter’s slate 
carving for him; re visits; contacts Dr. Desmond Flower to write introduction to Racine’s 
Andromache for CRH.  

Folder 15: Sacher, R. (unidentified) -1 letter to VH, 1927. 
 

St. Bride Printing Library (see James Mosley: Box 14, Folder 21) 
 

Folder 16: Saint Paul’s Priory -8 letters, 1944-1946; from Father Thomas Michels, Father Damascus 
Vincent, Sister Mary Noreen, re possibility of VH teaching at Notre Dame of Maryland; plus 
a 1945 draft by VH.  

Folder 17: Saltor, George -3 letters, 1946-1949, re acquisition of the Hölderlin and the Dialogue.  
Folder 18: Sanborn, Herbert and Katherine (Stone Press, lithography) -10 letters, 1982-1989, re 1982 

centenary exhibition of VH in Alexandria, VA; exhibition catalogue, Modern Art Influences 
on Printing Design, Library of Congress, 1956.  

Folder 19: Sarton, May (prolific poet and novelist) - 2 letters, 1972-1973, re possible visit to Lexington; 
photocopy of typescript, “Composing a Life: A Celebration Based on the Work of May 
Sarton” (1971), and NY Times obituary, 1995.  

Folder 20: Sattler, Bernhard (unidentified) -8 letters, 1961.  
Folder 21: Schaefer-Simmern, Henry (Institute of Art Education, Russell Sage Foundation, Prof. of Art, 

University of California, Berkeley) -8 letters, 1940-1946, re Konrad Fiedler, art education.  
Folder 22: Schappler, John (lettering artist, stone cutter; cut tombstone of Victor Hammer) - 8 cards, 

letters, notes, and Selected Verse (1988) by M. W. Schappler, father of John.  
Folder 23-27: Schenker, Heinrich (Viennese musicologist, student of Anton Bruchner, teacher of Wilhelm 

Furtwangler; subject of mezzotint portrait by VH) [Xeroxes] -10 items 1980-1982 between 
CRH and Robert Lang and Clifford Wurfel of University of California - Riverside, re 
interchange of copies of Hammer Schenker material between the Oswald Jonas Collection and 
Hammer papers to assist research of German scholar, Dr. Federhofer; 15 pieces, 1992-1999, 
between CRH and staff of Mannes School of Music, NY Public Library at Lincoln Center re 
placement of VH’s Schenker papers at Lincoln Center and 1995 loan of letter for Grolier Club 
Hammer exhibition; 59 cards and letters between VH (27) and HS (32) on musical, artistic, 
and other topics, 1913-1927; additional material includes photocopy of February 1924 
exhibition notice for Vienna Secession, including VH, and Riverside brochure and 2 NY 
clippings re recent scholarly activity on HS (collections, conferences), totaling 88 items. VH 
sees HS’s article on Beethoven’s 9th; his wife wishes keyboard lessons, though he has only an 
old clavichord; would like to meet HS (12 September 1913); VH’s piano is by André Stein, 
Augsburg, 1820, also has an excellent copy of a hammerklavier; he is “an enemy of modem 
pianos, because their sound is monstrous and non-musical” (17 September 1913); VH has a 
number of HS’s books, and his ideas are true for the other arts; the Urline remains hidden, 
though he will feel its effect invariably” (9 December 1921); VH invites HS and wife to his 
studio(29 May 1922); VH’s friend has played Bach on the lute for him, according to the old 
tabulations (22 October 1923); VH writes from Florence that he enjoyed a lovely afternoon at 
HS’s place (25 November 1925); VH asks HS to sit for a drawing; “Leo Stein, the man who 
18-20 years ago in Paris discovered (and made) Picasso, Matisse, etc. — has now no more 
pictures from them because he hasn’t enough money, so says the fox that knows to shove the 
garbage aside.” (5 January 1923) VH will return to Vienna, “at last, at that time I will be able 
to start out with the mezzotint plate of you and then take it with me to London.” Came to 
Munich to draw Baron Franckenstein. Painted Paravicini in London [1925]; “Presently I am in 
a horrible financial shape…In my case it is my talent and my strength which help me — but 
which are at the same time making my work unremunerative” because he continues to perfect 
and invest too much time (4 September 1925); VH “diligently working on a picture of a 
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Magdalen — mezzotint sheets, drawings. Her mezzotint has now appeared in the 2/3 vol. of 
Graphischen Kunste, Vienna”; “In November I will start out with the printing business.” VH 
has turned down a position at the Academy of Vienna (7 August 1926). [VH did: 1 mezzotint 
(1925)]  

  
 
BOX 18: 
 
Folders 1-3: Schenker, Heinrich (continued from Box 17, Folders 23-27) 
 

Schiess, Charlotte (see Meuron: Box 12, Folder 12) 
 
Folder 4: Schiller, Walter (Chicago physician) -10 letters, 1940-1942, offprints of 2 articles re 

acquired traits and pathology.  
Folder 5: Schlosser, V. (unidentified) -2 letters 1941.  
Folder 6: Schmidt-Dengler, Filip (publisher, Graz, Austria) -15 letters to VH, 1946-1964.  
Folder 7: Schneider (unidentified) -1 letter, 1932.  
Folder 8: Schoenberner, Franz (unidentified) - 1 letter, 1948.  
Folder 9: Scholderer, Victor (British printing historian, incunabula scholar, British Museum) – 13 

letters, 1935-1967; copy of 1965 letter by CRH to Scholderer.  
Folder 10: Schimann, Franz (unidentified) - 1 letter, 1933.  
Folder 11: Schuster, Franz (unidentified) - copy of VH’s letter to, 1948.  
Folder 12: Schwartz, Heinrich (Albright Art Gallery, Buffalo, NY) - 1 letter, 1942.  
Folder 13: Sedlmayr, Hans (Austrian historian of art and architecture) - 1 letter and one copy of VH’s 

letter to, 1957.  
Folder 14: Segovia, Andres (guitarist; for whom V. Hammer prints, binds a tablature as a gift after 

meeting) - photocopy of 1 letter, 1959.  
Folder 15: Serkin, Rudolf & Irene (eminent Czechoslovakian pianist, founder of Marlboro Festival, 

friend and patron of Victor Hammer) -42 pieces, 1960-1991, including 9 letters of RS, 8 
letters of IS, 7 Christmas cards, with sentiments, from Serkins to Hammers, clippings, photos, 
2 (carbon and Xerox) of CRH, exchanges re Abbey Gethsemani; note from Lafayette Hotel in 
Lexington (16 February 1960); thanks VH for Hölderlin and invites Hammers to visit when 
Pablo Casals will be a guest (19 June 1960); writes about his concert schedule (19 March 
1961); thanks for beautiful book (14 April 1961); asks about possible VH exhibition in NY 
(20 August 1966); Irene Serkin: about VH’s painting of Thomas Merton, “Unfortunately, we 
will not be able to afford the prize and Rudi will have to keep on looking at it at your home, 
I’m afraid!” and invites Hammers to Marlboro (14 October 1966); RS to CRH, concern for 
VH’s health (18 March 1967); Irene Serkin acknowledges CRH’s offer of VH’s drawing for 
portrait of Merton, inviting her to Marlboro (18 April 1948); Irene Serkin asks for photograph 
of drawing (20 October 1968); CRH to IS, relates that Merton painting was willed by VH to 
Edgar Kaufmann, buts offers drawing to IS at $600, discounted from estate value of $1,000. 
Pencil note that it was mailed on request. (13 April 1968); IS sends note about the Merton 
drawing, invites CRH to visit and see it (31 October 1968); RS sends gratitude for “this 
moving drawing by Victor. The tenderness and purity of it seems to make it also in many 
ways a self-portrait of Victor. My thoughts are with you often.” (4 January 1969); RS: 
“Victor’s beautiful drawing of Thomas Merton is hanging in my studio, right over the piano. 
It warms my heart and my soul. I wish you could come and see it. Will you come this summer 
to Marlboro? How are you?” (31 October 1969); CRH to Serkins, re Hammer’s friendship for 
Serkin and Merton; about Merton biographer John Howard Griffin photographing the 
drawing for an illustration (16 January 1972, Xerox); trying to have Merton drawing 
photographed (23 March 1978); RS orders biographical books on VH (12 February 1982); RS 
to brother Patrick Hart, Merton’s secretary, about photograph of Merton portrait (2 items, 
Xerox, 1983); IS gives Merton drawing to Abbey of Gethsemani (1983). RS letter (22 March 
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1978) to David Farrell re VH correspondence: “Mr. Hammer was a very dear and beloved 
friend of mine, and I know that Adolf Busch had been a friend of his since the twenties.”  

Folder 16: Sheldrake, Rupert (theoretical biologist) -1 letter, 1964, re evening with VH and CRH; 
bibliographical and biographical materials on Sheldrake.  

Folder 17: Sichowsky, Richard von (unidentified) -5 letters to VH, 1964 and draft reply of VH.  
Folder 18: Simpson, Herbert (friend of R. H. Middleton of Chicago; calligrapher) -6 letters, 1951-1967; 

printing specimens, Shakespeare keepsakes.  
Folder 19: Sitte, Camillo (architect, city planner, with whom V. Hammer apprenticed) - photocopy of 

article, “The Austrian Pioneer of City Planning.”  
Folder 20: Smith, C. Arthur - 3 letters, 1950, re cutting matrices for VH’s American Uncial typeface 

and supplying Poliphilus and Blado type “ for your several ladies [i.e., Carolyn Reading and 
Amelia Buckley] that want to print a book.” Will encourage Beatrice Warde (English 
Monotype) and Jackson Burke (American Linotype) to promote VH’s American Uncial.  

Folder 21: Smith, Dr. Carlton A. - (patron, Nobel nominating committee, Pres., National Arts 
Foundation; Casals played at his wedding) 9 letters, 1960 to 1982, acquires “wonderful books” 
printed by Hammers; shares interest in Thomas Merton; attempts to bring Austrian Foreign 
Minister to speak in Lexington; visits Jacques Maritain and VH’s patron, Count Grunelius; 
sends CRH obituaries in German on death of VH; letters from Switzerland and Austria. 

Folder 22: Smithsonian Institution - Dorothy T. von Arsdale, acknowledges loan of materials for two 
year traveling exhibition, “Contemporary Fine Presses in America.”  

Folder 23: Smythe, Cohn (British publisher, editor of Lady Gregory’s autobiography) – 11 items, 1965-
1972, from London and Dublin; wishes to collect books printed by CRH; receives her in 
England; enthusiastic about VH’s American Uncial type; learns of her interest in producing a 
monograph on VH; sends her two books: Lady Gregory, The Croon of the Mountain Women, 
one of 50, in American Uncial and Dorothy Moulton Mayer, Memories of AE, also printed in 
American Uncial.  

 
Soane, Sir John, Museum (see Sir John Sumerson: Box 20, Folder 5) 
 

Folder 24: Society of Typographic Arts (Chicago) -6 items, 1949-1953, regarding membership, dinner 
honoring R. H. Middleton, and proposed article on the Hammers.  

Folder 25: Spiegel, Edgar von - 5 cards and 1 letter, 1921-1931; planned visits; Spiegel’s 1921 
exhibition; will arrange for VH to draw Baron von Franckenstein in London and will attempt 
to further Hammer’s career in London.  

Folder 26: Spranger, J. A. - letter, Florence, 16 September 1935; congratulates Hammer on Pindar 
Uncial: “It is certainly the nicest-looking font I have ever seen, with perhaps the solitary 
exception of the 1493 Isocrates, and I do congratulate you upon it most heartily”; his children 
will go to school in England.  

Folder 27: Stanbrook Abbey Press (Dame Hildelith Cumming) - 19 pieces, 1970-1991, 13 items to 
CRH from Dame Hildelith, 5 copies of items to her from CRH, and obituary of Dame 
Hildelith, the English nun and printer; concern CRH’s visits to England, death of Thomas 
Merton, mentions of Jacques and Raissa Maritain, gifts of books, exhibition of Stanbrook 
Abbey Press at University of Kentucky.  

Folder 28: Standard, Paul (calligrapher, teacher; author of books on calligraphy; trustee of Victor 
Hammer estate, archives at Rochester Institute of Technology) - 287 letters, 1941-1989, to 
VH and CRH, 2 poems by Shakespeare and Milton written in Standard’s calligraphy; 6 
carbons of letters from CRH to Standard; draft of his essay, “Letter Forms in Victor 
Hammer’s Paintings”; carbon and proofs of VH’s Dialogue of a Paleographer; Standard’s 
biographical sketch of VH, printed by VH: “In Victor Hammer we have for our time a 
cherished anachronism, a dedicated artist-craftsman... Standard met VH at Joseph 
Blumenthal’s; hears news of him through Fritz Kredel and Harrison Elliott; asks for example 
of calligraphy, for collection from best living lettering artists (25 October 1941); describes 
VH’s uncials as “organ music” (23 July 1942); “You are a strangely modest man in a world 
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full of egomaniacs” (17 August 1942); sees smoke proofs of VH’s Ratdolt face (5 June 1943); 
Standard raising funds for calligrapher Edward Johnston, hopes Parliament will grant pension 
(12 January 1944); is taking six lectures by paleographer E. A. Lowe at Princeton (24 May 
1943); Graily Hewitt, English calligrapher, asks Standard to remember him to VH (26 
September 1944); Standard is addressing Double Crown Club in London on VH, wishes to 
use VH’s “Manifesto” as a keepsake (22 March 1946); Belle da Costa Greene at Morgan 
Library wishes to see VH’s work (9 December 1947); “...your Hölderlin must for a long time 
remain the finest edition that poet has had” (7 November 1949); thanks Lucy and Joe Graves 
for Gravesend Press issue of Rudolf Koch’s Wer ist Viktor Hammer / Who is Victor Hammer? 
“When I think how trifling are the products of most private presses, this one of the Graveses 
assumes an importance beyond comparison”; “. . . Hermann Zapf, who had wanted to study 
with Koch but who taught himself out of Koch’s and Johnston’s books.” (11 January 1952); 
Standard is subject of an interview in New Yorker (11 February 1963); looks forward to 
meeting CRH (then Carolyn Reading) in New York, will assist with appeal for purchases of 
VH work; Your Pico is a book of quiet splendor”; “If Lexingtonians you have made us 
acquainted with are typical of the town, it must be a kind of Elysium” (6 October 1953); has 
visited VH and CRH in Lexington (15 September 1963); Standard attends CRH Gallery 303 
lecture on VH in New York (24 February 1966); condolences, agrees to be a trustee for sale 
of VH’s works (11 July1967); death of Standard’s wife, Stella (28 March 1987); “Victor’s 
type output never shows any immaturity; each face was produced by a master” (18 May 
1987); the date of CRH last letter, 19 May 1989, was his 94th birthday (20 June 1989). A 
correspondence of much volume, depth and importance, addressing various projects, 
publications, gifts of books, personal regard. 

 
 
BOX 19: 
 
Folders 1-3:  Standard, Paul (continued from Box 18, Folder 28) 
Folder 4: Stark, Freya (prolific British writer on archaeology and ancient history) - card to VH, 22 

June 1965, Asolo, Italy, acknowledging his agreeable letter about her work.  
Folder 5: Stauffacher, Jack Werner (San Francisco Bay area private press printer, Greenwood Press) 

17 pieces, 1957-1995, has letter from Paul Standard re VH’s return to the U.S.; regrets they 
did not visit in Florence (Florence, 30 November 1956); JS may not remain in Florence, but 
might visit Lexington, where he spent four months’ schooling during WW II (3 January 1958); 
writes of founding of Pittsburgh Bibliophiles on 9 February 1962, invites VH to be their first 
guest lecturer at Hunt Botanical Library on 14 April 1962 (27 February 1962); arrangements 
for exhibit (13 March 1962); CRH describes items to be shown (18 March 1962); JS writes re 
announcement for talk, proposed visit with Edgar Kaufmann at Fallingwater (27 March 1962); 
JS’s introduction of VH to the Pittsburgh Bibliophiles to speak on “Printing at the Stamperia 
del Santuccio” (14 April 1962); JS has re-listened to VH’s talk on tape; “the dream-like visit 
to Falling Waters was unique, profound, and full of revelations.... Edgar and his world are 
complete in many ways.” (25 April 1962); JS has returned from vacation on Martha’s 
Vineyard, interested in printing VH’s talk (9 September 1962); JS was visited by Martino 
Mardersteig in San Francisco, mentioned forthcoming visit with the Hammers; JS enjoyed 
Middleton’s article on VH published by Champion Papers; has left Stanford University Press, 
will teach at Berkeley and operate his own business (25 August 1966); JS: “We attempt to 
relive the golden moments. And you and the world of Kentucky and the memory of Victor 
still lingering within....My life since Carnegie has been risky and full” (27 January 1971); JS 
sends notice of his Greenwood Press edition of Horace (16 September 1992); “Several weeks 
ago arrived a beautiful book —‘An Introduction to Victor and Carolyn Hammer’…Yes, the 
memory of coming to Lexington with Hermann [Zapf] & staying with you and Victor. I do 
have a short (very short) film I took of Hermann and Victor in his shop. (23 October 1995).  

Folder 6: Steiger, Emil (unidentified) - brief, friendly note to Victor Hammer, Zurich, 20 May 1947. 
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Folder 7: Stempel (German type foundry) - 2 items, 1970-1976; invoice to CRH for sending her the 
punches for American Uncial; copy of letter of CRH, 11 November 1976 to Mme. Gertrude 
Benöter, after meeting her at Caxton Congress in London; hopes she will visit Lexington as 
Hermann Zapf has done.  

Folder 8: Stevens, Wallace (major American poet, Harvard-educated attorney, vice-president of 
Hartford Accident and Indemnity Co.) - 38 letters, including 3 holographs to the Hammers, 
1945-1951, with copies of 26 Xerox copies and 2 original drafts of letters from VH to WS; 6 
letters of Holly Stevens Stephenson, daughter of WS, to the Hammers (re letters for her 
edition of Stevens correspondence) and 5 carbon copies of letters of CRH to HSS; 2 letters of 
Alan Filreis, University of Pennsylvania, re his biographical research on WS; Filreis has 
written World Without Particularity: The Life of Wallace Stevens (Thesis, University of 
Virginia, 1985), Secretaries of the Moon: The Letters of Wallace Stevens and José Rodriguez 
Feo (Durham: Duke University Press, 1986), and Modernism from Right to Left: Wallace 
Stevens, The Thirties, and Literary Radicalism (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1991); a total of 77 pieces of correspondence and two proofs of WS’s bookplate printed by 
VH, highly important record of the shared bibliophilic, artistic, textual, and literary interests 
of WS and VH, and showing how Stevens contributed his efforts as an editorial advisor to the 
Stamperia del Santuccio; WS orders VH edition of Janet Lewis, The Earth-Bound (14 
October 1946); compliments Earth-Bound, speaks of his contacts with English painter and 
printer James Guthrie (Pear Tree Press); Guthrie has drawn a bookplate for WS; “would [VH] 
be interested in making a block and in making about fifty prints?” (21 October 1946); sends 
Guthrie drawing to VH (25 October 1946); “I know that Mr. Guthrie’s bookplate is not your 
idea of what it might be, but it would please him to know that I have had the work done by 
you”; “Yes, I am the man who had the poem in Furioso (31 October 1946); “Your plans 
about the bookplate are perfectly all right”; had contacted Harry Duncan, who did not want to 
do it; thanks VH for the “plaquette” with his views; he has read the article on VH in Print 
Collector’s Quarterly; “I am able to form a better idea of my correspondent” (6 November 
1946); “The paper is right and so is the size”; “When you are all through with this piece of 
work would you be interested in having another? It would be a bookplate, or perhaps simply a 
small print, to be based on a photograph” (13 November 1946); “. . . find enclosed a 
photograph of a stone in a wall which is of interest to me for family reasons and I should like 
to use it in a bookplate”; “1 should like to have it signed”; “I am thinking this time of getting 
something a little personal from Victor Hammer” (11 December 1946, wrapped on museum 
board for Grolier Club exhibition, and with sample proofs of bookplate folded in on back); 
“Good painting is, I suppose, a form of good poetry. I sent one to Mr. Guthrie for Christmas” 
(12 December 1946); “It makes me happy to know that you will make the plate”; sends 
sketches and $50.00, “other charges can follow” (14 December 1946); prefers the white paper, 
100 copies; proposes mix of papers, sizes; “MESA is remarkable. While you must think of it 
in terms of typography, there is an extraordinary choice in respect to its contents” (31 
December 1946); “I am delighted with the prints. The incisiveness of the impressions could 
not be improved....Many thanks for everything” (21 January 1947); assists VH in securing 
fabric for use in bindings (19 January 1948, 22 January 1948, 23 January 1948); “I want you 
to know that I have your letters”; will reply in a few days (29 March 1948; holograph); orders 
Kredel book and Hölderlin; responds to VH’s appeal for assistance in securing a position at 
Avon School; WS suggests a contact in Chicago (1 April 1948); arranges for lunch in New 
York City; “While I am in the insurance business, I am a lawyer and all my work is on the 
legal side”; “I am most interested to hear about the position at Lexington, Kentucky” (20 July 
1948); ‘I have a very short poem, about 20 or 22 lines, which I think well enough of to 
suggest that it is something that you might be interested in. . . .“; includes typescript of 
“Angel Surrounded by Paysans” (19 October 1947); “No, I am not thinking about Christmas; 
and of course there is no hurry” (14 November 1949); letter giving advice on the prospectus 
for Hölderlin’s Gedichte, with suggestions on diction, tense; encloses a check for balance due 
on an order; speaks of the bookbinder Gerlach as too expensive, inquires about a Chicago 
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binder; speaks of the poem he has sent (“Angel Surrounded by Paysans”), suggesting Fritz 
Kredel “to do a suitable decoration”; WS will pay for printing and blocks and ask for ten 
copies (1 November 1949, typescript, marked “Copy”); “[Kredel] could have the actual angel 
invisible, as a mere influence”; “He would have to do this for the love of doing it. There could 
be no real expectation of making any money out of it. I should be willing to bear the actual 
expense of it”; It is entirely possible that Harry Duncan, who feels so friendly to you, would 
undertake the sale of this” (9 November 1949/typescript marked “Copy”); “I should be 
interested to try Donnelley [as a binder].... I have the greatest respect for Gerlach but he is 
much more expensive”; speaks well of Fritz Kredel, owns Das Blumenbuch; “The question of 
how to represent the angel of reality is not an easy question”; “one way of handling the thing 
would be to evade any definite representation but to depict the moment after it had vanished 
leaving behind it tokens of its effulgence”; “If you do not like the thing, don’t let’s go on with 
it” (27 December 1949); “We shall have to put the angel of reality on the shelf. It was 
interesting to talk about her and I particularly enjoyed your last letter”; “About the binding: 
would you care to suggest to the binder that the book should open easily and remain open 
without pressure.... So many American bindings are stiff as stone”; “I am returning the note 
on Konrad Fiedler. Curiously, he is completely new to me.... I wish you would give me 
further information about what you are doing, because I should no doubt like to subscribe for 
a copy since I am interested in everything that you do” (24 January 1950); WS returns proofs 
of introduction to Fiedler; “Please put me down for a copy”; offers suggestions on copyright 
notice form, textual recommendations; “I often think of you and wonder whether you have 
been able to make yourself happy in Lexington. This is far away from the sort of world to 
which you are accustomed, but it is a good world nevertheless and once you become 
accustomed to it you ought to be able to be as happy there as anywhere. There at least you 
have peace and can be yourself without being afraid to be yourself’ (4 April 1950); “The 
Hölderlin has come.... It makes me feel that the man who conceived this and carried it out is 
one who is used to the noble pages of ancient and noble books (had fed on them, in fact). This 
is a feeling that a shallow printer could never possibly give. The book touches me deeply for 
that very reason; that is to say, because one gets out of such a book what the printer has put 
into it. Aside from the knowledge about the job and about which I am not competent to speak, 
I feel the constancy of a man who in the exile at the bottom of his heart cries I forget thee, 
Jerusalem—and then works for years at a task of this sort with all the cunning of his love. I 
don’t want to be rhetorical and I am well aware that exile in Kentucky in the spring has its 
consolations apart from the devotion of an artist to his work, but in the presence of this 
magnificent book a touch of rhetoric is excusable” (2 June 1950); WS provides long list of 
recommendations regarding text of Conrad Fiedler project; “Fiedler becomes more interesting 
the more one knows of him. Is there available some portrait of him from which you could 
have Fritz Kredel make a woodcut by way of starting the book off? ¶ I think I have asked you 
to put me down for one of the fifty copies that you intend to print personally” (5 June 1950); 
“I am returning the proofs which now seem to be o.k.”; “...the Donnelley binding while hard 
and bold is not bad. They used a beautiful piece of leather and the baldness or barrenness 
gives the book dignity.... It is a sound, handsome and dignified specimen of a plain binding” 
(holograph, 7 July 1950); “I shall be very glad indeed to read the manuscript of which you 
speak”; “I had a very nice letter from my friend James Guthrie, a printer who lives in England. 
Guthrie is now 76 and has stopped doing any printing. But, like you, he paints portraits and I 
believe that he is able to get along with the help of his portrait painting. He also receives a 
small Civil List pension. However, as he lives in the country in Sussex and lives alone, he 
cannot need a great deal. The poor old fellow’s hand has become quite shaky. But he is a man 
of remarkable strength of character: courageous and cheerful, so that I love to hear from him”; 
“I am writing this on a sheet of paper in the manufacture of which a Frenchman whom I know 
very slightly is interested. It comes from Auvergne.... It has a most agreeable rustic, 
handmade quality”; “…a happy New Year and many of them” (3 January 1951); “. . . you 
will see by the watermark fait a la main that it is handmade”; “The man who runs the mill is 
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Claude Dravaine and his address is Nouara par Auvergne, Puys de Dome, France”; “Let me 
keep the sentence from Hölderlin over Sunday when I have a little more time to think about 
such things” (11 January 1951); WS on a passage from Hölderlin: “The only change that I 
could make in it would be to try to give it a figurative turn. But this I have not been able to 
do”; “Better luck next time and thanks for asking me” (22 January 1951); “Of course the 
Italian paper is better all around. Nevertheless, I think that the papier d’Auvergne has many 
interesting qualities for a book of simple and, say, rustic poems and for a book containing 
simple line illustrations it might be even better than the Italian paper. Nevertheless, I am glad 
to have your reaction to it because I have everything to learn about papers” (20 March 1951); 
“I received the typescript”; “About a month ago I was asked to prepare a paper to be read 
before a gathering of English teachers at Mount Holyoke College…I should like to read the 
typescript attentively. Would it be all right if I sent it back to you some time during the next 
two or three weeks?” (7 May 1951); letter from WS’s secretary, Marguerite G. Flynn, 
indicating WS’s absence; he will reply later (11 May 1951); “I think that THE LIFE AND 
OPINIONS OF A CONTRARY MAN (which you call MNEMOSYNE AND HER MNE 
DAUGHTERS) is the most charming thing you have ever done, although I confess that I use 
the word charming particularly with reference to the last part of it relating to the inner town 
and, for that matter, the inner life of Vienna. I have really only one suggestion…”; “I finished 
reading the typescript about a week ago and then instead of sending it back to you I held it to 
think about it. I make no comment on your ideas because there are things that one would have 
to think about and try to see from your point of view”; “Whatever you do with it put me down 
for a copy because I should like to spend a great deal more time on this than I have been able 
to spend on it” (21 May 1951); “There is a Department of Graphic Arts at Harvard through 
which you might be able to develop something. I am unable to recall the name of the man 
[Philip Hofer] in charge of that department.... There are several great printing establishments 
in Cambridge into which you might fit if you cared for Cambridge.... What I have in mind is 
exactly what you have in mind only I am placing it in an industry instead of in any university”; 
“I could not be of the slightest help with the Rockefeller people”; “I shall be glad to hear 
about the Fiedler. Slip a bill in the copy that you send me and I shall be glad to send you a 
check promptly” (27 September 1951); “What a delightful card! Happy New Year to you. I 
have been afraid that my last letter about Philip Hofer made you unhappy. Possibly it did. But, 
if so, you have either forgotten it or forgiven it. If there was ever a man that wanted to go his 
own way, it is you. Fortunately, it is a way worth going” (31 December 1951); “The Fiedler 
fragments came this morning. I have been feeling at loose ends of late and as if I had lost 
interest in things. This book suddenly pulls me together. It is an evidence of your intense 
natural interest in just such things. I shall have to try to absorb it a little later on. In the 
meantime it does me good just to see it (3 January 1952); “I am surprised to hear that you did 
not receive the letter about Philip Hofer. There was nothing in it that could possibly hurt you 
but the suggestion I made in it could well have been something that you would have disliked”; 
“While I do not mean to compare my own situation with yours, nevertheless I find that having 
a job is one of the best things in the world that could happen to me. It introduces discipline 
and regularity into one’s life. I am just as free as I want to be and of course I have nothing to 
worry about about money. People talk as if I was two people — one a businessman and the 
other a poet. But one is never two people. You would not have to change your character 
merely because you would be associated with businessmen, who, after all, are very often not 
nearly as businesslike as they think they are”; “This [Fiedler] is really an extremely beautiful 
book and I am happy to have it” (7 January 1952); “I suppose the Ford Foundation works 
very much like the Guggenheim Foundation except that it operates in a totally different field. 
Anyhow, nobody knows how the Guggenheim Foundation works”; “I am happy to have the 
new pages. The capital letter is strong and, to my eye, adds great dignity to the page. In any 
case, these pages are nothing if they are not dignified”; makes several editorial suggestions 
(28 January 1952); signed letter to the Anvil Press, a letter ordering a copy of The Booke of 
the Duchesse (14 May 1954); WS to CRH, requesting a copy of VH’s Fiedler book, “which I 
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should like very much to have” (10 January 1955; WS dies in 1955); VH to WS, thanking 
him for samples of cotton, which he has used as bands for sewing bindings; reference to 
Gerlach, the bookbinder, also to Rosl Hammer, VH’s first wife; conclusion missing (Xerox, 
27 January 1945); thanks WS for order for a book (Xerox, 16 October 1946); “I am glad you 
like the book”; acknowledges WS’s proposal regarding a bookplate; refers WS to article 
about VH in The Print Collector’s Quarterly, Vol. 27, No. 2 (April 1940), p.239; “But I shall 
not hide from you that I have ideas of my own, especially about book plates which I prefer 
purely typographically” (Xerox, 23 October 1946); “I have received your letter containing the 
various drawings. It looks to me as if this would turn out to be a costly affair”: zinc plate, 
retouching, dampened rag paper; “Are you the poet Wallace Stevens? I found that name in the 
latest issue of ‘Furioso” (Xerox, 29 October 1946); VH sends two proofs on sample paper; 
uses proofing press, thus not the best impressions (Xerox, 11 November 1946); sends plate 
and approximately 60 bookplates; “Of course I am not so enthusiastic about that kind of 
design. I am glad to serve you with a new bookplate, but allow me to be frank when I feel it’s 
contrary to what I think good, both for your and my sake. You should not waste your money 
on wrong things, at the end, nobody benefits by that. Well, I am curious to see what you want 
me to do” (Xerox, 2 December 1946); “Of course I would like to do it. Here is my sketch...I 
would freely though accurately, copy the inscription, without taking photography as a method 
of reproduction into account. This would be a brass plate which I would engrave”; “As a 
signature I shall put my sign on the plate” (Xerox, 12 December 1946); “The small 
photograph is sufficient.... I like to do this plate and I will take my time to make it well” 
(Xerox, 18 December 1946); asks for WS’s choice between two papers, yellow or white, and 
size for trimming (Xerox, 30 December 1946); encloses larger size of bookplate, sends 95 
smaller bookplates separately with brass plate; “I like thoroughly to do the thing and I believe 
that one can see it on each of the prints. I am of course against industrial civilization but 
essentially because its products are boring to me. I believe that the methods of work are 
reflected in the product and that ALL of the machine products are Soul- i.e. Life-less and so 
much dead matter for that.... The struggle against it seems rather helpless, the more so as we 
are dependent almost entirely upon that symbol: money. Still I am surviving, but as years go 
on I find the trend more and more against me” (Xerox; 26 January 1947); “So let me thank 
you for your letter and for your check accepting the overpayment. It is rather a rare event.... I 
was also happy to get acknowledgement from Mr. Guthrie. — Well, I am immersed in A. 
Korzybski’s book: Science & Sanity, realizing how in this world everything is interlocked 
with everything else” (Xerox, 3 February 1947); thanks WS for information on fabric; needs 
to use as tape for sewing of books; “I always wondered on what poets fed their imagination in 
this country. We live among dead matter, because everything coming from a machine is 
already dead, because soulless”; “This is really what I am afraid of, that poetry becomes 
literature; is not fed anymore on the vision of primitive, clearly understandable ideas and 
notions. I feel it very strongly as a painter and in many ways. I suffer constantly and of course 
I keep myself suffering. Besides being creative, my painting is a silent protest against all that” 
(Xerox, 21 January 1948); VH thanks WS for remittance of $59.50 for Kredel book and 
Holderlin; explores possibility of securing an appointment at school at Avon Old Farms, with 
reference to an article in Time of 22 March; thank you for your readiness to help. I shall try 
not to abuse it” (Xerox, 5 April 1948); VH looks forward to meeting WS in New York; 
expects to stay at Biltmore Hotel (Xerox, 22 July 1948); proof in VH’s American Uncial of 
WS’s poem, “Angel Surrounded by Paysans” (undated); VH: “Thank you, of course I would 
like to read your poem before I could decide as to what to do”; “The Hölderlin is finished. Is 
it too much asked whether you possibly would make any comment on the enclosed 
prospectus. Also a red pencil for lapses against grammar, etc. would be thankfully accepted.... 
You may want the book cased now, it can be bound at any time later on. The sheets will be 
intact.” “I am anxious to see and read the poem. Fritz Kredel was here this summer, teaching” 
(Xerox, 28 October 1949); VH: WS’s book is nearly bound in Chicago; “one ought to be not 
only a printer but a binder and a reader as well, all the separation of activities, so widely 
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ramified, secure only mediocre (barbarian) results”; “Enclosed find a new version —I hope it 
is final — of the introduction to my next book” (Xerox, 27 March 1950); “I am very glad that 
you feel that I am aiming at that contrast between the reality of history and that of art, religion, 
etc.”; “No other western people since the Romans has created an alphabet for their language”; 
“I am much happier here than I ever was in the East. Lexington is only a village compared 
with New York, but its most enchanting feature is the wide-stretched horse farms around the 
immediate boundaries of the town. Now already that horrible disease of suburban sections 
built by jerrybuilders makes itself felt, much as it does in any New England community. But 
the fact that a great part of the industry around here is a quality industry, thoroughbred horses 
and cattle, makes even humankind more tolerable. We live in the old, beautiful section of 
town in an old house [the Hunt-Morgan house], supposedly built by Latrobe. The thick walls, 
high ceilings, vast rooms, large garden and lovely backyard, an abundance of trees all around 
us, are, in a way, a good substitute for the best we had in Europe” (Xerox, 6 April 1950); 
“Thank you, firstly, for your kind letter about the Hölderlin. This is a great consolation. I 
know now, that I did not work in vain”; “Enclosed find, I hope, in its final shape, the 
introduction. I used as many of your suggestions as I could, but always enlarged upon them 
so that new corrections may be necessary”; “Donnelley’s binding ‘not so good.’ I am sorry. 
That profound tastelessness which is the hallmark of everything produced today is also visible 
in this binding” (Xerox, 28 June 1950); “First let me congratulate you to the prize you got. I 
read about it much later”; “Enclosed find an Announcement.... Also find the introduction and 
3 pages of text by Fiedler — You can see that I embodied all except one of your earlier 
suggestions”; “Alfred Knopf and wife were here for the Derby. We had them for dinner.... 
Knopf was irritated by the fact that Thomas Mann, to whom he showed my proofs, did not 
know about Fiedler. So I shall print 50 copies on my paper, and my student will print 250 
copies on different paper; but the whole edition will be done by hand, as it should be” (Xerox, 
30 May 1950); “May I once more send you a manuscript which I have just finished? This 
time it is rather long, about 25,000 words. It is again a dialogue, mostly on architecture. In 
fact I have no reason for sending it to you except I would like you to know it and get your 
opinion which I value....Happy New Year” (30 December 1950); “Many thanks for your long 
and considerate letter. Your suggestion is an excellent one and I have put it into practice at 
once as you can see from the first page of the proof”; “I have always wanted to have an 
occasion of dividing that thing in order to place more initials than only one, and now I have 
it”; “I have sent the proofs for showing you how much I have changed”; “…my point of view, 
which you seem to think is a contrary one. But I believe when time goes on it will be noticed 
that I am not ‘against’ but ‘for” (Xerox, 26 May 1951); “Enclosed find the more or less final 
draft of my paper. I am going to print it — perhaps 100 copies — and illustrate it”; “You are 
able to judge my literary product, but I am unable to approach your poetry with similar 
faculties. The fact that English is not my native tongue…”; “The printing of Fiedler advances 
nicely.... I am constantly changing the translation; things which were overlooked or not exact 
when read in the type-script stare you in the face…when one sees them in type”; reference to 
Chaytor, From Script to Print: “It is incredible to realize what Print did to Poetry”; “we 
cannot go back to script: as readers we are different from the hearers of old” (Xerox, 19 April 
1951); “I am really very much interested in that French paper”; VH poses various questions 
about the paper; president of Transylvania wants a good watercolor paper, the lettering class 
wants good writing paper; “Somebody is typing the copies I need and it takes time, at least it 
takes time here on the border of the South”; asks about translation of a motto; “I would be 
only too happy to have a translation which would bear your name. But don’t do anything 
before you feel really inclined to do it. Meanwhile, I thank you very much for your 
willingness to read my paper when I send it” (Xerox, 7 January 1951); letter seeking support 
for a grant proposal to the Ford Foundation; VH is proposed by Dr. Raymond McLain, 
seconded by Lewis Mumford; McLain will write WS on VH’s behalf (Xerox, 21 September 
1951); original typed signed draft of VH’s letter of 19 April 1951 to WS, few items are 
changed (16 April 1951); original signed holograph letter of VH, used as a draft for his letter 
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of 26 May 1951 to WS; few changes (23 May 1951); “I have never received your letter about 
Philip Hofer, yet I would very much like to know what you wrote”; “I don’t trust Hofer…I 
am always on my guard with him”; “outwardly he always was most cordial”; “…you will 
have received the copy of Fiedler. This is actually a labor of love”; “I am still at my goddess, 
Memory. I have, according to your advice, cut the whole thing into 4 chapters and each one 
will have a separate initial”; “I am trying to make a sample sheet of the first 4 pages in order 
to bolster my application to the Ford Foundation. Old age makes itself felt very acutely and I 
am afraid this work, if ever I will be able to finish it, will be my last undertaking, in fact my 
testament. Of course I am working against many odds, and lack of funds is not the worst. 
Think of it, I can’t get my type cast since the old man, the type founder, in Chicago retired. I 
will try to get it cast in Europe. All those things dissipate my energies” (Xerox, 4 December 
1952); 6 letters (7 August 1964 - 1.3 October 1967) from WS’s daughter, Holly Stevens 
Stephenson, seeking copies of WS’s letters for her work, Holly Stevens, Letters of Wallace 
Stevens (New York: Knopf, 1966); condolences on death of VH; invitation to CRH to visit 
her in Connecticut, see Beinecke Library at Yale; anticipates copy of Requiem for Victor 
Hammer; five letters (16 August 1964 - 8 September 1967) from CRH to Holly Stevens 
Stephenson, agreeing to provide copies of WS’s letters to VH, and requesting copies of VH’s 
letters to WS; “ This little review of the work at The Anvil Press may interest you — your 
father had a number of these books and was a patron of this press as well as of the Stamperia 
del Santuccio (the press V. founded in Florence)” (carbon, 23 August 1964); CRH 
acknowledges seeing a copy of Letters of Wallace Stevens; “Victor died here in Lexington 10 
July.... In June I had completed the printing of his little book of fragmentary “memoires” and 
had bound a few copies for him. I shall continue the printing and publishing at our press, the 
Stamperia del Santuccio — a legacy from Victor for which I have no words” (carbon, 8 
September 1967); two letters (14 August 1967 and 30 September 1967) from Alan Filreis, 
University of Pennsylvania, writing a critical biography of WS; wishes to talk with CRH 
regarding relationship of VH and WS; query regarding WS’s use of a Ronsard text. [VH did 1 
bookplate for Wallace Stevens]  

Folder 9: Stevenson, Gerald M. (Qara Press) – 4 pieces, 1959-1961, 3 from GMS, copy of 1 from 
CRH to GMS; student of Harry Duncan at Iowa City, who wishes GMS to buy his press and 
equipment; wishes to study with the Hammers; plans to visit Lexington for six weeks to work 
at King Library Press and Anvil Press. 

Folder 10: Stifter, Adalbert (1805-1868) Austrian writer, revered master of German prose) – autograph 
piece, 19th century note to “Samuel.”  

Folder 11: Stirner, Dr. Adolf (notary public) - letter, 15 May 1936, re purchase money for a contract of 
VH with Flora Schlommer.  

 
Stockar (see Meuron: Box 12, Folder 12) 
 

Folder 12: Stone, Reynolds (eminent English wood engraver, artist) - 7 letters, 1951-1952, 6 are to 
Carolyn Reading [Hammer], 1 to Victor Hammer; speaks of meeting CRH at Sir John 
Rothenstein’s; his recollections of VH’s meeting with Eric Gill in the 1930s; draft of VH 
letter discussing Gill and the roman versus the uncial letter.  

Folder 13: Stracker, Dr. Oscar (physician, subject of mezzotint portrait by V. Hammer) – 7 letters, 
1940-1966. [VH did 1 mezzotint (1928)]  

Folder 14-15: Strader, Mona (von Bismarck) (Kentuckian who becomes countess) file about exhibition at 
University of Kentucky Art Museum.  

Folder 16: Strittmatter, A., OSB (Vatican, later Washington, DC; scholar) - 2 items, 1955-1956; 16 
November 1955, acknowledges gift of a book: “You are aware, of course, that you are (if I 
may use the phrase) ‘a voice crying in the wilderness.’”  
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BOX 20: 
 
Folder 1: Strnad, Oskar (architect in Vienna, wife subject of a portrait by VH) - 9 pieces, including 

Xeroxes of 2 original letters from Strnad to VH (originals now placed in Hochchule für 
angewandte Kunst, Vienna), draft of letter of CRH to the school, letters from officers of the 
school, and exhibition catalogue, Edoardo Gellner: Bauten in Cortina d’Ampezzo (1998) 
compliments of the school. OS to VH and Rosl Hammer: commiserates re their influenza; 
lists colors of paint that he has available in small quantities; has made a small bust and begun 
another in life-size; looks forward to their visit (29 November 1918); OS to VH: thanks for 
invitation; “All is the same as it was before: boring and purposeless. We are more and more 
provincialized. Basically, there is nothing for me to do.” (2 December 1925); Dr. Matthias 
Boeckl to CRH: writes as a result of his conversations with Sophie Eisenhut; “At our school 
we have a special collection dealing with applied art and architecture of Vienna of this 
century”; hold Strnad materials (15 April 1994); manuscript draft of CRH to Boeckl: will 
send VH materials for the school (2 May 1994); Dr. M. Boeckl to CRH: Thanks for CRH’s 
offer to send plans for VH’s Grunelius Chapel and Strnad’s plans for a house for VH and 
writings of VH on the theory of architecture (18 May 1994); draft below Boeckl’s text, CRH 
will send material in three packages; “It is my pleasure to know that these pieces are in 
Vienna, a city that V. Hammer always felt was ‘home’”; Boeckl acknowledges receipt of 
material (10 June 1994); Prof. Oswald Oberhuber to CRH: acknowledges 15 drawings by 
Oskar Strnad, 75 drawings by VH for Kolsheim Chapel, 39 photographs, reproductions, and 
prints of work by VH; “. . . Victor Hammer’s work is closely related to the educational and 
artistic aims of our school.” (5 July 1994); Dr. Uta Krammer to CRH: “A thousand thanks for 
your wonderful gift.” Invites CRH to see their treasures (3 May 1995). [VH did: 1 portrait of 
Frau Oskar Strnad (with parakeet) in 1928] 

Folder 2-3: Strouse, Norman and Charlotte (president of J. Walter Thompson, world’s largest 
advertising firm, printer at Silverado Press in California; foremost collector of Victor 
Hammer; holdings now at University of San Francisco) - 130 pieces, 1959-1987; letters from 
Strouse to VH and CRH, copies of their letters to NHS; speeches, keepsakes, Christmas cards; 
NHS was foremost collector of VH and CRH, purchaser of VH’s tryptich of The Muses; re 
exhibitions in NY and CA, exchanges of visits, lists, bibliographies, and finally placement of 
NHS collection at the University of San Francisco.  

Folder 4: Summers, Nicholas (Australian printer, Catnip Press) - 25 September 1991, inquires about 
construction of VH’s wooden press and sources of Hammer uncial type; is writing a treatise 
on how to construct a wooden hand press.  

Folder 5: Sumerson, Sir John (architect, historian, head of John Soane Museum) - 4 letters to VH, 
1957-1966; thanks Hammer for encouragement, a book, and hopes to see him again in 
London; thanks VH for kind reference to his book on Wrenn; knows VH’s dialogue on 
architecture; acknowledges VH’s kind reference to his book Heavenly Mansions; has received 
VH’s Concern for the Art of Civilized Man and his NC exhibition catalogue; Sumerson will 
send his new book on Inigo Jones to VH.  

Folder 6: Swallow, Alan - 1 item, carbon of letter of VH, 15 July 1947, Aurora, NY; VH responds to 
query re reprinting VH’s Dialogue: “... as a business proposition our books are an outstanding 
failure.”  

Folder 7: Sweet, Arthur P. (rare book custodian at Cornell) - card, 3 letters, newsletter, 1958-1970; 
wishes to acquire Hammer books; studied librarianship at Columbia with Dr. Lawrence 
Thompson (Director of Libraries at University of Kentucky); his supervisor is a medievalist 
and former bookseller in Vienna; sends information about woman printer, Elfriede Abbe; 
sends newsletter, Bookman’s Briefcase, with article on VH.  

Folder 8: Thoma, Dr. J. E. (Austrian book dealer) - 12 pieces, 1969, CRH met him in Vienna. Includes 
copy of CRH letter to him: “For a year, beginning this September 15th I shall be away from 
the library. I must give myself time to work on Victor’s papers, inventory the work of his 
press, and list his drawings. (Eventually, all must be sold.)”  
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Folder 9: Thomajan, P. K. (writer on printing and typography) -4 letters, 1950; exchanges with VH 
regarding an article for The American Printer; wrote promotions for Bauer type foundry; 
proposes a second article, solicits Hammer printing.  

Folder 10: Thun, Count Paul (art collector, friend of V Hammer in Vienna) -5 cordial letters to VH, 
1947-1957; carbon of letter from VH to Thun, 13 June 1956.  

Folder 11: Tribolet, Harold (notable bookbinder, Lakeside Press, Chicago, curator of museum) -11 
letters to VH, 1949-1950; regarding fine bindings for two copies of Hammer’s printing of 
Holderlin’s Gedichte.  

Folder 12: Twinrocker Press (Brookston, Indiana, hand papermakers, Howard & Catherine Clark) – 8 
Christmas cards.  

Folder 13: Typocrafters - 10 pieces, 1989; correspondence and promotional material for 7 October 1989 
annual meeting in Lexington, exhibit, and program on Lexington printers, featuring Victor 
and Carolyn Hammer.  

Folder 14: Typophiles - 8 pieces, 1989-1990; correspondence with Abe Lerner about Typophile 
Chapbook No. 6, VH’s The Forms of Our Letters.  

Folder 15: Ullman, B. L. (Dept. of Classics, University of NC) - 10 items, 1945-1953; reads proof for 
VH’s Dialogue on the Uncial, suggests editorial changes of capitalization and punctuation; 
discusses etymology of “uncial”; discusses market for books, typical prices, suggests no 
royalty to academic editors; refers to Anvil Press Pico della Mirandola and thanks for gift of 
Sedulius; examines manuscript of These Visible Marks; discusses Latin abbreviations; enjoys 
meeting VH and CRH and seeing VH’s paintings.  

Folder 16: Uncial, 1951 – approx. 30 photographic prints of examples of the uncial letter form identified 
in Vatican Library in Rome and the Laurentian Library in Florence during CRH’s trip to Italy 
in 1951. Sources include St. Jerome, Book of Job; Abbasia di San Girolamo Amiatinus, fol. 
683r 2d col.; Paris 16720, fol. 222v, 2 cols.; Paris 15467, fol. 245, 2 cols; St. Gall 11, p. 19; 
Paris 9380, 136r, 2 cols; Londres 24142, vol. 109, 2 cols; Cavensis, fol 93v, 1 col; 
Leyionensis 2, fol. 181, col. 2; Complutensis 1, fol. 177v, 2 cols; Londres AOS 10546, fol. 
225, 2 cols.; Volicell. B6, 163v, 3d col.; and from the Laurentian Library: 10 prints from Pal. 
Lat. 2h, 81v-82; Vat. Lat. 5763 25r; Codex Amiatinus, Book of Job. 

 
USC Fine Arts Press (see California: Box 3, Folder 13) 
 

Folder 17: Vajada, Stefan (unidentified) - note, 25 Nov 1935, concerning Vienna Academy, to VH in 
Florence,  

Folder 18: Val de Laga (paper) - 12 Feb 1953, send two samples, refer query to American distributors.  
Folder 19: Van Loon, Hendrik (popular historian, artist; Victor Hammer painted portrait of his wife)- 

greeting, 31 July 1941; invitation to visit in Old Greenwich, CT; print, 20 Feb 1942, “The 
Ghost of Erasmus Wanders...”; envelope with caricatures. [VH did: 1 drawing of Mrs. Van 
Loon (1928) and 1 portrait]  

Folder 20: Van Madsdijk, Dr. J. G. (friend of Albrecht, Graf von Bernstorff) - Den Haag, 22 Sep 1939, 
“I often look at the portrait you painted for me. It reminds me of the last days of civilization 
in our old continent....” Letter of excellent content, descriptive of European conditions.  

Folder 21: Victor, Karl - of Harvard, 12 letters, 3 Jun 1944 - 23 Oct 1949 re VH’s printing of 
Hölderlin’s Gedichte, with a proof sheet.  

Folder 22: Vollmoeller, Karl - of 23 Sutton Place, New York City, 5 letters concerning publication of 
Vollmoeller’s book, Gedichte aus Meiner Zeit, Hammerpresse, 1947, with the book in VH’s 
proof sheet form; the work was never published. A file of special bibliographic interest as an 
abandoned Hammer project.  

Folder 23-24: Waldmüller, Ferdinand Georg (Viennese artist V. Hammer admired & wrote about, see 
correspondence with Arnold Gehlen) - 1 black & white photograph, 7 3/4 x 5 studio portrait 
of Waldmüller, in formal attire with two decorations; tear at right.  

Folder 25: Walker, Emery (English printing executive; advisor to William Morris and other figures in 
the revival of fine printing, partner in Doves Press) - 1 letter, 11 March 1926; thanks VH for 
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type specimen, regrets missing him at exhibition gallery; invites to dine at the Atheneum Club. 
“I shall be so pleased to make your acquaintance — first because you are a friend of the 
Berensons and now that I have seen your pictures, which I admire, for yourself.”  

Folder 26: Warde, Beatrice (printing authority, author of The Crystal Goblet) - 2 letters 1965. Is staying 
at summer home of Prof. Ray Nash, will visit the Hammers in Lexington, looks forward to 
meeting CRH again. Thank-you letter: “I shall never forget the beauty and tranquility of your 
home: and never cease to be grateful for the privilege and joy of being there with you.” Also 
included is a 1-p. illustrated alumna feature on Beatrice Warde in the Barnard College 
magazine of winter 1966. Beatrice Warde reviewed VH’s first Stamperia del Santuccio book, 
Samson, in the London Times.  

 
Warwick Press (see Carol J. Blinn: Box 2, Folders 17-18) 
 

Folder 27: Waters, Sheila (British-American calligrapher; wife of Peter Waters, binder of the Book of 
Kells and later of the staff of Library of Congress) -3 pieces, 1993-1995. Note thanking CRH 
for hospitality in 1994 during visit for seminar at University of Kentucky; Christmas cards, 
1994, 1995. 

Folder 28: Weil, Hope (New York fine book binder and teacher) - 8 letters, 1954-1988, and draft of 
letter from CRH to Eleanor Wolff and letter of CRH to Hope Weil, 11 April 1986, undated 
draft of letter by VH. Invitation to Princeton exhibition, May 1981. “...thanks for your 
kindness and hospitality. You took us both into the charming group you have encircled about 
Victor and we felt at home and happy. And even more: — we felt we had met people we 
wanted to add to the number of our friends…” (26 November 1954); goes to Vienna and will 
look up VH’s daughter; praise for VH’s Tasso and Shakespeare (31 August 1957); reactions 
to various books by VH.  

Folder 29: Weiselgartner, A. (unidentified) - 1 letter, 10 December 1953 
Folder 30: Wertheimer, Egon - draft by VH, 14 April 1945, of letter to Wertheimer; letter from 

Wertheimer, 31 May 1945, from Carnegie Endowment for World Peace, Washington, D.C.; 
Rosl Hammer to VH on back of p. 2.  

Folder 31: Wiener-Gobelin - 1 letter, 19 June 1956, re inquiry about reproducing a small petit-point 
weave of a gold ground fresco.  

Folder 32: Wilke, Ulfert (artist, son of famous German cartoonist; taught at University of Louisville; 
later museum curator, Iowa) 12 letters to VH, CRH, 1957-1973, 2 letters of CRH to UW, re 
VH estate. “I am always looking forward to seeing you for the very selfish reason because I 
am always learning something and it is always pleasurable.” (22 January 1957) re VH’s 
funeral: “It was a beautiful sight to see nature as green and paradisical as possible. I was 
moved to see the family’s Rudolf Koch tapestry and the words of the speaker had dignity and 
simplicity. The poems of Tom Merton held mystery to me…” ([July 1967]); thanks CRH for 
copy of Requiem for Victor Hammer: “The Requiem will always bring back the memory of 
this breezy Summer day and thoughts about Victor” (14 December 1967); becomes director 
of University of Iowa Museum of Art, receives catalogue of VH’s drawings, meets Harry 
Duncan, wishes to acquire drawings, considers possible exhibition. (6 October 1970); CRH 
sends 25 drawings for consideration of UW, Museum, possible exhibition; UW buys two 
drawings, one for self, one for museum (14 January and 11 February 1971); sees a portrait by 
VH in Munich (7 July 1973); catalogue of 1997 exhibition of his work in Louisville, 
Roumaulde Kraus & Ulfert Wilke.  

Folder 33: Wilkinson, Tudor and “Don” (TW originally from St. Louis, wealthy patron, Parisian 
collector of Erasmus; Wilkinson and wife, Don, former Ziegfeld showgirl, subjects of VH 
portraits) [Xeroxes] 48 pieces to VH and CRH, 1939-1969, 2 letters to Paul Holbrook re 
estate of Wilkinsons. Don to VH, inviting to visit in Paris (13 July 1939); H. J. Whigam, 471 
Park Avenue, to VH, Mrs. Wilkinson and sister, Eva, put in a concentration camp in Besarcon, 
near Switzerland (n. d.); TW to VH: thanks VH for letter; Don and Eva out of camp on 
Liberation Day, Eva shot in stomach; Jacob escaped and arrived in America the day war was 
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declared in Italy; “I am greatly interested to know that you have set up a press there and what 
books you are printing”; wishes VH to visit, view his 15th and 16th century books, “which 
will give you much pleasure.” (6 February 1945); wartime descriptions, escaping arrests, visit 
to a Nuremberg tribunal; 2 U.S. colonels, 2 U.S. generals have admired VH’s portraits of the 
Wilkinsons, and wish VH to paint Gen. Arnold; “Don says I have gone mad about early 16th 
century books and their printing.” (23 November 1946); sends a set of books he feels 
Transylvania University should acquire — Les dessins de Hans Holbein le Jenue, the price is 
good (25 October 1948); VH will do their portraits, Don’s from a drawing to be returned; 
refers to a publication, Hendens, Salut au Kentucky, Paris, 1946, to send to Lawrence S. 
Thompson (6 April 1949); has sent VH’s drawing of Don, will look forward to a visit from 
Rosl (23 April 1949); Don does not like the portrait (15 December 1950); responds to 
manuscript of VH’s Mnemosyne, offers criticisms of dialogue form; VH must do a portrait of 
their friend, Mr. Johnson Garrett; VH note on back: “One cannot help becoming humble if 
one sees how the blockheads are in ascendancy everywhere. If you get crucified you accept 
your fate humbly. There is no other way for intelligent people.” (15 November 1951) the 
Wilkinsons will receive Transylvania president Raymond McLean for tea on 23 March; will 
take VH’s American Uncial type punches to Klingspor Foundry (28 February 1952); would 
like to see VH in Paris or at Croisy during the coronation; has discovered the origin of Faust 
and would like to show VH (n. d.); sorry not to see VH off; “... my preoccupation, mentally 
translating sixteenth century Latin abbreviations night & day…” (9 July 1953); assists VH 
with order for paper (1 August 1953); joy on VH’s second marriage; Tudor works morning to 
night on his research; TW will be 76 on 17 December, “but he has the spirit of eternal youth”; 
both Don and VH have cataracts (7 December 1955); VH and CRH to visit Croisy (16 July 
1957); Don writes that they were glad for the visit; “Tudor is rebuilding the old house and 
deriving much pleasure from it (9 November 1957); they have sold their Paris apartment, 
many books to be sold; look forward to a visit (Christmas card); their apartment in Paris sold, 
gutted by a Frenchman who promised not to do it: gothic chimneys, paneling, oak cupboards, 
marble and oak floors, stained glass; Don glad to be in VH’s triptych of the Muses, asks 
photo (29 October 1961); recalls visit of VH and CRH, “rare souls, and we only wish you 
lived near us so we could enjoy more of you” (1962 Christmas greeting); Don and sister Eva 
work in garden, Tudor studies Jean de Loraine (1963 Christmas greeting); Tudor had a slight 
stroke on 10 January 1964, paralysis now nearly gone, cannot write (17 November 1964); 
Tudor well but cannot write, nearly 85; visit from English typographer Stanley Morison (26 
July 1964); Tudor unwell, Don and Eva growing old, have good flowers (18 April 1967); 
regrets death of VH; “My Tudor is pretty well, but I have to do everything for him” (9 
December 1967); M. Guerin is now helping to sell Tudor’s books, sale to be 10 December 
1969; TW was in bed 9 months, brain damaged; would have been 90 next month; “As you 
say, he and Victor had wonderful lives. They both did what they wanted to do, and very few 
people achieve this.” (24 November 1969) Letters re disposal of estate of Wilkinsons to the 
archbishopric, possibility of photographing Don’s portrait. [VH did: 2 portraits of Don 
Wilkinson (1930s and second one ca. 1950); 1 finished drawing of Mme. Wilkinson (ca. 1934); 
and 1 drawing of Tudor Wilkinson]  

 
 
BOX 21: 
 
Folder 1: Willibrand, P. (unidentified) -1 postcard, 9 June 1922, to VH at St. Martin’s, Austria. 
Folder 2: Wilmowsky, Freiherr von - 1 letter, 5 September 1939; has received VH’s letter from 

America; notes confusion as a result of his daughter’s wedding. 
Folder 3: Wilson, Edmund (influential American writer and critic) -2 letters; acknowledges VH 

compliment on his article in The Atlantic and thanks for VH’s James Laughlin edition of 
poems of Rochester, which he has been admiring (24 August 1943): “Thank you very much 
for your letter and for the Mallarmé, which I am very glad to have. It is beautifully printed — 
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though, as I told you, I disapprove entirely of your handling of the margins. Please remember 
me to your wife.” (12 December 1943, typed on New Yorker letterhead)  

Folder 4: Wind, Edgar - (English art figure) 3 letters, 1963-1964; 1 EW to VH, 2 VH to EW, of which 
1 unsent, n. d. Wind acknowledges VH’s letter and their visit long ago and discussion of 
painting and printing (14 December 1963); VH draft, comments on art technical theory, “the 
one eye viewpoint” as used by Raphael; VH sends his Concern for the Art of Civilized Man; 
they met at John Nefs in Chicago, VH was in Oxford the day of EW’s first Reith Lecture (ca. 
January 1964); VH draft, about the uninformed practices of art restorers, lack of correct 
philosophical aspect.  

Folder 5: Winship, George Parker (printing historian) - 1 letter, 1946; acknowledges VH’s letter and 
his Dialogue, “which I am delighted to possess.” “I am more than ever certain that our 
existing type forms have never been satisfactory or suitable, and that there has got to be 
radical changes from the very beginning.” With offset printing “we can now return to hand 
written books, with the infinite advantages the hand written word has over any and every 
form of metal type face.” “...use your very important attainments, and the acquisition of your 
experiments, in returning to the development of hand writing.” (25 February 1946; n.b., the 
letter is typed.) VH’s note: “Incunabula printers complained they suffer from a surplus of 
printed sheets and a dearth of food.”  

Folder 6: Winterstein, Peter and Dr. Claus - 2 letters 1940-1942; Peter from Amsterdam, 21 March 
1940, “Lieber Onkle Viktor,” about father, mother, wife, and children; effort to enter U.S.; Dr. 
Claus, from Aruba, 8 December 1942, awaiting documents to emigrate to U.S.  

Folder 7: Wittenborn, George, & Co. (Publishers of “Books in the Fine Arts”) - 63 letters and cards, 
1948-1962 (of which are 3 VH and CRH to GW) documenting publishing projects and 
marketing ideas; “Author’s Notes and Comments” for Hammer’s A Theory of Architecture 
(1952): “As I do not believe in the education or enlightenment of the masses through means 
of mass production, I think large editions of cheap, mechanically printed books are not in the 
well-considered interest of those masses.” VH receives $79.50 for sales (5 June 1955); GW to 
CRH, invites her to stay with Wittenborns in NY; will display Anvil books in his store; assists 
in getting reviews for Hammer books; submitting Memory and Her Nine Daughters to AIGA 
50 Books of the Year (5 December 1955); VH: “Actually, considering paper and binding 
costs, the more I print the more I lose.” Can only print 200 copies of Memory and Her Nine 
Daughters; CRH proposes sending 200 copies @ $3.00, for $600.00 (11 January1957); AIGA 
selects Memory for the 50 Books of the Year (4 February 1958); receives Cassiodorus, Of 
Scribes: “Needless to say, the contents and quality are overwhelming.” (6 May 1958); 
Hammers repurchase 75 copies of Memory @ $3.20, for $240.00. 

Folder 8: Wolff, Eleanor (close friend of binder Hope Weil, trans. of The Rabinal, a play printed by 
VH in Mesa No. 1, 1945, and at CRH’s King Library Press in 1977) - 49 pieces between EW 
and VH & CRH, VH & CRH and EW; April 1964 issue of Harper’s Bazaar contains her 
article on “The World at Shakespeare’s Birth; went to Europe with Hope Weil (28 December 
1965); critiques Rothenstein manuscript on VH, thanks for copies of Mesa (n. d.); remarks on 
Raleigh, NC, VH exhibition (25 February 1965); comments on CRH’s Gallery Talk in NY 
(21 February 1966); send the Requiem to Hope and me.” (15 August 1967); CRH cannot print 
her poems; Gay Reading is busy with theatre (14 December 1971); CRH has talked with 
Jonathan Greene about printing EW’s poems, he recommends several printers (31 October 
1971); comments on a visit to Lexington: It meant a great deal to me to see so many of 
Victor’s paintings all together.” (n. d.) Notice for memorial service, Stanhope Hotel, CR1-I’s 
card was read.  

Folder 9: Wolff, Helen (Mrs. Kurt; the Wolffs founded Pantheon Books in 1942) 8 pieces, 4 from HW 
- re publication of the aphorisms of Konrad Fiedler; she recommends trying a university press, 
specifically Wesleyan; recommends that CRH offer VH’s Merton portrait drawing to Irene 
(Mrs. Rudolf) Serkin.  

 
Wolff, Kurt (publisher, see Pantheon Books: Box 15, Folder 21) 
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Folder 10: Wolfskehl Karl - letters, 1 card, 1942-1943; in Auckland, N.Z.; speaks of Herbert Steiner 
(editor of Mesa), Mrs. Hammer, his friend Jacob Hammer; increasingly blind; interested in 
VH’s painting.  

Folder 11: Wolfson, Mitchell (heir to brokerage fortune, art collector, creator of Wolfsonian Foundation 
in Miami Beach, Genoa, Italy) - 18 items, 1993-1995, re transfer of VH items to the 
Wolfsonian Foundation, packing, shipping, payment, plus 5 news magazine features on 
Wolfson; arrangements for visit of Mitchell Wolfson to Lexington (21 April 1993); CRH 
looking forward to M. Wolfson’s visit, art collector John Gaines would like to meet (12 April 
1993); arrangements for visit of VH grandchildren to Wolfson’s castle in Genoa (18 August 
1993); summary document for sale of Hammer works (portrait of Mrs. Schermerhorn, 
mezzotints, books) to the Wolfsonian, including gifts from CRH (30 August 1983); Lea 
Nickless requests copy of VH talk by German scholar Sophie Eisenhut (3 November 1993); 
Mitchell Wolfson will attend opening of the Hammer exhibition at the Grolier Club of New 
York (5 May 1995).  

Folder 12: Wolpe, Berthold (German lettering artist and type designer living in London; student of 
Rudolf Koch at Offenbach with Fritz Kredel, Warren Chappell)-8 items, including copies of 2 
letters CRH to BW, 1986-1989; CRH writes to arrange a visit with Wolpe in London, with 
subsequent note with Wolpe in Sept. ‘85 in Lond. — a great visit.” (28 August 1985); BW to 
CRH, enclosing photocopy of 1935 invitation to exhibition of VH in Paris, printed in Uncial: 
“Exposition Victor Hammer / Portraits / du Lundi 18 Février au Vendredi ler Mars 1935 / de 
10 heurs a 18 heures / sauf le Dimanche / Salle Claude Monet / Vernissage le Samedi 16 
Février a 15 heures / Chez Mm. Bernheim-Jeune et Co. / Editieurs d’Arts / 27, Avenue 
Matignon et 83, Faubourg Saint-Honoré / Paris Ville”; CRH to BW, disappointed not to see 
him in London in November; went to visit Liam Miller re printing VH book at Dolmen Press; 
Miller ill, has sent manuscript to Martino Mardersteig; queries BW about a VH article in 
Klassings Monatshefte, December 1934; sends a prospectus for Andromache (22 February 
1987); BW forwards CRH a copy of 1934 autobiographical VH article (1 May 1987); 1988 
Christmas card from BW; BW to CRH, looks forward to seeing CRH and Gay Reading in 
London, thanks for announcement of VH’s writings (December 1988); BW to CRH: “Thank 
you very much for the beautiful book: Victor Hammer: An Artist’s Testament. There is so 
much in this book, to read it will give me continuing pleasure — at the same time as a 
nostalgic feeling of remembering Victor and to hear his voice — so to speak.’ (March 1989); 
memorial keepsake from Rampant Lions Press; invitation to memorial reception in the 
“private rooms of The Royal Academy of Arts, Piccadilly, London.”  

Folder 13: Wrieslander, Otto (musicologist, follower of Heinrich Schenker) 2 letters, card, 1922-1927, 
compliments VH’s portrait of Schenker (3 February 1926), asks VH to take son into 
apprenticeship (16 November 1927); has received 2 letters from VH, and VH’s “words on the 
relationship between art and handicrafts are of greatest importance” (19 December 1927).  

Folder 14: Wronker, Erich & Lili (calligraphers-artists, printers at Ron Press, book collectors, New 
York) - 1 photograph, 10 holiday greetings and keepsakes from their Ron Press, 12 letters 
LW to CRH (1981-1996); chiefly regarding loan of Offenbach Haggadah in VH uncial to 
1995 Hammer exhibition at the Grolier Club; efforts to secure loan of VH items from VH’s 
Austrian friend Robert Haas; CRH’s gift of Hammer bibliographies as a keepsake for the 20 
January 1996 meeting of the Typophiles in New York. Letters written in unusually 
exceptional calligraphy.  

Folder 15: Wurtemberg Landesbibliotek, Stuttgart - 3 letters, 1951, regarding a gift to them of a copy 
of VH’s edition of Hölderlin’s Gedichte, arranged through a donor by Dr. Lawrence S. 
Thompson.  

Folder 16: Wyatt, Leo (English artist, calligrapher, and engraver) - 1 piece, 1980-1981, holiday card to 
CRH; has had a stroke; cannot engrave; to offset loss of income, hopes to publish a volume of 
his engravings; recalls his visit to Lexington.  

 
Yeats, Anne (see Cuala Press: Box 4, Folder 20) 
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Folder 17: Zapf, Hermann (German type designer, foremost lettering artist of the late 20th century) —
49 letters, 1955-1993, consisting of 37 by HZ and copies of 12 of CRH, plus 30 Christmas 
keepsakes designed by HZ; deal with visits of HZ to U.S.; visits of CRH in Europe, plans for 
a meeting at Kolbsheim; plans for HZ’s seminar in graphic design at the University of 
Kentucky in 1976; CRH gifts to the Gutenberg Museum through HZ; gifts of VH books to 
HZ; arrangements for HZ to contribute an essay to Victor Hammer: Artist and Printer; HZ’s 
tributes to VH and CRH.  

Folder 18: Zevi, Bruno (Italian architectural historian; close friend of V. Hammer) - 1 letter to VH, 
Rome, 18 June 1958, acknowledges receipt of “your wonderful book” while he was away in 
Germany, received from Dr. Olschki (rare book dealer) of Florence.  

Folder 19: Unidentified correspondence to Victor Hammer -30 items, 1922-1958, beginning with a 
letter of introduction in Italian and including one of 1 August 1938, marked “Heil Hitler,” left 
in VH’s studio before his removal from Austria.  

 
 
 
Part II. Miscellaneous Notes & Files 
 
Envelopes or wrapped packages including material from the Anvil Press, Bibliographic materials, manuscript 
notes, and drafts of letters, lecture notes, and art-related notes. 
 
 
A. Anvil Press Material 

 
Box 22, Folder 1- Box 23, Folder 1:  
Li Po, proof sheets, over-runs  
Box 23, Folders 2-5:  
Li Po, Elling Eide correspondence files  
Box 23, Folder 6:  
The Forms of Our Letters, 1988 
Box 23, Folder 7-Box 24, Folder 1:  
Victor Hammer, Second Book of Fragments, proofs, plans, and discards  
Box 24, Folders 2-6:  
The Tempest, archives  
Box 25, Folders 1-4:  
The Tempest, over-runs, wood-blocks  
Box 25, Folder 5-Box 26, Folder 4:  
Victor Hammer: An Artist’s Testament, manuscript  
Box 26, Folders 5-7:  
The French Poems of Thomas Merton, archives  
Box 27, Folders 1-5:  
The Anvil Press, miscellaneous files  
Box 27, Folder 6-Box 28, Folder 1: 
Grolier Club Hammer Exhibition, 1995, 2 packages of files  

 
 
B. Hammer Documents 

 
Box 28, Folder 2:  
Anvil Press Material “Creative Will (Lebenskraft) Rhodische Genius” from Humboldt, printed in A  

  Second Book of Fragments Anvil Press, 1991 
Box 28, Folder 3:  
Victor Hammer’s notes and notations from his readings, file card notations.  
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Box 28, Folder 4:  
Carolyn Reading Hammer’s loose-leaf note-book containing journal entries related to printing, 5 leaves, 

1950-1957.  
Box 28, Folder 5-Box 29, Folder 2:  
“Note Books” old address book, addresses on scraps, sketches, 2 miscellaneous notebooks.  
Box 29, Folder 3:  
Five art documents, apprenticeship contracts and certificates of accomplishment relating to mural painting  

(1898), sculpture (1902), accomplishment (1907), Guild of Book Workers, Vienna (1911), and a letter 
from Budapest relating to VH’s school in Grundlsee (1939).  

Early proofs of pages for Hölderlin’s Gedichte, manuscript of Victor Hammer’s first draft for a prospectus.  
Early mailing lists for Stamperia del Santuccio.  
Box 29, Folder 4: 
Art formulas; clavichord and lute data (14 pieces).  
Box 29, Folder 5: 
Victor Hammer’s membership cards and honorary degrees from Transylvania University and University of 

Louisville.  
Box 29, Folder 6: 
Victor Hammer, random notes, 2.5 inches.  
Box 29, Folder 7: 
Carolyn Reading Hammer, notes on cutting initials in/on brass.  
Box 29, Folder 8: 
Carolyn Reading Hammer, notes on the location of Victor Hammer’s drawings and paintings. 
Box 29, Folder 9: 
Victor Hammer, notes and a few sketches (2 sketchbooks)  
Box 29, Folder 10: 
Notes for Four Dialogues.  
Box 29, Folder 11: 
Victor Hammer, manuscript notes and drafts of letters on a legal pad, 1960-1964; revealing biographical  
 and artistic information. 
Box 29, Folder 4: 
Carolyn Hammer’s list, prepared for John Rothenstein, of people who knew Victor Hammer. 
Box 30, Folder 1: 
Lecture notes, art notes (approx. 50 leaves, including 12 p. typed lecture).  
Box 30, Folder 2: 
Victor Hammer, manuscript notes and drafts of letters, 1950s and 1960s.  
Box 30, Folder 3: 
Genealogical and related family papers, pre-1920.  
Box 30, Folder 4: 
Victor Hammer’s “Paris Watercolor Sketch,” ca. 1909, showing an interior scene with six figures,  
 including a lady at the clavichord.  
Box 30, Folder 5: 
Newspaper clippings and various notices of Victor’s Hammer’s death, 10 July 1967 (17 pieces).  
Box 30, Folder 6: 
Clippings and notices of Victor Hammer after his death.  
Box 30, Folder 7: 
Membership cards, European (6).  
Box 30, Folders 8-9: 
Bibliographical data, 1994 and earlier, for Grolier Club publication (1995).  
Box 31, Folder 1: 
Envelope from 1993 Wells College Symposium, containing Victor Hammer keepsakes.  
Box 31, Folders 2-5: 
Passport and World War II era documents (45 pieces) 
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Box 31, Folder 6: 
Autobiographical Notes/Chapel Notes 
Box 31, Folder 7: 
Victor Hammer’s Cover for “Fragments for CRH” 
Box 31, Folder 8: 

 Notes & fragments for CRH (Pebbles) 
Box 32, Folders 1-2: 

 Pebbles 
Box 32, Folder 3: 

 Monatsschrift for Kultur und Politik (article by Hammer “Was bedeutet uns die modern kunst?”) 
 Box 32, Folder 4: 
 Sonderdruck aus den: “Mitteilungen der Osterreichischen Gelerie 1973” (2 articles on Hammer) 
 Box 32, Folder 5: 
 Koch wood engraving Cathedral St. Etienne Strausburg 
 Box 32, Folder 6: 
 Im Reich der Runst- comments on Victor Hammer 
 Box 32, Folder 7: 
 High School student paper 
 Box 32, Folder 8: 
 Victor Hammer Wooden Press- census request 
 Box 32, Folder 9: 
 Andromaque John Crowne’s English version 
 Box 32, Folder 10: 
 Andromaque (a complete copy) 
 

 
C. Fritz Kredel Material 

 
Box 33, Folders 1-10 and Box 34, Folders 1-5 
 
Fritz Kredel material relating to preparing woodcuts for the Anvil Press edition of Racine’s Andromache. 
Included are Kredel’s original incised wooden blocks (5 planks cut with 8 images), press over-runs, an 
unbound copy of the text, and miscellaneous Xeroxes.  

 
 
 
Part III. Mezzotints & Prints of Woodcuts and Metal Engravings 
 

A. One mezzotint, in excellent condition, of each of the following subjects: Oversize Box 3 
 

1. Franz, Freiherr Mayr-Melnhof (Austrian friend and patron of Victor Hammer), “The Hunter,” 1922, 
image 54 ½ x 34 cm., sheet 60 x 38 ½ cm. (Middeldorf No. 2)  

2. Heinrich Schenker, (musicologist), “No. 10 V.H. 1925 Wien,” image 22 ½ x 19 cm., sheet 41 x 31 
cm. (Middeldorf No. 6) 

3. Albrecht, Graf von Bernstorff, 1926, image 12 ½ x 9 ½ cm., sheet 25 x 17 ½ cm. In pencil below 
image: “Ill zust. v.h.” (Middeldorf No. 8)  

4. Herman Polsterer, “2i-xxii v.h. 26,” 1926, image 12 1/4 x 9 cm., sheet 30 x 21 ½ cm., pencil note in 
Victor Hammer’s hand: “Mr. Polsterer, Vienna” (Middeldorf No. 9)  

5. Dozent Oscar Stracker (a Viennese surgeon), 1928, no. 19, image 24 ½ x 20 cm., sheet 37 x 27 cm. 
(Middeldorf No. 10)  

6. Mme. Auriel (Paula) Richter, 193?, image 25 x 18 ½ cm., sheet 38 x 29 ½ cm, with Hammer estate 
mark in red ink. (Middeldorf No. 12)  
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Reference: Ulrich Middeldorf, “Mezzotints: Catalogue,” Victor Hammer: Artist and Printer 
(Lexington: Anvil Press, 1981), pp. 20-25. 

 
 

B. Set of matted prints from Victor Hammer’s woodcuts and engravings. Oversize Box 2 
(23 items)  

 
 
Part IV: Metal Engravings, Woodcuts, Linecuts, and Initial Letters - Oversize Box 4 
 
1. Engraved brass plate of the Chapel at Château Kolbsheim, Alsace (8 ½ cm. x 6 cm. x 2 ½ cm.)  
 
2. Line-cut of the Chapel at Château Kolbsheim, Alsace (reduction from woodcut: 8 3/4 cm. x 13 cm. x 2 ½  
 cm.) 
 
3. Trial-cut in steel of the Chapel at Château Kolbsheim, Alsace (never used) 12 1/4 cm. x 16 cm. x 2 ½ cm)  
 
4. Two metal-cuts (by Gloria Thomas) from chiaroscuro woodcuts (for the Anvil Press Tempest) (8 ½ cm. x 8  
 cm. x 2 ½ cm.) 
 
5. Initial “E” with monk figure in background. Two-color brass engraving plate. (7 1/4 cm. x 5 cm. x 2 ½ cm.)  

Based on VH’s study of and inferences from the techniques used by Fust and Schoeffer in printing the 
Mainz Psalter of 1457. Cf.: “The 1457 Psalter contains elaborate decorated initials printed in two 
colours, red and blue. The exactness of the register and the perfection of the technique is so 
consummate that until recently there was no agreement as to the method by which all of this was 
achieved.” Alan G. Thomas, Great Books and Book Collectors (New York: Putnam, 1975), p. 36. Cf. 
also: “Remember my comment that Fust and Schoeffer couldn’t have printed from an initial that was 
set inside a background cut because the light metal in combination with the stiff ink would make the 
letter stick to the paper? Well, I was right — they do stick together. But only sometimes. The 
Hammers use this method quite successfully. Carolyn claims that V.H. arrived at this solution to the 
problem of the Psalter quite independently of other recent research. She has printed a pamphlet 
describing it [The Two-Color Initials of Victor Hammer], but every attempt to buy some copies met 
with ‘out of print.” L.F.B. to P.H.D. re: C. & V.H.: Being the Text of a Letter from Leonard F. Bahr to 
Paul H. Deunsing Concerning a Visit with Carolyn and Victor Hammer in 1966 (Louisville: Contre 
Coup Press, 1966), p. 3. The unique and beautiful two-color initials of VH, cut by the artist’s hand in 
brass, are exquisite and ingenious works of art that also disclose a mysterious method of book 
decoration unused for 500 years, since the Psalter of 1457.  

 
6. Initial “G” with printer figure in background. Two-color brass engraving plate, not mounted for printing.  

(6 cm. x 5 cm.)  
 
7. Initial “T”; two-color brass engraving plate, not mounted for printing. Engraved by Carolyn Reading 
 Hammer. (3 3/4 cm. x 2 1/4 cm.)  
  
  
 
Part V: Photographs 
 
A. Works of Art by V. Hammer 

Photographs, negatives and published photographs of works of art by Victor Hammer. This pictorial 
archive of Hammer’s works of art is filed according to subject, and it includes 888 pieces (excluding 
negatives). 
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Oversize Box 3: Large, matted exhibition/publication quality black and white salon prints of Victor Hammer  
at work, sewing book bindings and printing. (10 photographs, 7 of these by Van Deren Coke, 
fine art photographer and writer, who was later Curator of George Eastman House in 
Rochester, NY, and Curator of Photography at the San Francisco Museum of Art.)  

  
Box 35 
Folder 1: Aesopus & Rhodopis, a gold ground painting (25) 
Folder 2: Arnoldsheim Banner (church tapestry) (3) 
Folder 3: Austrian Dress (drawings for a publication) (17) 
Folder 4: Bernstorff, Albrecht, Graf von (8) 
Folder 5: Booksellers in the Borgo degli Albizzi, Florence (11) 
Folder 6: Brass Cuts for printing ornamental initials (4) 
Folder 7: Christ & The Adulteress (1st version) (7) 
Folder 8: Christ & The Adulteress (2nd version) (10) 
Folder 9: Christ & The Adulteress (3rd version) (11) 
Folder 10: Christ & The Adulteress (4th version) (7) 
Folder 11: Christ & The Adulteress (drawings) (24) 
Folder 12: Christ & The Adulteress (5th version) (16) 
Folder 13: Christ & The Money Changers (13) 
Folder 14: Cinelli, Delfino and his wife (5) 
Folder 15: Clavichord, built by Victor Hammer (2) 
Folder 16: Crucifixus (Kolbsheim, Gethsemani, Newman Center) (26) 
Folder 17: Drawings (owned by Carolyn R. Hammer) (19) 
Folder 18: Photographs (by Helm Roberts) (7, plus 18 negative strips) 
Folder 19: Drawings (women) (19) 
Folder 20: Early Works (men) (21) 
Folder 21: Early Works (women) (45) 
 
Box 36 
Folder 1: Exhibitions (Photos) (10) 
Folder 2: Farnsley, Charles, Mayor of Louisville (3) 
Folder 3: Franckenstein, Baron Georg (13) 
Folder 4: Frankl, Paul Theodor (1) 
Folder 5: Garten, Edme (6) 
Folder 6: Graves, Joseph C., Sr. (5) 
Folder 7: Grunelius, Antoinette (4) 
Folders 8-10: Hagia Sophia (57) 
Folder 11: Jacob Hammer (5) 
Folder 12: Rosl Hammer (20) 
Folder 13: Harrach, Count and Countess von (6) 
Folder 14: Saint Hildegard (2) 
Folder 15: Hofmannsthal Bust (27) and Hofmannsthal Bust (correspondence) 
Folder 16: Huni, Mme. (15) 
Folder 17: Jeanne D’Arc (2) 
Folder 18: Kaufmann, Edgar, Sr. (10, plus 4 negatives) 
Folder 19: Kredel, Fritz (3) 
Folder 20: Mautner, Konrad (15, plus 4 negatives) 
Folder 21: Mayr von Melnhof, Franz (5) 
Folder 22: McDonald, Edward (1) 
Folder 23: MacDonald (Englishman) (2) 
Folder 24: McLain, Raymond (4) 
Folder 25: Merton, Thomas (13, plus 12 negatives) 
Folder 26: Meuron, Mme. de (17) 
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Folder 27: Miscellaneous (ring, pin, house numbers, sculpture) (17) 
Folder 28: Miscellaneous Sketches (12) 
Folder 29: Mizener, Rosemary (2) 
 
Box 37 
Folder 1: “Moni” (Veronica Hammer von Oppenheimer) (Victor’s Daughter) (6) 
Folders 2-3: Muses (43) 
Folder 4: Niles, John Jacob (10) 
Folder 5: Notburga, Santa (17) 
Folder 6: Nudes (19) 
Folder 7: Ogden, Mr. (3) 
Folder 8: Ogle, Miss (12) 
Folder 9: Olrich-Lange, Frances (Mrs. Victor Lange) (2) 
Folder 10: Opel, Carl and Frau, and Ludwig (4) 
Folder 11: Paravicini, Count C. R. (13, plus 1 negative) 
Folder 12: “Parmenia” (Parmenia Ekstrom, a ballet patron and historian, and founder of Stravinsky-Diaghilev  
     Foundation) (13) 
Folder 13: Placci, Count Carlo (2) 
Folder 14: Resurrection (16) 
Folder 15: Reventlow, Countess (cousin of Bernstorff) (16) 
Folder 16: Richter, Paula (1) 
Folder 17: Schenker, Heinrich (musicologist) (4) 
Folder 18: Schermerhorn, Mrs. (25) 
Folder 19: Self-Portraits (30, plus 3 negatives) 
Folder 20: Seydoux, Mme. Roger (13) 
Folder 21: Stracker, Oskar (2) 
Folder 22: Tapestry (8) 
Folder 23: Tauss, Martha (3) 
Folder 24: Twelve Apostles (3) 
Folder 25: Warndörfer (Nora Hodges’s father) (1) 
Folder 26: Unruh, Fritz von (2) 
Folder 27: Wilkinson, Tudor and Don (Helen Rose, his wife) (4) 
Folder 28: Wood-Turners of Constantinople (11) 
Folder 29: World War I (portraits) (18) 
Folder 30: World War I (Russian Front) (6) 
Folder 31: Wurmbrand, Ernst, Graf von (1917) (1) 
Folder 32: Zambour, Adolf von (Consul at Constantinople) (3) 
 
 

 
B. Personal Photographs 
The 694 photographs, slides, and negatives include the following, along with an exhibition visitors’ register, a 
photograph album of the installation, and a set of exhibition captions. 
 
Box 38, Folders 1-2: Photographs of Victor Hammer’s printing presses, wooden and iron, with original glass-
plate negatives of the presses in Florence in the 1920s; also includes a view of VH’s two Washington iron 
hand presses in Lexington’s historic Hunt-Morgan house, showing life mask of VH, photographed by noted 
fine art photographer Van Deren Coke. (27 photographs) 
 
Box 38, Folders 3-12: Victor Hammer’s family photographs and Victor Hammer from early 1900s to last 
photographs with Carolyn Reading Hammer. (161 photographs) 
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Box 38, Folders 13-15: Residences of Victor Hammer: envelope containing prints of Villa del Santuccio, 
Florence (exterior and interior); the Hunt-Morgan House, Lexington; and 220 Market Street, Lexington. Used 
in Grolier Club exhibition. (4 photographs) 
 
Box 39, Folder 1: Residences of Victor Hammer, interior and exterior views, with glass negatives of Florence; 
includes five fine prints on exhibition board, 13 professional 8x10 matte finish prints, two slides, and one 
positive glass transparency showing VH. (62 photographs) 
 
Box 39, Folder 2: Victor Hammer “at table,” with his bust of Hugo von Hofmannsthal on mantel, taken by 
Joseph C. Graves, Sr., in the Hunt-Morgan house, ca. 1950; in museum board exhibition matte. (See letter of R. 
H. Middleton, 2 February 1950: “…this represents the exact setting, costume and attitude which you have been 
working toward these many years.”) Joseph C. Graves, proprietor of the Gravesend Press, was an exhibiting 
member of the Lexington Camera Club. (1 photograph) 
 
Box 39, Folders 3-4: Victor Hammer at work: at the easel and at the press, by Brooks Hamilton and others; all 
are professional quality prints, with 7 mounted on exhibition board by Brooks Hamilton, a regionally 
recognized fine art photographer. (27 photographs) 
 
Box 39, Folder 5: Victor Hammer and Rudolf Koch, Vienna, early 1930s, original and copy prints; very fine 
original mounted on board for museum display. Koch, associated with the Klingspor Foundry, was the leader 
of the Offenbach Werkstett and premier European typeface designer of the early twentieth century. (3 
photographs) 
 
Box 39, Folder 6: Victor Hammer at the press and cutting punches for type. Fine photographs of 
exhibition/publication quality. (3 photographs) 
 
Box 39, Folders 7-23: Photographs and other pictures, saved by Victor Hammer, from Italy and various 
locations: architecture, art works, etc. Almost all are professional 8x10 black and white photographs. (211 
items) 
*****Continued in Box 40, Folders 1-3 
 
Box 40, Folder 4: Popular Catholic author Thomas Merton (“Father Louis”) and Victor Hammer at 220 
Market Street, Lexington, Kentucky, ca. 1966; Thomas Merton at the Abbey of Gethsemani, 1965; other 
Gethsemani photographs; color and black and white, miscellaneous sizes to 11 x 14, and 1 color slide. (30 
photographs) 
 
Box 40, Folders 5-6: Photographs of Victor Hammer, Carolyn Reading Hammer, and author Thomas Merton, 
1950s-1960s, including snapshots of variable quality, some negatives and ten color slides. (48 items) 
 
Box 40, Folder 7: Envelope with slides from Victor Hammer exhibitions at Rochester Institute of Technology, 
October 1993, by Margaret von Koschembahr. (74 slides) 
 
Box 40, Folder 8: Color photographs of Victor Hammer’s house in Aurora, New York, 1939-1949, by 
Chalmers McCormick, 1993. (2 photographs) 
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Box 40, Folder 9: Photographs of Victor Hammer’s Aurora, New York, house by Bekir Arpag, October 1995. 
(6 photographs) 
 
Box 40, Folders 10-20: Three envelopes of glass plate negatives from Florence, containing 9, 10, and 11 
images, one print of credenza, bust of Cosimo II, and Rudolph Koch tapestry (30 glass plates, 1 photograph) 
*****Continued in Box 41, Folders 1-16 
 
Box 41, Folder 17: Guestbook from the 1996 Transylvania University exhibition of Victor Hammer.  

Box 41, Folders 18-19: Photograph Album of 1996 Victor Hammer exhibition at Transylvania University. 

Box 41, Folder 20: Three envelopes of exhibition labels from the Grolier Club Hammer show, 1995. 

 
 
Part VI: Reviews, catalogues, and Bibliographical Data 
 
Series I: (Boxes 42-44) 
Variety of reviews, catalogues, and announcements enumerated in David Farrell’s secondary bibliography in 
Victor Hammer Artist and Printer (Approx. 150 files)  
 
Series II: Catalogues, Reviews, and Articles (Boxes 45-49) 
 
Box 45 
 
Folder 1: Clay Lancaster, review of Fiedler, Architecture  
Folder 2: James D. Birchfield, “Victor Hammer & the Arts & Crafts,” Lecture, Boston, Society of Printers, 5  
 March 1997  
Folder 3: Sophie Eisenhut, “Victor Hammer A Renaissance Man,” Block Gallery, Northwestern University  
Folder 4: “The French Poems,” manuscript for afterword by Robert E. Daggy to Thomas Merton’s Four 

Poems in French  
Folder 5: Program for reception marking gift of Victor Hammer drawings by John Gaines in McEllistrem  
 Room, Gaines Center for the Humanities, University of Kentucky  
Folder 6: Victor Hammer & The Wells College Press (Aurora, NY, 1993), by Bruce Bennett and Robert 

Doherty  
Folder 7: The Kentucky Review, Vol. XI, No. 3 / autumn 1992: special issue, “The Book Arts” (2 copies)  

 
Folder 8: Printing History, Vol. XVI, Nos. 1 & 2, 1994: “Victor Hammer — An Irish Connection,” by Dermot  
 McGuinne  
Folder 9: The Merton Seasonal, Vol. 21, No. 1, / Spring 1996, “Identifying Hammer editions of Merton”  
Folder 10: American Book Collector / Review of Victor Hammer: Artist and Printer  
Folder 11: Reviews of Victor Hammer: Artist and Printer appearing in Fine Print; American Book Collector;  
 Antiquarian Book Monthly Review (3 copies).  
Folder 12: Xerox copy of Three Fragments, with introduction by Victor Hammer.  
Folder 13: Two copies of Victor Hammer, “Industrial Methods of Work and Socialism,” Catholic Art  
 Quarterly, 1959.  
Folder 14: Pamphlet on traditional Austrian clothing, 1936, illustrated by Victor Hammer  
Folder 15: Bühne, Welt und Mode, No. 76, 10 April 1927, containing an autobiographical sketch of Victor  
 Hammer, illustrated with photographs; with translation. (2 copies of publication)  
Folder 16: Listing of Victor Hammer’s paintings from Die Wunsch,  
Folder 17: Who’s Who data form.  
Folder 18: Victor Hammer, “A Chapel is Built,” Liturgical Arts, Vol. 12, No. 3, May 1944. (One issue and one  
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 offprint)  
Folder 19: Sebastian Carter, “Victor Hammer,” Matrix, Vol. 7, Winter 1987. (One offprint, one Xerox copy) 
Folder 20: Notes and self-critiques of On Classic Art (14 pp. manuscript and typescript; 15 pp. proof from type 

and notes)  
Folder 21: Victor Hammer, “Education for What?,” Education, Vol 61, No 9, May 1942.  
Folder 22: Victor Hammer Centennial symposium poster, University of Kentucky 1981. (4 copies)  
Folder 23: Otto Muller, “Victor Hammer: Erläuternde Anmerkungen zur Pindar Schrift,” Salzburg, printed  
 folded sheet.  
Folder 24: Harry Duncan, reminiscence of Victor Hammer in Against the Grain, ed. by Robert Dana.  
Folder 25: Marilyn Robb, “This Summer in Chicago,” news article which includes a review of the 1948  
 Renaissance Society exhibition in which Victor Hammer participated.  
Folder 26: Prospectus for Victor Hammer Artist and Printer  
Folder 27: Poster, New York Public Library Victor Hammer exhibition (ca. 1945).  
Folder 28: Xerox copy of Osterreische Blatter plates and listings of work by Victor Hammer.  
Folder 29: Hariett McDonald Holladay’s clippings file on Victor Hammer (3 pieces).  
Folder 30: Herbert Wacker “Ausstellung Victor Hammer” (Review of exhibition) 
 
 
Box 46 
 
Folder 1: Paul Standard, biographical note on Victor Hammer and review of Four Dialogues. 2 Xerox copies.  
Folder 2: “Seit drarnalsist deutsches geistiges…” manuscript by Victor Hammer, ca. 1930-1935. (2 leaves)  
 [Xeroxed] with translation; about the German language.  
Folder 3: Prof. Dr. Georg Haupt, “Die Hammer-Presse in Florenz,” Philobiblon, Vol. 4, No. 8, 1931, with  
 manuscript copy. re Victor Hammer and his press in Florence, Italy. 
Folder 4: Typographic, Vol 14, No 4, October 1982, features proof sheet of Victor Hammer’s Samson laid in.  
Folder 5: R. Hunter Middleton, “Victor Hammer, Artist and Master of the Printing Art,” The Printing  
 Salesman’s Herald (1965). (Two copies)  
Folder 6: Writings of Victor Hammer, Specimen pages set by Liam Miller of Dublin, Ireland, with manuscript 

of writings.  
Folder 7: Catalogue of Victor Hammer exhibition, Transylvania University, 1970, 27 pp. plus 25 plates, bound  

in white oriental paper wrappers and embossed with Hammer’s elevation drawing of the Chapel at 
Château Kolbsheim.  

Folder 8: David Farrell, “Pursuit of the Ideal,” Fine Print, Vol.4, No. 4, October 1978.  
Folder 9: Sophie Eisenhut. Lecture on Victor Hammer’s European career, Victor Hammer Conference, Wells  
 College, Aurora, New York, October 1993. Xerox.  
Folder 10: Roderick Cave, The Private Press, Xerox of section relating to Victor Hammer.  
Folder 11: Alexander Lawson, ed., Anatomy of a Typeface (Boston, David Godine, 1990). Also Xerox of  
 Chapter 2, “Hammer Uncial.”  
Folder 12:  Dialogue (1996), review of Victor Hammer exhibition at Transylvania University, spring 1996.  
Folder 13: Xerox copy of Victor Hammer entry in The Oxford Companion to the Decorative Arts (1975).  
Folder 14: Carolyn Reading Hammer’s bibliography of The Bur Press and related data.  
Folder 15: Carolyn Reading Hammer’s bibliography of The Press of Carolyn Reading 
Folder 16: Carolyn Reading Hammer’s bibliography of The King Library Press  
Folder 17: Carolyn Reading Hammer’s bibliography of The Stamperia del Santuccio  
Folder 18: Carolyn Reading Hammer’s bibliography of The Anvil Press, with prospectuses and reviews.  
Folder 19: Xerox of Carolyn Reading Hammer, “Notes on the Stamperia del Santuccio” from Chapters on  
 Writing and Printing  
Folder 20: Catalogue of Victor Hammer exhibition at Transylvania University, summer 1950, sewn into blue  
 wrappers.  
Folder 21: Two Xerox copies of Victor Hammer chronology from Victor Hammer: Artist and Craftsman. 
Folder 22: Announcement for “The Resurrection and Other Religious Works by Victor Hammer,” 19 March to  

28 May 1989, reception and gallery talk Sunday 19 March, University of Kentucky Art Museum.  
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Folder 23: Xerox copy of E. A. Lowe’s English Uncial (Oxford University Press, 1960)  
Folder 24: Program from lecture, Joseph C. Graves, Sr., “Victor Hammer: Calligrapher, Punch-Cutter, and  

Printer,” Bibliographical Society of the University of Virginia, Charlottesville, 1954 
Folder 25: Exhibition catalogue, An Easter Anthology, Owensboro Museum of Fine Art, Owensboro,  
 Kentucky.  
Folder 26: Exhibition catalogue, Victor Hammer retrospective exhibition, North Carolina Museum of Art,  
 1965. (Three copies)  
Box 47 
 
Folder 1: Victor Hammer number of Oesterreichische Blatter. (Three copies; with one copy of Gerhard  
 Probst’s English translation)  
Folder 2: Victor Lange, “Herbert Steiner und Victor Hammer,” Zeit der Moderne (1984), festschrift für  
 Berhard Zeller. With translation, in part, by Helmut Gordon, laid in. 
Folder 3: Catalogue, Victor Hammer exhibition, Transylvania College, 1948. = 
Folder 4: Carnegie Institute, International Exhibition, Pittsburgh, 1939.= 
Folder 5: Program from Gleeson Library Associates, University of San Francisco, 30 January 1983 meeting,  

with lecture by Dr. Steven Corey, “Victor Hammer: Artist and Printer.” (2 copies of announcement, 
11 copies of program) 

Folder 6: Programs for Victor Hammer Exhibition at Lexington, Kentucky, Public Library, July 1948; (Six  
copies)  

Folder 7: Announcement of Victor Hammer centennial retrospective exhibition at Gleeson Library, University  
 of San Francisco, 9 December 1982. (2 copies)  
Folder 8: Announcement for Victor Hammer exhibition at the Art Center Association’s School Gallery,  
 Louisville, Kentucky, November 1959.  
Folder 9: Program for Victor Hammer exhibition at the University of Kentucky Fine Arts Gallery and  
 Margaret I. King Library Gallery, October 1952.  
Folder 10: Bernhard Vitan, Die Wunsche (Gratz: Verlag Schmidt-Dengler, 1937). Notes mezzotints of Victor  
 Hammer.  
Folder 11: The Fine Line: Drawing With Silver in America (Palm Beach: Norton Gallery of Art, 1985).  
 
Box 48 
 
Folder 1: Susanna Ragionieri, “Victor Hammer a Firenze,” Artista: Critica dell’arte in Toscana (1991). 

Attached is an envelope containing Ann Colcord’s translation of the article, as well as copies of a 
letter regarding Victor Hammer and the essay by Luke Richardson.  

Folder 2: Requiem for Victor Hammer (New York: Spiral Press, 1967).  
Folder 3: Christianity and the Visual Arts. From Kentucky Collections (Owensboro: Owensboro Museum of  
 Fine Art, 1986).  
Folder 4: Paul Holbrook, “The Craft of the Contrary Man,” Parabola, fall 1991. With Xerox copy of a longer  
 essay by Paul Holbrook, “Ad Maiorem Dei Gloriam.”  
Folder 5: P. K. Thomajan, American Type Designers (1986). Contains article on Victor Hammer, p. 41 ff.  
Folder 6: Paul Holbrook, “Tools in the Hands of God,” Cross Currents, Spring 1992.  
Folders 7-8: David D. Cooper, “Victor Hammer and Thomas Merton: A Friendship Ad Maiorem Dei Gloriam,”  
 The Kentucky Review,Vol. 7, No. 2, Summer 1987. (4 copies)  
 
Box 49 
 
Folder 1: John Dreyfus, “Printing as Industry and Craft: Victor Hammer’s Example,” The Kentucky Review,  
 Vol. 5, No. 2, winter 1984. (2 copies)  
Folder 2: Harry Duncan, “My Master, Victor Hammer,” The Kentucky Review, Vol. 4, No. 2, winter 1983.  
Folder 3: Theo Rehak, Ratdolt/Hammer Type Specimen Sheet, Dale Guild Type Foundry, 1996.  
Folder 4: Catalogue from the Victor Hammer exhibition, Transylvania College, 1970, with price list laid in. (2  
 copies)  
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Folder 5: Drafts of Paul Holbrook, “Ad Maiorem Dei Gloriam.” (Xerox)  
 
Items Added to Box 49: 
 
Folder 6: Talk read at Gallery 303, NYC February, 1966 by CRH 
Folder 7: Several pages of calligraphy by VH; photo of late 6th century gospel Latin vulgate (Hanley MS. No.  
  1775) British Museum; Photo of Codex Amiatinus; St. Jerome-Book of God; Medicco-Laurenziana 
  [Both sources of VH’s Uncial types] 
Folder 8: Drawing by VH of tools necessary for type-cutting; page from Printing Type depicting tools for type- 

  casting 
Folder 9: Smoke-proofs made by VH while cutting his several uncial types 
Folder 10: Keepsakes from the first six Hammer Biennale Lectures at the King Library Press 
Folder 11: Artist & Craftsman a letter to Lewis Allen from CRH 
Folder 12: The Private Press Tradition in Lexington & Tuscaloosa: An Oral History with Dr. Raymond  
    McLain 
Folder 13: Victor Hammer’s Uncial Types by W. Gay Reading and American Proprietary Typefaces, APHA,  
    1998 
Folder 14: A Documentation of Hammer Types by W. Gay Reading, Jr. from Victor Hammer: Artist & Painter  
    The Anvil Press, Lexington, 1981 
Folder 15: Offprint from Matrix 26- “Printing with CRH” by Paul Evans Holbrook 
Folder 16: An Introduction to Victor and Carolyn Hammer: With a Listing of the Books Printed at their  
    Several Presses Compiled by Paul Evans Holbrook. Printed at The Anvil Press, 1995. 
Folder 17: Pamphlet- Victor Hammer: Artist & Craftsman with CD of the pamphlet for reproduction purposes 
Folder 18: Letters of Victor Hammer and Edward Bruce-copies from the Archives of American Art-sent to  
    Carolyn Hammer in 1981. 
Folder 19: Travel Journal of Victor and Carolyn Hammer in the fall of 1957 on an extended European visit.  

Carolyn kept a journal, which Victor transcribed after returning to Kentucky, and adding material       
and observations to Carolyn’s text. 

Folder 20: Correspondence and notes on this collection, as well as various donations from Paul Evans  
    Holbrook. 
 
 
 
Part VII: Publications 

Note: All books contain the bookplate of Carolyn R. Hammer, designed by English wood engraver Will Carter 
and printed at his Rampant Lion Press. They are arranged by call number in the Rare Book and Special 
Collections Division’s Press Collection. 
 
 
A. Books from the Stamperia del Santuccio - 11 vols. 

 
Bargellini, Piero. The Unquiet Conscience (1958). One of two unnumbered copies, in linen-covered boards.  
 
Cassiodorus, Flavius Magnus. Of Scribes (1958). Copy No. 40. Cased in paper over boards.  
 
Fiedler, Conrad. Three Fragments (1951). Opus XII. No. 28. Victor Hammer’s personal copy, fully bound in  

parchment, with paper-covered box, lettered in gilt on front cover and spine. Prospectus laid in. 
 

Hall, Joseph. Samson (1972). No. 55, autographed by illustrator Fritz Kredel; bound in decorated paper- 
covered boards with leather spine by Lucy Crump, with her binder’s label. Prospectus laid in. 
  

Hammer, Victor. Concern for the Art of Civilized Man (1963). No. 50. Victor Hammer’s personal copy, bound  
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in full crushed tan morocco with gilt lettered spine, and with leather and marbled paper slipcase by 
Lucy Crump; binder’s stamp in blind in rear interior panel.  
 

Hammer, Victor. Memory and her Nine Daughters, the Muses (1956). Opus XIII. Copy No. 13. Victor  
Hammer’s personal copy, bound in full crushed tan morocco with all edges gilt and with vellum label 
hand-lettered in black in Victor Hammer’s Andromache characters; with felt-lined leather-edged 
slipcase Inscribed to Carolyn Hammer  
 

Hammer, Victor. Memory and her Nine Daughters, the Muses (Stamperia del Santuccio for George Wittenborn, 
Inc., New York City, 1957). No. 256. Bound by Lucy Crump in full crushed tan morocco with seven 
raised bands and all edges tinted in blue.  
 

Holderlin, Johann Friedrich. Gedichte, Entwurfe zu Gedichten und Bruchstücke aus dem Jahren MDCCXCI – 
MDCCCIV (1946-1949). Opus XI. The masterpiece of Victor Hammer’s printing career and a 
significant rarity Hammer’s personal copy, bound in full crushed brown morocco, lettered in gilt in his 
own American Uncial type on front panel and spine; with suede-lined linen-covered box with leather 
label lettered in gilt in Hammer’s own American Uncial type. Binding and box by the celebrated New 
York binder Hope Weil.  

Labé, Louise. Les Vingtquatre Sonnets (1957). Opus VII. No. 9. Bound in full crushed crimson morocco with  
double-fillet panel on front and back, gilt title lettering in Victor Hammer’s Pindar caps; four gilt 
raised bands on spine and spine lettered in gilt; blue paste-paper endleaves with double gilt fillet on 
inner dentelles front and back; gilt fillet on edge of boards; all edges gilt; flannel-lined paper-covered 
slip-case edged in leather. (The binding is a matched companion to Tasso, below.)  

 
Milton, John. Samson Agonistes (1930-31). Opus I. No. 47. Victor Hammer’s personal copy of the first work  

of his presses, bound in full pebble-grained morocco with a single gilt-fillet panel on cover. Red paste-
paper covered slipcase. Slight foxing.  
 

Tasso, Torquato. Sonetti (1933). Opus X. Victor Hammer’s personal copy, unnumbered, bound in full crushed  
crimson morocco with double-fillet panel on front and back, gilt title lettering in Victor Hammer’s 
Pindar caps; four gilt raised bands on spine and spine lettered in gilt; blue paste paper endleaves with 
double gilt fillet on inner dentelles front and back; gilt fillet on edge of boards; all edges gilt; flannel-
lined paper-covered slip-case edged in leather. (The binding is a matched companion to Labé, above.)  

 
 

B. The Wells College Press - 1 vol. 
 
Alarcon, Pedro Antonio de. The Three Cornered Hat (1944). Illustrated with woodcuts by Fritz Kredel, and all  

woodcuts tinted by hand. Bound with untrimmed edges in paper-covered boards with printed spine; 
printed dust jacket with woodcut tinted by hand.  

 
 

C. The Anvil Press - 6 vols. 
 

Hammer, Carolyn R., comp. Chapters on Writing and Printing (1963). Copy No. 20. Bound with edges 
untrimmed in paper-covered boards with printed paper label.  

Hammer, Victor. The Forms of Our Letters (1988). Copy V. Bound in paper-covered boards with paper label 
printed in two colors. Order form laid in.  

Hammer, Victor. A Second Book of Fragments and The Genius of Rhodes (1991). Copy No. 9. Bound in  
paper-covered boards with buckram spine; printed paper label; title printed on front panel and Victor 
Hammer press mark on rear panel.  

Li Po. The Poems of Li Po (1984). Case bound, to include sound disc and finding list. Poetry bound in black  
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buckram over boards with printed paper label in black and red; finding list in gray paper-covered 
boards. Both housed in laced binder of black buckram over boards with paper label in red and black.  

Rothenstein, John. Victor Hammer: Artist and Craftsman (1978). Text with nineteen color plates bound in  
gold-colored, cloth-covered boards, lettered on spine. Printed in Verona, Italy, by Martino 
Mardersteig’s Stamperia Valdonega.  

Shakespeare, William. The Tempest (1993). No. 50, Carolyn Hammer’s personal copy, three-quarter bound in  
white leather with white spine and generous front sections of the boards covered in white leather, and 
with middles of front and back boards covered in a vertical band of gray, gold-flecked paste-papers; 
spine lettered in gilt in American Uncial type. Separate gray wrapper containing a print of Gloria 
Thomas’s chiaroscuro two color woodcut portrait of Shakespeare, printed at the Windell Press, sewn 
in silver thread. The two items placed in a slipcase covered with gold-flecked gray paste papers; 
binding and slipcase by Gabrielle Fox of Cincinnati.  

 
 
D. The Hammer Press - 1 vol. 
 
Hammer, Victor. A Theory of Architecture (1952). Title-page in red and black with architectural metal  

engraving of Hammer’s chapel at Château Kolbsheim. Bound in paper-covered boards with printed 
spine.  
 
 

E. The Dolmen Press - 1 vol. 
 

Joyce, James. Dubliners (1986). Bound in cloth over boards, gilt-lettered spine, white lettered front panel and  
white decoration on back panel, with top edge gilt; illustrated with lithographs by Louis le Brocquy. 
Correspondence with publisher laid in. The last book of Liam Miller.  

 
 

F. The Spiral Press (Joseph Blumenthal) - 1 vol. 
 
Raymond McLain, Requiem for Victor Hammer (1967). Bound with edges untrimmed in maroon oriental  
paper over boards with paper label on front panel; illustrated with plate of drapery study by Hammer and his 
printer’s mark in red. Prospectus laid in. 


